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Foreword

Supersymmetry is one of the most discussed themes in modern particle
physics, although there is no convincing evidence yet for its existence in

nature. Intrigued by the uniqueness and theoretical beauty of this symmetry,
researchers in the field are confident that interest will continue in the coming

years and even decades. In fact, many of the most exciting recent develop-
ments in mathematical physics, quantum field theory and string theory were

obtained using the concepts of supersymmetry.
Still the most fascinating aspect of supersymmetry resides in the possibil-

ity that it might extend the celebrated standard model of elementary particle
physics into an energy range accessible to present and planned experiments:
its experimental discovery might thus be "around the corner"'. This so-called

"low-energy" supersymmetry, the supersymmetric generalization of the stan-

dard model of strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions, is the central

subject of the present book.

Nir Polonsky is well suited as an author of such a book as he is an expert in

the field and, throughout his career, has made important contributions to its

development. In the present monograph he provides a "guided tour" through
this vast field of "low-energy" supersymmetry, In a convincing way he selects

the essential topics and provides a consistent account of the field, avoiding
the discussion of unnecessary details. His clear and patient explanations make
this book useful both for the experienced researcher in the field and the

student who wants to take the first steps towards learning supersymmetry.
All physicists interested in this subject will want to have this book on their

shelves.

Bonn, Germany,

July 2001 Hans Peter Nilles



Preface

Moor: point

my horse

where birds sing.

Basho (Translation by Lucien Stryk)

These notes provide an introductory yet comprehensive discussion of the

phenomenology associated with supersymmetric extensions of the Standard

Model of electroweak and strong interactions. The choice of topics and of their

presentation is meant to draw readers with various backgrounds and research

interests, and to provide a pedagogical tour of supersymmetry, structure and

phenomena. The intensive and ongoing efforts to understand and discover

such phenomena, or to alternatively falsify the paradigm predicting it, and

the central role of supersymmetry in particle physics studies, mean that such

a journey is a well-motivated endeavor, if not a necessity. This is particularly
true as we look forward to moving into a new era of discoveries with the

forthcoming commissioning of CERN's Large Hadron Collider (LHC), which

is scheduled to operate by the year 2005.

Even though our focus is on (weak-scale) supersymmetry, it would still

be impossible to cover within these notes all that it entails. In the following,
we choose to stress the more elementary details over the technicalities, the

physical picture over its formal derivation. While some issues are covered in

depth, many others are only sketched or referred to, leaving the details to

either optional exercises or further reading. Our mission is to gain acquain-
tance with the fundamental picture (regardless of the reader's background),
and we will attempt to do so in an intuitive fashion while providing a broad

and honest review of the related issues. Many reviews, lecture notes, and

text books (most notably, Weinberg's book [1]) are available and references

will be given to some of those, as well as to some early and recent research

papers on the subjects discussed. Some areas are particularly well covered by
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reviews, e.g., the algebra on the one hand and experimental searches on the

other hand, and hence will not be explored extensively here.

Before discussing supersymmetry and the "TeV World", it is useful to re-

call and establish our starting point: the Standard Model of electroweak and

strong interactions as characterized and tested at currently available energies
.\,Fs ;r, 200 - 300 GeV (per parton). We therefore begin with a brief summary
of the main ingredients of the SM. Hints for an additional structure within

experimental reach will be emphasized, and the known theoretical possibil-
ities for such a structure, particularly supersymmetry, will be introduced.

This will be done in the first part of the notes. The second part provides a

phenomenological "bottom-up" construction of supersymmetry, followed by
a brief discussion of the formalism - providing intuitive understanding as well

as the necessary terminology. We then supersymmetrize the Standard Model,
paying attention to some of the details while only touching upon others.

In the third part of the notes we turn to an exploration of a small number

of issues which relate ultraviolet and infrared structures. These include renor-

malization and radiative symmetry breaking, unification, and the lightness of

the Higgs boson, issues which underlie the realization of the weak scale. This

particular choice of topics does not only lay the foundation for supersymme-

try phenomenology but also represents some of the successful predictions of

weak-scale supersymmetry. Subsequently, we discuss in the fourth part some

of the difficulties in extending the standard model, the most important of

which is the flavor problem. Its possible resolutions are used as an organizing
principle for the model space, which is then characterized and described.

Throughout these notes we attempt to leave the reader with a clear view

of current research directions and avenues which stem from the above topics.
Some more technical and specialized issues are explored further in the fifth

and last part of the notes. These include the possible origins of neutrino mass

and mixing and the implications of the different scenarios: vacuum stability
and the respective constraints; classifications of supersymmetry-breaking op-

erators; and an introductory discussion of extended supersymmetry. These

serve as a (subjective) sample of contemporary and potential avenues of re-

search. The reader is encouraged to explore the literature given throughout
the notes for technical discussions of other topics of interest.

As physicists, our interest is in confronting theory with experiment. Here,
we will argue for and motivate supersymmetry as a reasonable and likely
perturbative extension of the standard model. Whether supersymmetry is

realized in nature, and if so in what form, can and must be determined

by experiment. Experimental efforts in this direction are ongoing and will

hopefully result in an answer or a clear indication within the next decade.

Discovery will only signal the start of a new era dedicated to deciphering the

ultraviolet theory from the data: supersymmetry, by its nature (and as we will

demonstrate), relates the infrared and the ultraviolet regimes. By doing so it

provides us with extraordinary opportunities for a glimpse at scales we cannot
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reach, and to answer fundamental questions regarding unification, gravity,
and much more. The more one is familiar with the ultraviolet possibilities
and their infrared implications, the more one can direct experiments towards

a; possible discovery.

Clearly, a lot of work is yet to be done and there is always room for new

ideas to be put forward. It is my hope that these notes convince and enable

one to follow (if not participate in) the story of weak-scale supersymmetry,
and new physics in general, as it unveils. It is not our aim to equip the reader

with calculation tools or to review in these notes each and every aspect or

possibility. Rather, we will attempt to enable the interested reader to form

an educated opinion and identify areas of interest for further study and ex-

ploration. Many of the issues discussed will be presented from an angle which

differs from other presentations in the literature, for the potential benefit of

both the novice and expert readers. Our bibliography is comprehensive, how-

ever it is far from exhaustive or complete. Most research articles on the sub-

ject (which were written in the last decade) can be found in the Los Alamos

National Laboratory electronic archive http://xxx.lanl.gov/archive/hep-ph,
and the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center's Spires electronic database

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/hep lists relevant articles and reviews.

The core of the manuscript is based on the lecture series "Essential Su-

persymmetry" which appeared in the proceedings of the TASI-98 school [2].
However, the material was revised, updated and significantly extended. I

thank Francesca Borzumati for her help with the figures, and Howard Haber

and Chris Kolda for providing me with Fig. 8.1 and Fig. 7.2, respectively.
I also thank Francesca Borzumati, Lee Hyun Min, Yasanury Nomura, and

Myck Schwetz for their careful reading of earlier versions of the manuscript

and for their comments. I benefited from work done in collaboration with

Jonathan Bagger, Francesca Borzumati, Hsin-Chia Cheng, Jens Erler, Glen-

nys Farrar, Jonathan Feng, Hong-Jian He, Jean-Loic Kneur, Chris Kolda,
Paul Langacker, Hans-Peter Nilles, Stefan Pokorski, Alex Pomarol, Shufang

Su, Scott Thomas, Jing Wang, and Ren-Jie Zhang. This manuscript was

completed during my tenure as a Research Scientist at the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology, and I thank Bob Jaffe for his encouragement. Finally,
I thank Peter Nilles for his support.

Cambridge, May 2001 Nir Polonsky
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1. Basic Ingredients

The Standard Model of strong and electroweak interactions (SM) was exten-

sively outlined and discussed by many, for example in Altarelli's TASI lectures

[3] where the reader can find an in-depth discussion and references. The SM

has provided the cornerstone of elementary particle physics for nearly three

decades, particularly so after it was soundly established in recent years by the

various high-energy collider experiments. Even though the reader's familiar-

ity with the SM is assumed throughout these notes, let us recall some of its

main ingredients, particularly those that force one to look for its extensions.

Indeed, the most direct evidence for an extended structure was provided
most recently by experimentally establishing neutrino flavor oscillations [4].
(See Langacker for details and references [5] as well as recent reviews by
Barger [6].) However, let us refrain from discussing neutrino mass and mixing
until the last part of these notes where neutrino mass generation within

supersymmetric frameworks will be explored. With the exception of Chap. 11,
we will adopt the SM postulation of massless neutrinos. More intrinsic and

fundamental indications for additional structure (that will ultimately have

to also explain the neutrino spectrum) stem from the SM (so-far untested)
postulation of a scalar field, the Higgs field, whose vacuum expectation value

(vev) spontaneously breaks the SM gauge symmetry.
We begin in this chapter with a brief review of the boson and fermion

structures in the SM. This summary sets the foundation for the discussion of

indications for additional structure, which follows in the next chapter.

1.1 Bosons and Fermions

The SM is a theory of fermions and of gauge bosons mediating the SU(3)c x

SU(2)L X UMY color and electroweak gauge interactions of the fermions.

However, the SU(2)L X UMY weak isospin x hypercharge electroweak sym-

metry is spontaneously broken and is not respected by the vacuum, as is

manifested in its massive W and Z gauge bosons. The spontaneous symmetry

breaking is parameterized by a complex scalar field, the Higgs field, which pro-

vides the Goldstone bosons of electroweak symmetry breaking. Its inclusion

in the weak-scale spectrum restores unitarity and perturbative consistency of

WW scattering, for example. Its gauge-invariant Yukawa interactions allow

ute
N. Polonsky: LNPm 68, pp. 3 - 8, 2001© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001



4 1. Basic Ingredients

one to simultaneously explain, at least technically so, the SU(2)L X UMY
breaking and the chiral-symmetry violating fermion mass spectrum. The SM

employs the by-now standard quantum-field theory tools, and it commutes

with, rather than incorporates, gravity.
Table 1.1 lists the matter, Higgs and gauge fields which constitute the

SM particle (field) content. (The graviton is listed for completeness.) The

table also serves to establish the relevant notation. The fermion flavor index

a = 1, 2, 3 indicates the three identical generations (or families) of fermions

which are distinguished only by their mass spectrum. It is important to note

that the U(1) hypercharge is de facto assigned such that each family consti-

tutes an anomaly-free set of fermions. All fields (or their linear combinations

corresponding to the physical eigenstates : B, W -+ 7, Z, W; see below)
aside from the Higgs boson have been essentially observed. (Indirect evi-

dence for the existence of the Higgs boson from precision measurements of

electroweak observables, however, has been recently acquiring statistical sig-

nificance.) It is therefore not surprising that it is the symmetry breaking
sector which is the least understood. It will occupy most of our attention in

the remaining of Part I.

Given the charge assignments, it is straightforward to write down the

gauge invariant scalar potential and Yukawa interactions. We begin with the

scalar potential and reserve the discussion of Yukawa interactions and flavor

to the next section.

The scalar potential is given by

V(H) == _M2HHt + A(HHt )2,

where A > 0 is an arbitrary quartic coupling. If m
2
< 0 then the global

minimum of the potential is at the origin and all symmetries are preserved.

However, for m
2
> 0, as we shall assume, the Higgs doublet acquires a non-

vanishing vev (H) = (1/, O)IV2- where v = \/-(-m2/A).
The electroweak SU(2)L X UMY symmetry is now spontaneously broken

down to U(I)Q of QED with Q = T3 +Y/2. (A SU(2) rotation was used to fix

the Higgs vev in its conventionally chosen direction). The charged and neutral

CP-odd Higgs components are Goldstone bosons in this case and are absorbed

by the electroweak gauge bosons which, as given by experiment, are massive

with [7] M2 g2V2 /4 = (80.419:LO.056 GeV)2 and MZ2 = (g2+g12)V2/4W

)2 =

92 and g' are the conventional notation for(91.18820.0022 GeV . Here, g

the SU(2) and hypercharge gauge couplings, respectively. (Note that unlike

the symbols g and 92 which will be used interchangeably, the symbols g' used

here and g, used in Chap. 6 differ in their normalization. The symbol g will

be also used to denote a gauge coupling in general.) One defines the weak

angle tan Ow =_ g'lg so that Z = cos OWW3 - sin OWB, and the massless

photon of the unbroken QED is given by the orthogonal combination. (The
charged mass eigenstates are W = (Wi T- iW2)/vf2-.) The QED coupling is

e = g sin 0W. From the Fermi constant, GF = g2/4vf2-Mw2, measured in muon
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1/2decay, one can extract v = (NF2GF)- 246 GeV. (Our normalization is

the conventional one for the one-Higgs doublet SM and will be modified when

discussing the two-Higgs doublet supersymmetric extensions.)
Note the (tree-level) mass relation MW2 = M2 COS2 OW. We will mention

Z

below the quantum corrections to this relation, measured by the p-parameter,

MW2 = pM2 COS2 OW.Z
In fact p = 1 at tree level in the case of Higgs doublets

but not, for example, in the case of Higgs triplets. Its fitted value (subtracting
SM quantum effects _ O(M2)), p  _ 1 [71, therefore severely constrains the

t

possibility of an electroweak breaking vev of a SU(2)L-triplet Higgs field.

.In particular, the SM, as well as any of its extensions, must assume that the

Higgs field(s) of electroweak symmetry breaking is a (are) SU(2)L-doublet(s).

Table 1.1. The SM field content. Our notation (Qc,QL)QY/2 lists color, weak

isospin and hypercharge assignments of a given field, respectively, and QC = 1, QL ==

1 or QY/2 = 0 indicate a singlet under the respective group transformations. The

T3 isospin operator is +1/2 (-1/2) when acting on the upper (lower) component
of an isospin doublet (and zero otherwise).

Sector Spin Field

SU(3) gauge bosons (gluons) 1 g =- (8, 1)0

SU(2) gauge bosons W (1, 3)o

U(1) gauge boson B (1, 1)o

Chiral matter (3, 2).jQ- = ( U

-

d

(Three families: a = 1, 2, 3)
Ua UL, =- 0 1 1) - 2

3

Da = dLa E' (3, 1).1L -

3

L
a

V_ (1, 2)
e 2

Ea (e L. (1, 1) 1

Symmetry breaking 0 ( Ho
H

H-

(the Higgs boson)

Gravity (the graviton) 2 G (1, 1)o
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1. 2 Flavor

The gauge invariant Yukawa interactions are of the from OLHOR or of the

form V)Li172H*V)Ri where we labeled the (left-handed) chiral matter trans-

forming under SU(2)L and the (right-handed) chiral matter which is a weak-

isopspin singlet with the L and R subscripts, respectively. One ha's

,CYukawa = yl,,,,L,,HEb + Ydab Q,,HDb + Yu,,bQa(iU2H*)Ub + h.c., (1.2)

where SU(2) indices are implicit and are contracted with the antisymmetric
tensor eij: 612 = +1 = -621. Note that the choice of the hypercharge sign for

H is somewhat arbitrary since one can always define fl = iO'2H* which car-

ries the opposite hypercharge (172 is the Pauli matrix and hr = (H+, -H'*)T
given our choice). This will not be the case in the supersymmetric extension.

One can rewrite the Lagrangian (1.2) in terms of the physical CP-even com-

2)Tponent 77 (with mass -,F2m) and the vev of H(x) -- ((v + 77(x), 0)/N/. in

order to find the physical Higgs Yukawa interactions and the fermion (Dirac)
mass terms mf,,,, = yf,,,v1,,F2.

It is interesting to note that had the spectrum contained a SM singlet
fermion N =- (1, I)o (with a lepton number -1) then a (lepton-number pre-

serving) neutrino Yukawa/mass term y,,,,L,,(iU2H*)Nb + h.c. could also be

written. N is the right-handed neutrino. Being a SM singlet it could also

have a gauge-invariant Majorana, mass term - N,,Nb which violates lepton
number by two units. However, the SM contains no right-handed neutrinos,
and the (left-handed) neutrinos are assumed massless. Furthermore, lepton L

(L +1 for L,, and L = -1 for E, N,,) and baryon B (B = +1/3 for Q,, and

B -1/3 for U, D,,) numbers are automatically conserved (in perturbation

theory) by its interactions, e.g. see eqs. (1.2) and (1.1). L and B are acci-

dental but exact symmetries of the SM, and their conservation holds to all

orders in perturbation theory. In particular, the lightest baryon, the proton,
is predicted to be stable. We also note in passing that the introduction of a

right-handed neutrino N,, (per family) allows for a new anomaly-free gauged
U(1) symmetry U(1) Q, with Q' = B - L. It would also allow one to arrange

the SM right-handed fields in isospin doublets of a SU(2)R gauge symmetry

[8] such that Y = T3 ,. + [(B - L) /2] (and as before, Q = T3, + Y/2 for QED).
Hence, extended gauge symmetries and right-handed neutrinos are naturally
linked. (This is particularly relevant in the case of grand-unified theories

which are discussed in Chap. 6.) We return to the discussion of neutrinos

and lepton number in Chap. 11.

Returning to the SM, both Yukawa, couplings and fermion masses are

written above as 3 x 3 matrices in the corresponding (up, down, lepton)
flavor space. (The dimension of the flavor space is given by the number of

families, Nf = 3.) In order to obtain the physical mass eigenstates one has

to diagonalize the different Yukawa matrices and subsequently to perform
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independent unitary transformations on all vectors in flavor space. For ex-

ample, u,, _= (employing standard flavor
'L (Ui C7 t)L and daL =_ (d, s, b)L

symbols which we will use interchangeably with the symbols defined in Ta-

ble I.I.) are now rotated by different transformations U and V, respectively,
which correspond to the diagonalization of the respective Yukawa matrix.

Hence, the weak (interaction) and mass (physical) eigenstates are not iden-

tical: d'L = Vabd1L, etc. where the superscripts W and m denote weak and

mass eigenstates, respectively.

Charged currents Jcc - ;a-WrTdw + h.c. (interacting with the charged

gauge bosons W T ) are then proportional, when rotated to the physical,cc

mass basis, to WV VCKM. Here, r and T denote Dirac and SU(2)L ma-

trices, respectively, and subscripts were omitted. (Note that only the product
VCKM appears in physical observables. One could choose, for convenience,

a basis such that U = I and V =_ VCKM.) The 3 x 3 Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa YCKM (unitary) matrix contains three independent angles and one

phase parameter and connects the different generations: Charged currents

contain flavor off-diagonal interaction vertices which lead to flavor changing
currents. For example, V ' ME'FTd' + h.c. C Jcc leads to flavor changingK

W decays, W+ --+ cj.

On the other hand, unitarity guarantees that no flavor changing neutral

currents (FCNC) arise (at tree level): JNc , UWFTuW+d,-wrTdW + h. c. (in-
teracting with the Z and with the photon) is proportional to UtU, VtV =- I

and is basis invariant. (Loop corrections change the situation due to the flavor

non-conserving nature of the charged currents and lead, for example, to loop-
induced meson mixing and quark decays such as b -+ s-y.) In addition, the

absence of right-handed electroweak-singlet neutrinos and of the correspond-

ing Yukawa terms implies that a flavor rotation of the neutrinos is not physical

(since obviously no neutrino Yukawa/mass term is rotated/diagonalized) and

therefore can always be chosen so that the left-handed neutrinos align with

the charged leptons. Hence no leptonic flavor (i. e., e, M, -r) violating (LFV)
currents, charged or neutral, arise in the SM at any order in perturbation

theory. Both predictions provide important arenas for testing extensions of

the SM, which often predict new sources of FCNC (which appear only at

loop level in the SM) and/or LFV (which are absent in the SM).

1.3 Status of the Standard Model

Even though the SM is extremely successful in explaining all observed phe-

nomena to date, it does not provide any guidelines in choosing its various a

pHoTi 18 free parameters (in addition to its rank and representations): the

gauge couplings, the number of chiral families, the Higgs parameters and

Yukawa couplings, and ultimately, the weak scale - gv.

The fermion mass spectrum is indeed successfully related to the sponta-

neous gauge symmetry breaking: The same Higgs vev which breaks the gauge
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symmetry also spontaneously breaks the chiral symmetries of the SM (which
forbid, if preserved, massive fermions). Nevertheless, the size of the breaking
of the chiral symmetries is put in by hand in (1.2). Subsequently, all flavor

parameters - fermion masses and CKM angles and phase - have to be fixed

by hand: The SM does not guide us as to the origins of flavor (nor as to the

family duplication). Charge quantization and the quark-lepton distinction

also remain mysterious (even though they can be argued to provide a unique

anomaly-free set of fermions, given the gauge symmetries).
One may argue that these (and the exclusion of gravity) are sufficient

reasons to view the SM as only a "low-energy" limit of an extended "more

fundamental" theory, which may provide some of the answers. However, an

even stronger motivation to adopt the effective theory point of view emerges

from the discussion of quantum corrections to the Higgs potential (1.1), and

in fact, it will restrict the possible frameworks in which one can consistently
address all other fundamental questions. We turn to this subject in the next

chapter.



2. The Hierarchy Problem and Beyond

2.1 The Hierarchy Problem

Using standard field theory tools, one renormalizes the SM Lagrangian in

order to account for quantum (i.e., loop) corrections. Indeed, this proce-

dure is successfully carried out in the case of the extrapolation of "the ef-

fective" SU(3). x U(I)Q theory to the weak scale and its embedding in the

SU(3)c x SU(2)L X U(')Y SM, as was described by Altarelli [3]. (See also

Fig. 6.1 below.) While most corrections are at most logarithmically divergent
and hence correspond a well-understood logarithmic renormalization (and fi-

nite shifts') of parameters, there is an important exception. The model now

contains the Higgs field whose lightness is not protected by either gauge or

chiral symmetries. The leading corrections to the Higgs two-point function

(and hence, to its mass parameter in (1.1)) depend quadratically on the ultra-

violet cut-off scale. Adopting the view that the SM itself is only an effective

low-energy theory, the renormalization procedure is again understood as ex-

trapolating the model towards the more fundamental ultraviolet scale. The

quadratic dependence on this scale, however, is forcing the theory to reside at

the ultraviolet scale itself2, hence leading to an apparent paradox with crucial

implications. It amounts to a failure to consistently accommodate fundamen-

tal scalar. fields within the framework of the SM, undermining the notion of

an ultraviolet independent low-energy theory.
More specifically, one needs to consider, at one-loop order, the three

classes of quadratically divergent one-loop contributions shown in Figs. 2.1-

2.3. The first divergence results from the Higgs SU(2) x U(1) gauge inter-

actions. (Since we are interested in the ultraviolet dependence we will only

In fact, from the effective low-energy theory point of view, finite corrections which

are proportional to the square of the top mass m
2
are quadratically divergentt

corrections which are cut off by mt. Such corrections appear at the quantum

level, for example, in the neutral to charged current ratio, the P-parameter

MW2/M2 2
OW _ 1 + O(M2)z Cos t ,

and also in the Z -4 bb branching ratio (which
is relevant for the effective theory at Mz).

2
Again, an analogy with the top quark is in place: The electroweak theory indeed

resides near the cut-off on its quadratic divergences - mt. (Note that quantum
corrections to electroweak observables depend only logarithmically on the Higgs
mass, which is assumed to be of the same scale.)

ute
N. Polonsky: LNPm 68, pp. 9 - 18, 2001© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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consider the full SU(2) x U(1) theory above the weak scale.) The gauge bosons

and the Higgs fields themselves are propagating in the loops. A naive power

counting gives for the corrections to the Higgs mass

6M2auge - CW
g2

A2
(2.1)9 161r2 UVI

where C, are numerical coefficients whose value is immaterial here. We in-

cluded only the leading contributions in the ultraviolet cut-off AUV (neglect-
ing logarithmic dependences), and similarly for the hypercharge contribution

which we omit. A second contribution results from the Higgs Yukawa inter-

actions. In this case fermions are propagating in the loops and one has

2

jM2 2

Yukawa Cf
Yf

2 AUV7 (2.2)
f

16-7r

where the summation is over all fermion flavors. (Small Yukawa couplings are

not negligible once AUV -+ oo!) Note the negative sign due to the fermion

loop. Lastly, the Higgs self interaction leads to another contribution which is

proportional to its quartic coupling,

JM2

iggs
- CH

A
A2

(2.3)H _1r2 UV'16-

Summing all independent contributions one finds

2
1

C g2+C \_EC Y2 2

V )2._Mtree - W H f f AU -A(246 GeV (2.4)+
i 6,7r2

f

The "one-loop improved" relation (2.4) essentially depends on all of SM free

parameters. (The SU(3) coupling g, enters at higher loop orders which are

not shown here.) Hence, even though cancellations are technically possible
2(by adjusting the tree-level mass Mtree or A) and despite the fact that in the

presence of a tree-level mass one can simply subtract the infinity by intro-

ducing an appropriate counter term, such procedures do not seem reasonable

unless AUV - O(v). For example, for a cut-off of the order of magnitude
of the Planck mass A-uv - MPIanck - 10" GeV one needs to fine-tune the

value of v = 246 GeV by 1017 orders of magnitude (and ,,2, which appears

in eq. (2.4), by 1034 orders of magnitude)!
This naturalness problem is often referred to as the hierarchy problem:

Naively, one expects that electroweak symmetry breaking would have oc-

curred near the Planck scale MPIanck - 1019 GeV and not at the electroweak

scale Mweak - gv - 102 GeV (which is measured with astonishing precision,
for example, see Mz and Mw measurements given in the previous chapter).
Since the SM does not contain the means to address this issue, it follows that

the resolution of the hierarchy problem and any understanding of the specific
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choice of the electroweak scale must lie outside the SM. To reiterate, the

instability of the infrared SM Higgs potential implies that the model cannot

be fundamental while it severely constrains the possible extrapolations and

embeddings of the SM.

vt

------ --------- ------ --------- A ---------

Fig. 2.1. The gauge interaction contributions to the quadratic divergence.

Fig. 2.2. The Yukawa interaction contribution to the quadratic divergence.

----------- ----------

Fig. 2.3. The scalar self-interaction contribution to the quadratic divergence.

2.2 Possible Avenues

Once it has been argued that the SM cannot be a fundamental theory, the

obvious question arises: What are the possible avenues that could be pursued
in order to consistently extend it. Our discussion of the hierarchy problem
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clearly indicates two possibilities: (i) The existence of a fundamental scale

near the electroweak scale corresponding to new gauge (or gravitational)
dynamcis which effectively serves as a cut-off on any extrapolation of the

SM and its parameters. Such dynamics presumably render one or more el-

ements (e.g. a fundamental Higgs field, two hierarchically distinctive scales,
perturbative validity) of the hierarchy problem obsolete and the corrections

eqs. (2.1)-(2.3) are cut off by its low scale and are not dangerous. (ii) A
theory containing a fundamental Higgs field and which extends and extrap-
olates the SM within perturbation theory (and in four dimensions). Such a

theory contains all the elements of the hierarchy problem yet corrections of

the form of eqs. (2.1)-(2.3) "miraculously" vanish. The essence of the theory
in this case is in naturally explaining the "miracle". Both options imply the

prediction of a new field content at or near the electroaweak scale and which

is associated with either the nearby more fundamental "cut-off" scale (let
it be resonances associated with nearby strong interactions or states associ-

ated with the compactification of an extended space-time geometry near the

electroweak scale), or alternatively, with the cancellation of (a larger more

complete set of) quadratically divergent corrections in a perturbative the-

ory. This realization is a main driving force, side by side with the search for

the Higgs boson itself, in current studies of particle physics at electroweak

energies and beyond, and provides the basis for this manuscript.
Various proposals exist that either postulate Auv - 47rv or otherwise

provide for a natural cancellation of divergences. We will sketch the various

ideas which underlie those frameworks here, and will further elaborate on the

supersymmetry framework in the next section.

2.2.1 Strong Interactions

Certain frameworks postulate that the Higgs field is a meson, a composite of

fermions, rather than a fundamental field. In this case the notion of a cut-off

scale and of a confinement scale are entangled and, in fact, the solution to the

hierarchy problem is the elimination of scalar bosons from the fundamental

theory. It duplicates (and at much higher energies) in its philosophy the QCD

picture in which the low-energy degrees of freedom are mesons and baryons
while at high energy these are the quarks and gluons. Under this category
fall the different versions of technicolor models, top-color models, and their

various offsprings. (Por a recent review, see Refs. [9, 10, 11].)
The models predict not only additional matter, but also strong and rich

dynamics "nearby" (not far from current experimental energies). Strong dy-
namics, in general, does not tend to completely decouple from its nearby low-

energy limit (the weak scale, in this case), leading, in most cases, to many

predictions at observable energies. For example, the models typically predict
new FCNC as well as (oblique) quantum corrections to the W and Z masses

and interactions. (As mentioned in the previous chapter, the latter lead to

calculable shifts from SM tree-level relations such as MW = MZ cos OW,
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which is measured by the p-parameter.) While a detailed critique can be

found in Altarelli's lectures [3], no corresponding deviations from SM predic-
tions (when including its own quantum corrections to such observables) were

found, seriously undermining the case for such an embedding of the SM.

Attempts to solve this contradiction are often based on distinguishing,
for example, the fermion-mass generation sector from the sector responsible
to electroweak symmetry breaking, leading to complex multi-layer construc-

tions. It is also interesting to note that strong dynamics typically (coun-
terexamples, however, exist [12]) predict for the Higgs boson mass m,, > v

(consider the pions in QCD), contrary to current implications based on fits

to electroweak data [13] m,7 ;-5,' v. (Such fits are based, however, on the as-

sumption that the new physics decouples from many of the SM observables.

A heavier Higgs boson is allowed otherwise [14, 151.) One should bare in

mind, however, that by its nature non-perturbative strong dynamics do not

always allow for reliable calculations of SM quantities (consider the Postmod-

ern Technicolor [16] model, for example), and it is therefore difficult to rule

it out.

2.2.2 Extra Spatial Dimensions

A different and more recent proposal is of a framework with a low-energy

cut-off and (possibly) a fundamental Higgs field in the background of an ex-

tended space-time geometry (and more then three spatial dimensions). The-

ories with extra low-energy (very large) compacitified dimensions where first

argued to be consistent with all data (for two or more extra dimensions) by

Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali [17]. In short, it is postulated that our

four-dimensional universe resides on a four-dimensional submanifold of an ex-

tended space-time. Such theories must contain towers of Kaluza-Klein states

which parameterize the excitations of those states propagating in the extra

dimensions and which contain M - O(TeV) or heavier states. Such towers

may include the graviton (and other fields describing quantum gravity such

as various moduli) but could also include for not "so low-energy dimensions"

(i. e., for extra dimensions smaller than originally proposed in Ref. [17]) towers
of the usual and extended gauge fields and/or the usual and extended matter

and Higgs fields, leading to a large variety of possibilities and constraints on

the size and number compactified dimensions R > (M4d  -l
Planck/

The relation between the four-dimensional to 4 + n-dimensional Planck

constants reads

m4d (m(4+n)d -22 -
Planck Planck ) Ri, (2.5)

relating the size and number of compactified dimensions. Relation (2.5) ex-

plains the weakness of gravity as we know it in terms of extra large (but
with particular size) dimensions rather than in terms of a large Planck mass.

Rn = V is the volume of the compactified n-dimensional space (and R-1 is

the compactification scale).
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In this framework, the Higgs boson is usually assumed to be a funda-

mental particle, but this need not be the case. Rather, it depends on the

assumed details of the "bulk" physics (where the "bulk" refers to the the

extra-dimension volume V).
The theoretical limit of a small volume V (R- 1

_ M4dPlanck) is also very in-

teresting. It occurs in what is often called M-theory [18, 19] (which is related

to the discussion of unification in Chap. 6). It also appears in an alternative

realization of these ideas which is based on the notion that space-time geom-

etry is modified such that the full space-time metric is not factorizable, (that
is, it cannot be written as a direct sum of the metric on the four-dimensional

submanifold and of the metric in the extra dimensions, as is implicitly as-

sumed in deriving eq. (2.5)). Rather, the four-dimensional metric is assumed

to be multiplied by an exponential function of the additional dimension(s),
the warp factor. It was shown by Randall and Sundrum [20] that in the case

of two four-dimensional manifolds, or "walls" (one of which corresponds to

our world, while gravity is localized on the other "wall"), in an anti-de Sitter

background, and which are separated by one extra dimension, it is sufficient

to stabilize the size of the compactified dimension R at a small (yet partic-

ular) value in order to realize the hierarchy as seen in our four-dimensional

world: The hierarchy is given by exp(-2MR-/r), where M here is some funda-

mental scale in the full theory (and is assumed to be of the order Of MPlanck) -

A rescaling of the coordinates by the square root of the inverse of the warp

factor exp(MRir) leads to a similar picture but now the two scales play the

reverse roles with the fundamental Planck scale being of the order of the

electroweak scale, in the spirit of the original proposal of Ref. [17].
The hierarchy problem is not eliminated in the modified geometry (extra-

dimensional) frameworks but is only rephrased in a different language. The

large extra dimensions must be stabilized so that the volume V is appro-

priately fixed. The stabilization of the extra dimensions at particular values

is the hierarchy problem of models with extra large (or equivalently, low-

energy) dimensions. Intuitively, one expects its solution within a framework

of quantum gravity. On the other hand, the only candidate to describe quan-

tum gravity, namely string theory, does not provide the answer, given current

knowledge. (It was shown [21], however, that in the Randall-Sundrum [20]
setup one could consistently take the limit of a non-compactified infinitely-
large extra dimension R -+ oo while having gravity localized on the remain-

ing four-dimensional "wall".) Furthermore, if the d + n Planck mass (or the

"warped" quantities, in the alternative picture) are not sufficiently close to

the weak-scale then the usual hierarchy problem re-appears.

Many issues have been recently discussed in the context of extra dimen-

sions, including the unification of couplings (first discussed in Ref. [22]), pro-

ton decay (see, for example, Ref. [23]), etc. The discussions are far from con-

clusive due to the lack of a concrete framework on the one hand, and strong

dependence on the details of the full theory, i.e., boundary conditions, on the
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other hand. (Note in particular that the issue of possible new contributions

to FCNC is difficult to address in the absence of concrete (and complete)
realizations of these ideas.) Even though it is intriguing that low-energy ex-

tra dimensions may still be consistent with all data, significant constraints

were derived in the literature in the recent couple of years and no indica-

tions for such a dramatic scheme exist in current data. These ideas may be

further tested in collider experiments. A generic prediction in many of the

extra-dimension schemes is of large effective modifications of the SM gauge

interactions (due, for example, to graviton emission into the bulk of the ex-

tended volume) which can be tested in the next generation of hadron and

lepton colliders, if the (4 + n)d Planck mass is not too large. Other effects

of low-energy gravity may include a spin 2 graviton resonance [24] and pure

gravitational effects (one may even speculate on balck-hole3 production at

colliders), if gravity is indeed sufficiently strong at sufficiently low energies.

2.2.3 Conformal Theories

On a different note, it was also argued (but not demonstrated) that one

could construct theories which are conformally (scale) invariant above the

weak scale and hence contain no other scales, no dimensionful parameters,
and trivially, no hierarchy problem [26]. This proposal combines the notion of

a fundamental weak-scale cut-off (above which nature is truly scale invariant)
with that of a cancellation of all divergences (due to the conformal symmetry).
Again, this is only a rephrasing of the problem since conformal invariance

must be broken and by the right amount. Furthermore, this approach faces

severe and fundamental difficulties [27] in constructing valid examples.

2.2.4 Supersymmetry

Unlike in all of the above schemes, one could maintain perturbativity to an

arbitrary high-energy scale if dangerous quantum corrections are canceled

to all orders in perturbation theory (a cancellation which does not require
conformal invariance discussed in the previous section). Pursuing this alterna-

tive, one arrives at the notion of weak-scale supersymmetry. Supersymmetry
ensures the desired cancellations by relating bosonic and fermionic degrees
of freedom (e.g. for any chiral fermion the spectrum contains a complex
scalar field, the s-fermion) and couplings (e.g. quartic couplings depend on

gauge and Yukawa couplings). This is done by simply organizing fermions

and bosons in "spin multiplets" (so that chirality is attached to the bosons

by their association with the fermions). Henceforth, supersymmetry is able

to "capitalize" on the sign difference between bosonic and fermionic loops,
which is insignificant as it stands in the SM result (2.4). This is the avenue

3
Black hole were also argued [25] to induce dangerous low-energy operators in

these theories.
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that will be pursued in these notes, and the elimination of the dangerous
corrections will be shown below explicitly in a simple example. A detailed

discussion will follow in the succeeding chapters. We conclude this chapter
by elaborating on the status of (weak-scale) supersymmetry, which further

motivates our choice.

2.2.5 Mix and Match

We note in passing that it is possible to link together various avenues. Theo-

ries with extra dimensions may very well contain weak-scale supersymmetry,

depending on the relation between the (string) compactification scale and

the supersymmetry-breaking scale [28]. In fact, it is difficult to believe that

the stabilization of the large extra dimensions does not involve supersym-

metry in some form or another. It was also suggested that supersymmetric:

QCD-like theories may play some role in defining the low-energy theory (for
example, that some fermions and their corresponding sfermions are compos-

ites [29, 30].) Of course, strong dynamics may reside in extra dimensions

(for a recent proposal, see Ref. (31]) and all three avenues may be realized

simultaneously. These possibilities lie beyond the scope of this manuscript.

2.3 More on Supersymmetry

Aside from its elegant and nearly effortless solution to the hierarchy prob-
lem (which will occupy us in the next part), supersymmetric models suggest
that electroweak symmetry is broken in only a slightly "stronger" fashion

(i.e., two fundamental Higgs doublets acquire a vev) than predicted in the

SM (where only one Higgs doublet is present). Furthermore, in many cases

the more complicated Higgs sector is reduced to and imitates the SM situ-

ation with the additional theoretical constraint m. ;5,' 130 - 180 GeV. This

is a crucial element in testing the supersymmetry framework and we will

pay special attention to this issue in Part III. In fact, one typically finds

that the theory is effectively described by a direct sum of the SM sector

(including the SM-like Higgs boson) and of a superparticle (sparticle) sec-

tor, where the latter roughly decouples (for most practical purposes) from

electroweak symmetry breaking (i.e., its spectrum is to a very good approxi-
mation SU(2)L X U(I)Y conserving and is neatly independent of electroweak

symmetry breaking vev's). The sparticle mass scale provides the desired cut-

off scale above which the presence of the sparticles and the restoration of

supersymmetric relations among couplings ensure cancellation of quadrati-

cally divergent quantum corrections. Hence, the super-particle mass scale is

predicted to be Msusy - 0(100 GeV - 1 TeV) with details varying among

models. The mass scale MSUsy is also a measure, in a sense, of supersymme-

try breaking in nature (e.g. the obvious observation that a fermion and the
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corresponding sfermion boson are not degenerate in mass). Its size implies
that supersymmetry survives (and describes the effective theory) down to the

weak scale. More correctly, it is MSUSy that defines in this picture the weak

scale v - MSUSy (up to a possible loop factor and dimensionless couplings).
These issues will be discussed in some detail in the following chapters.

The electroweak symmetry conserving structure of the sparticle spectrum

sharply distinguishes the models from, e.g. technicolor models. It implies
that the heavy sparticles do not contribute significantly even at the quantum

level to electroweak (or more correctly, to the related custodial SU(2) sym-

metry) breaking effects- such as the p-parameter. (This is generically true if

all relevant superparticle masses are above the 200-300 GeV mark.) This is

consistent with the data, which is in nearly perfect agreement with SM pre-

dictions. Returning to the Higgs mass, it is particularly interesting to note

that the same analysis of various electroweak observables (i.e., various cross-

sections, partial widths, left-right and forward-backward asymmetries, etc.,

including their SM quantum corrections) which determines the value of the

p-parameter, suggests that the SM Higgs boson (or the SM-like Higgs boson

ho - 77 in supersymmetry) is lighter than 200-300 GeV [13], which is con-

sistent with the predicted range in supersymmetry, and more generally, with

the notion of a fundamental Higgs particle (rather that a composite Higgs
with a mass m,7 - Auv which is a factor of 2 - 4 heavier). Both the data and

supersymmetry seem to suggest

gweakV;r:, Mq ;! V, (2.6)

where gweakV =_ Mz. The lower experimental bound of 0(100) GeV is from

direct searches. (The origin of the theoretical bounds will be explored at a

later point).
It should be stressed that one is able to reach such strong conclusions

regarding the Higgs mass primarily because the t-quark (top) mass [7]
mt = 174 5 GeV is measured and well known, hence, reducing the num-

ber of unknown parameters that appear in the expressions of the quantum

mechanically corrected SM predictions for the different observables. Indeed,

it was mt which appears quadratically in such expressions (rather than only

logarithmically as the Higgs mass) that was initially determined by a similar

analysis long before the t-quark was discovered and its mass measured [32]
in 1995. (For example, Langacker and Luo found [33] mt = 124 37 GeV in

1991.) The most important lesson learned from the early analysis was that the

top is heavy, mt - v (in analogy to the current lesson that the Higgs boson is

light, with light and heavy assuming a different meaning in each case). Once

we discuss in Part III the renormalization of supersymmetric models and the

dynamical realization of electroweak symmetry breaking that follows, we will

find that a crucial element in this realization is a sufficiently large t-Yukawa

coupling, i. e., a sufficiently large mt  -_ yt v. Indeed, this observation corre-

sponds to the successful prediction of a heavy top in supersymmetry (though
there are small number of cases in which this requirement can be evaded).
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A somewhat similar but more speculative issue has to do with the ex-

trapolation to high energy of the SM gauge couplings. Once loops due to

virtual (i) sparticles and (ii) the second Higgs doublet are all included in the

extrapolation at their predicted mass scale of 0(100 GeV - 1 TeV), then one

finds that the couplings unify two orders of magnitude below the Planck scale

and with a perturbative value (provided that the spectrum contains exactly
two Higgs doublets and their super-partners). This enables the consistent

discussion of grand-unified and string theories, which claim such a unifica-

tion, in this framework. (Note that supersymmetry is a natural consequence
of (super)string theory, though its survival to low energies is an independent
conjecture.) This result was known qualitatively for a long time, but it was

shown more recently to hold once the increasing precision in the measure-

ments of the gauge coupling at the weak scale is taken into account, and it

re-focused the attention of many on low-energy supersymmetry. (As we dis-

cuss in Chap. 11, the large unification scale may play an important role in

the smallness of neutrino masses.)
On the other hand, no known extension of the SM can imitate the simplic-

ity by which FCNC and LFV are suppressed. Supersymmetry is no exception
and like in the case of any other low-energy extension, new potentially large
contributions to FCNC (and in some cases to LFV) could arise. Their sup-

pression to acceptable levels is definitely possible, but strongly restricts the

"model space". The absence of large low-energy FCNC is the most important
information extracted from the -data so far with regard to supersymmetry,
and as we shall see, one's choice of how to satisfy the FCNC constraints (the
"flavor problem") defines to great extent the model.

In conclusion, once large contributions to FCNC are absent, the whole

framework is consistent with all data, and furthermore, it is successful with

regard to certain indirect probes. Its ultimate test, however, lies in direct

searches in existing and future collider experiments. (See Zeppenfeld [34]
for a discussion of collider searches and Halzen [35] for the discussion of

possible non-collider searches.) In the course of these notes all of the above

statements and claims regarding supersymmetry will be discussed in some

detail and presented using the tools and notions that we are about to define

and develop.
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Though supersymmetry corresponds to a self-consistent field-theoretical frame-

work, one can arrive at its crucial elements by simply requiring a theory which

is at most logarithmically divergent: Logarithmic divergences correspond to

only a weak dependence on the ultraviolate cut-off AUV and can be con-

sistently absorbed in tree-level quantities, and thus understood as simply

scaling (or renormalization) of the theory. Unlike quadratic divergences -

which imply strong dependence on the ultraviolate cut-off and therefore need

to be fine-tuned away, logarithmic divergences do not destabilize the infrared

theory but only point towards its cut-off scale.

As we shall see, the mere elimination of the quadratic divergences from the

theory renders it "supersymmetric", and the importance of supersymmetry

to the discussion of any consistent high-energy extension of the SM naturally

follows. This bottom-up construction of "supersymmetry" is an instructive

exercise. The simple example of a (conserved) U(1) gauge theory will suffice

here and will be considered below, followed by the consideration of a Yukawa

(singlet) theory. This exercise could be repeated, however, for the case of

a (conserved) non-Abelian gauge theory and in the case of the SM (with a

spontaneously broken non-Abelian gauge symmetry and non-singlet Yukawa

couplings) which are technically more evolved. Suggested readings for this

section include lecture notes Refs. [36, 37, 381.

3.1 Cancellation of Quadratic Divergences
in a U(1) Gauge Theory

We set to build a theory which contains at least one complex scalar (Higgs)
field 0+ (with a U(1) charge of +1) and which is at most logarithmically

divergent. In particular, we would like to extend the field content and fix the

couplings such that all quadratic divergences are eliminated. For simplicity,

assume a massless theory and zero external momenta p
2
= 0. All terms which

are consistent with the symmetry are allowed. (The Feynamn gauge, with the

gauge boson propagator given by D ,, = -igl,,Iq2, is employed below.)
As argued above, the most obvious "trouble spot" is the scalar two-point

function (Figs. 2.1-2.3). A U(1) theory with only scalar (Higgs) field(s) re-

ceives at one-loop positive contributions oc Auv from the propagation of the

ute
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gauge and Higgs bosons in the loops (Figs. 2.1 and 2.3). They are readily
evaluated in the U(1) case to read

JM2lboson --":: + (4 - j)g2+'\Njj d4q 1

(3-1)0
2 (27r)4 q2

where g and A are the gauge and quartic couplings, respectively, and N = 8 is

a combinatorial factor (N = 2 for non-identical external and internal fields)
Keeping only leading terms, the integral is replaced by A

2 V/167r2.U

Obviously, there must be a negative contribution to JM2' if cancellation

is to be achieved. A fermion loop equivalent to Fig. 2.2, which could cancel

the contribution from (3.1), implies a new Yukawa interaction. In order to

enable such an interaction and the subsequent cancellation, we are forced

to introduce new fields to the theory: (i) A chiral fermion Ov with gauge

quantum numbers identical to those of the gauge boson (i.e., neutral). (It
follows that 0V is a real Majorana fermion.) (ii) A chiral fermion with

gauge quantum numbers identical to those of the Higgs boson (i.e., with

U(1) charge of +1). Given this fermion spectrum, the Lagrangian can now

be extended to include the Yukawa interaction yo+ Fo  v where y is a new

(Yukawa) coupling. Note the equal number (two) of bosonic and fermionic

degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) with the same quantum numbers in the resulting
spectrum. In particular, the requirement of identical gauge quantum number

assignments guarantees the gauge invariance of the Yukawa interaction. We

will adopt the equality of fermion and boson number of d.o.f. as a guiding
principle.

Let us redefine bg2 and y cg. One arrives at

JM2
Ifermion -2c2g2

d4q 1

(3.2)0 1 (27r) 4 q2

The coefficients b and c must be predetermined by some principle or other-

wise a cancellation is trivial and would simply correspond to fine-tuning (of
the coefficients, this time). The principle is scale invariance. Even though the

determination of the proportionality coefficient cannot be done unambigu-
ously at the level of our discussion so far, it follows from the consideration of

the logarithmic divergences and the requirement that any proportionality re-

lation is scale invariant (i.e., that it is preserved under renormalization group

evolution: dbld In A = dcld In A = 0). However, before doing so we note an

inconsistency in our construction above which must be addressed in order to

facilitate the discussion of scale invariance.

Once fermions are introduced into the U(1) gauge theory, one has to

ensure that the (massless) fermion content is such that the theory is anomaly
free, that is 'IYQpi = 0 (where the trace is taken over the U(1) charges of

the fermions). The gauge fermion Ov carries no charge (it carries charge
in non-Abelian theories, but being in the traceless adjoint representation
it still does not contribute) so only the introduction of one additional chiral
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fermion V) with a U(1) charge of -I is required in order to render the theory

anomaly free. The additional fermion,00 itself does not lead to new one-loop

quadratically divergent contribution to the 0+ two-point function.'However,
our newly adopted principle of equal number of bosonic and fermionic d.o.f.

suggests that it should be accompanied by a complex scalar Higgs boson 0-,
which also carries a U(1) charge of -1, and it leads to new divergences. The

most general gauge invariant quartic potential is now that of a two Higgs

model,

VO4 = +A, 10+1210+12 + A210- 1210-12 + A3 10+1210-12 + A410+0- 12

+ fA5(0+0-)2 + A6 10+120+0- + A710- 120+0- + h.c. 1, (3.3)

where we adopted standard notation for the couplings, replacing A -4 A,. In
2the following we will define  3 = A3 + A4 =  9 .

With the introduction of 0- the theory is now consistent, and with the

additional introduction of 0- it is possible to require scale invariant relations

between the different coefficients. Doing so one finds a unique solution b =

1/2,  = -1, and c = -,F2 (where Al and  3 one-loop mixing is accounted

for). It is straightforward to show that the same  trguments lead to A2 = Al-

Similarly, A6,7 (A5) may be fixed by consideration of one-loop (two-loop)
wave-function mixing between 0+ and 0-, and must vanish.

Thus, we finally arrive at the desired result: A vanishing total contribution

JM2
Itotal = g2 3 - 2c2 + 4b + 

d4q 1
= 0, (3.4)0 f I j (21r)4 q2

where the last term is from 0- circulating in the loop (with N = 2). One

concludes that in a consistent theory with (i) equal number of bosonic and

fermionic d.o.f., and (ii) scale-invariant relations among the respective cou-

plings, the scalar two-point function is at most logarithmically divergent! The

combination of these two conditions defines "supersymmetry".
This is a remarkable result that suggests more generally the interaction

terms, rewritten in a more compact form,

92
Q, 10, 12 12,Lint = vl'2g Qj (Oj j v + h.c.)

2
(3.5)

where we denoted explicitly the dependence on the U(1) charge Qj. (This

Q2dependence is apparent above in b = ,+/2 and b = 2QO+Q,6-/2.) The most

important lesson is that the theory contains only one free coupling: The gauge

coupling. This could have been anticipated from our introductory discussion

of divergences, and further suggests that the Lagrangian (3.5) is derived in

a supersymmtric theory from the gauge Lagrangian. (This will be illustrated

in the following chapter.)
Our discussion so far dealt with the elimination of the O(A2 V) terms at

U

one-loop order. They re-appear at higher loop orders, for example, two-loop
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0((g2/16jr2)2A2 V) contributions to the two-point function, etc. It is straight-U

forward, though technically evolved, to show that the conditions found above

are not only sufficient for the elimination of the undesired divergences at

one-loop order, but rather suffice for their elimination order by order. Thus,
"supersymmetry", which postulates equal number of bosonic and fermionic

d.o.f. and specific scale-invariant relations among the various couplings, is in-

deed free of quadratic divergences at all orders in perturbation theory. This

is a consequence of the non-renormalization theorems [1] of supersymmetry.

3.2 Cancellation of Quadratic Divergences
in a Yukawa Theory

The above prescription extends also to non-gauge interactions. For example,
consider a theory with a gauge-singlet complex scalar and a gauge-singlet
chiral fermion fields, 0,, and 0, respectively (or in a more compact terminol-

ogy, a superfield S with a scalar and a chiral fermion components 0, and'o,

respectively): The theory contains an equal number of fermionic and bosonic

d.o.f. The interaction Lagrangian

Lint = yoO, ,, + A03 + CO*02 + h.c. - A(10.9 12)2 (3.6)3 5 S

leads to quadratically divergent contributions to the scalar two-point function

(from the equivalents of diagrams 2.3 and 2.2),

4

6M2., Itotal = 4(A _Y2)j
d q 1

(3.7)4P (27r)4 q2

(Note the additional factor of 2 in the fermion loop from contraction of Weyl
indices.) The cancellation of (3.7) leads to the relation A = y2 among the

dimensionless couplings. Again we find the same lesson of constrained quartic
couplings!

The singlet theory contains another potential quadratic divergence, in the

scalar one-point function (the tadpole). The contribution now depends on the

dimensionful trilinear coupling C. (The symbol A' is often used instead of C).
Its dimensionality prevents it from contributing to (3-7), but if non-vanishing
it will contribute to the quadratically divergent tadpole. Its contribution may
be offset by a fermion loop, but only if the fermion is a massive (Dirac)
fermion with (a Dirac) mass p -7 0 so that its propagator contains a term

oc y1q2 (which, by dimensionality, is the relevant term here). Both divergent
loop contributions to the singlet one-loop function are illustrated in Fig. 3.1.

Evaluation of the loop integral gives for the leading contributions to the

tadpole

JTO' = jyTrIp - 4CJ
d q 1

f (21r) 4 q2
(3.8)
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CD

Fig. 3. 1. The divergent contributions to the one-point function of the singlet.

The trace over the identity is four, leading to the condition C = ytt so that

the tadpole is canceled (at leading order).
As in the gauge theory case, the relevant relations, A = y

2 and C = yp,

can be shown to be scale-invariant, and to lead to cancellation of quadratic

divergences order by order in perturbation theory. These relations extend to

non-singlet Yukawa theories such as the SM.

Note that the trilinear interaction A03 as well as a mass term M210SI2,
S

do not lead to any quadratic divergences nor upset their cancellations as

described above. Yet, one defines the supersymmetric limit as M2 = A
2 and

A = 0, corresponding to a fermion-boson mass degeneracy.
The singlet Yukawa theory described above is essentially the Wess-Zumino

model [39], which is widely regarded as the discovery of supersymmetry, and

from which stems the field-theoretical formulation of supersymmetry.

Exercises

3.1 Using the Feynamn rules of a U(1) (QED) theory, confirm the numerical

factors in eqs. (3.1) and (3.2).

3.2 Repeat our exercise for 0- and show /\2 = Al-

qj, q,3.3 Repeat the U(1) example in the Landau gauge, Dltv  9t"' f

3.4 Show that /\6,7 = 0 by considering the loop corrections to a m
2 _0+0-

mass term. Repeat the exercise for A5 which is constrained by two-loop cor-

rections.

03 does not lead to any new quadratic divergences.3.5 Show that a term A
3

3.6 Repeat the relevant loop calculations with a scalar mass m
2 : p2 (bo-

son fermion mass non-degeneracy) and show (for example, by expanding the

scalar propagator) that it does not lead to any new quadratic divergences

(for a finite m2) but only to finite corrections OC M2 - M2 .
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3.7 Above, we implicitly assumed a unique cut-off scale on both fermionic

and bosonic loops. Assume that A61111 - rAfermion for some r. Derive theUV
-

UV

relations between the relevant couplings in the last example as a function of

r. For what values of r are the relations scale (i.e., renormalization-group)
invariant?



4. Supersymmetry

In the previous chapter it was shown that in trying to eliminate quadratic

divergences in two- and one-point functions of a scalar field one is led to

postulate an equal number of bosonic and fermionic d.o.f., as well as specific
relations among the couplings in the theory. (Uniqueness was achieved once

the relations were required to be scale invariant.) From the consideration of

the scalar-vector interaction one is led to postulate new gauge-Yukawa and

gauge-quartic interactions. From the'consideration of a (non-gauge) Yukawa

interaction one is able to fix the scalar trilinear and quartic couplings. These

relations suggest a small number of fundamental couplings, and hence a small

number of fundamental (super)fields: Fermions and bosons may be arranged
in spin multiplets, the superfields, which interact with each other. In this

(supersymmetric) language the Lagrangian will contain a small number of

terms. Nevertheless, when rewriting the interactions and kinetic terms in

terms of the superfield components - the individual boson and fermion fields

- the Lagrangian will contain a large number of terms which exhibit what

may naively seem to be mysterious correlations.

The field theoretical formalism that realizes this elegant idea is super-

symmetry, with the spin multiplets as its fundamental building blocks which

are subject to the supersymmetric transformations: Notions which bring to

mind low-energy flavor symmetries and their fundamental building blocks, the

isospin multiplets. Isospin transformations act on the proton-neutron doublet.

supersymmetric "spin" transformations act on the boson-fermion multiplet,

the superfield. In order to define supersymmetry as a consistent (at this point,

global) symmetry one needs to extend the usual space-time to superspace by

the introduction of (not surprisingly equal number of) "fermionic" (or spino-

rial) coordinates

X
4A, ( 04

The new coordinate 0 is a spin 1/2 object, i.e., a Grassmann variable which

carries two d.o.f. (and which,as shown below, carries mass dimensions).

ute
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The formalism of supersymmetric field theories can be found in the lit-

erature: Refs. [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 37, 45] provide a useful sample of such

reviews, while Wess and Bagger [46] provide a complete, though somewhat

condensed, discussion. It is not our purpose to introduce supersymmetry in

an elaborate way, but rather to outline it for completeness and to illustrate

some of its more intuitive aspects (which are also the more relevant ones for

the discussion in the rest of these notes). We begin with a brief introduction

to Grassmann algebra. Next, we will define a chiral superfield and use it to

illustrate the supersymmetry algebra. We then will fill in some of the details

such as kinetic and interaction terms. We conclude with brief discussions of

a gauge theory and, finally, of gauging supersymmetry itself.

4.1 Grassmann Algebra

The Grassmann variables are anticommuting variables,

f0i., 001 = 0 (4.1)

with the antisymmetric tensor

0 1

-1 0

as metric. One has, for example, Oi,,, = E,,OOP, where Greek indices corre-

spond to spinorial indices while Latin indices (which are sometimes omitted)
label the variable. It is customary to reserve a special notation to the her-

mitian conjugate (as above) (Oic)t =  i6'. The Pauli matrices, which act on

Grassmann variables, are then written as

One defines derivatives and integration with respect to the Grassmann

variables as

dOic,
- == (4.2)
dOj,3

f dOi = 0; f dOi,,Ojp = JijJ.p. (4.3)

In eq. (4.3) the first relation follows from the invariance requirement f dOif(0i)
f dOif (Oi + Oij where f is an arbitrary function, e.g. f (0i) = Oi. The second

relation is simply a choice of normalization. The derivative operator is often

denoted with the short-hand notation 0o., .
Note that derivation (4.2) and

integration (4.3) of Grassmann variables are equivalent operations.
The function f(0i) can be expanded as a polynomial in Oi. However, the

anticommuting nature of Oi,
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0% 'Oi"Oi. = -109, 10i"', Oi'J = 0'
2 S

implies that f(0i) can at most be a quadratic polynomial in Oi. In particular,

any expansion is finite! Using its polynomial form and the above definitions,

the integration-derivation equivalence follows for any function of Gramss-

mann variables,

dOif (0i) -
df (0i)

(4.4)J A
*

I

Another useful relation that will be implicitly used in some of the expansions

below is

09,0P ra__: 00 'O. (4.5)
2

'1 %a*

In the following, we will omit Latin indices when discussing an expansion

in only one Grassmann variable.

4.2 The Chiral Superfield: The L-Representation

Equipped with the algebraic tools, our obvious task is to embed the usual

bosons and fermions into spin multiplets, the superfields. Begin by considering

a Higgs field, i.e., a (complex) scalar field O(x,,). Requiring the corresponding

superfield  P(x,_,, 0., P) - which is a function defined in superspace rather

than only in space-time - to carry the same quantum numbers and mass

dimension as 0, and expanding it, for example, in powers of 0, (with x,,-

dependent coefficients), one arrives at the following embedding:

 P(x,,, 0,,,) = O(x,,) + 0'0,,(x,,) + 0"OoF(x1,). (4.6)

(We will return to the issue of an expansion in 0 below.) Rom the spinorial

nature of 0, one has that 0,, is also a spin 1/2 object (so that their product

is a scalar), which can be identified with the usual chiral fermion. Given that,

we can deduce the mass dimensionality of 0: [0] = [0] - [0] = [0] - [0] = -1/2.

Lastly, the coefficient of the 02 term must also be a (complex) scalar. (Note
that if it was a vector field, which could also allow for the total spin of this

term to be zero, it would have carried an additional space-time index, unlike

 P.) Its mass dimension is also uniquely determined [F] = [(P] - 2[0] = 2.

The coefficient F(x) cannot be identified with any known physical d.o.f.

(There are no fundamental scalars whose mass dimension equals two!) Fur-

thermore, its presence implies four bosonic vs. only two fermionic d.o.f.,

seemingly violating the supersymmetric principle found in the previous chap-

ter. In order to understand the role of F and the resolution of this issue, let

us first find the (supersymmetry) transformation law.

Consider the transformation S((9, 6) acting on the superfield O(x, 0)

of eq. (4.6) (where 19 is also a Grassmann variable). Listing all objects at
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our disposal with dimensionality greater than [(9] = 3/2 but less than

[F] - [e] = 5/2 we have a spin 1/2 mass-dimension 3/2 object 0; spin zero

mass-dimension 2 objects F and 0,0; and a spin 1/2 mass-dimension 5/2
object Using the Pauli matrices to contract space-time and spinorial
indices, and matching spin and dimensions of the different objects 01: [60,T] =

[(9] + [0i], one immediately arrives at the transformation law (up to the

bracketed coefficients)
(4.7)

60, (2)19,F + (4-8)

(4-9)

The "component fields" transform into each other, which is possible since the

superspace coordinate carries mass dimensions and spin. Hence, the superfield
!P transforms onto itself.

The (linearized) transformation law can be written in a more compact
fashion:

a a
S(e, ( )O(x, 0) = e + O + Mal'Oa,, O(x, 0), (4.10) ao ao I

where the second term on the right-hand side is zero and the identity (4.5)
was used to derive (4.9) (from the last term on the right-hand side). Rewrit-

ing the differential transformation 'in a standard form S(e, 6) P(x, 0) =

J(9Q + QO I  P(x, 0), where Q is the supercharge, i.e., the generator of the

supersymmetric algebra, on can identify the generators

a - a
Qa -

; Q& -- + 20'o-, ,,,c),,, (4.11)
090ce

and P,, = i,9/,9x" = i,91,.
The generators are fermions rather than bosons! Their anticommutation

relations can be found by performing successive transformations on (P. After

carefully re-arranging the result, it reads

 Q, (4.12)

IQ., Q,61 = fQ& 7 Q4 I = 0. (4.13)

Relation (4.12) implies that in order to close the algebra, one needs to include

space-time. (This hints towards a relation to gravity as is indeed one finds in

the local case.) Thus, the algebra must also include the usual commutation

relation

1P11 I P11 = 0 (4.14)

as well as the relations

[Q,,,, N = [Q6,, P,] == 0- (4.15)
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The last relation (4.15) ib 'Aly the statement that the supersymmetry is a

global symmetry. (More g-  rally, supersymmetry provides a unique consis-

tent extension of the Poincare group.) Such an algebra which includes both

commutation and anti-commutation relations among its generators is referred

to as a graded Lie algebra.
The algebra described here has one supersymmetric charge, Q. Hence, this

is a N = I (global) supersymmetry. In general, theories with more supersym-

metries can be constructed. However, already N = 2 theories do not contain

chiral matter, and N = 4 theories contain only gauge fields. Hence, extended

supersymmetric theories, with certain exceptions in the case of N = 2, can-

not describe nature at electroweak energies and N = 1 is unique in this sense.

Discussion of the N = 2 case is reserved for the last part of these notes, and

N > 2 theories will not be considered.

Though it is not our intention to discuss the algebra in great detail,
some general lessons can be drawn by observation. The commutation be-

tween the charge and the Hamiltonian [Q, HI = [Q, Po] = 0 implies that

supersymmetric transformations which transform bosons to fermions and

vice versa, do not change the "energy levels", i.e., there is a boson-fermion

mass degeneracy in these theories. The Hamiltonian can be written as

H = Po = (112)JQ,QJ = QQ1 > 0 and hence is semi-positive definite.

(That is, the potential V must vanish, (V) = 0.) If (global) supersymmetry

is conserved then the vacuum is invariant under the transformation Q10) = 0

and hence the vacuum energy (01H10) = 0 is zero, regardless whether, for

example, the gauge symmetry is conserved or not. If (global) supersymmetry

is broken spontaneously then the vacuum energy - I I Q 10) 11 2 > 0 is positive.
The semi-positive definite vacuum energy is an order parameter of (global)
supersymmetry breaking. The Goldstone particle of supersymmetry is given

by the operation of its (super)current - Q,,, on the vacuum, and hence it is

a fermion,0, the Goldstino.

The superfield  P(x,, 0,) is called a chiral superfield since it contains a

chiral fermion. It constitutes a representation of the algebra as is evident

from the closed relations that we were able to deduce, mostly by simple

arguments. (The arbitrary coefficients in (4.7)-(4.9) were fixed by requiring

consistency of the algebra.) It is called the left- (or L-)representation. The

more general chiral representation, which contains both chiral (left-handed)
and anti-chiral (right-handed) fermions, is related to it by iP(y,,, 0.., 06,) =

 PL(Y,,+iOa9c'&jd,, Oa)  PL(Xtt) Oct)]) where the shift in y,, is to be treated as

a translation operation on the superfield, and the object that was previously
denoted by 0 is now denoted by OL. There is also a right (or R-)representation

(PR(YA - iOa0'Aa6'jde7 ide) ft(X*i j&)]-given by 0(yi,, 0, 0&) In these
4

notes we will mostly use the L-representation.
It is instructive to verify that the L-representation is closed. For example,

we saw thatS(e, O)OL(XIL, 0) = V (x,,, 0). Similarly, it is straightforwardL

to show that V = 02 +2000 + 02 (20F - (1/2)V)2) is also a left-handed
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field, where tq2= 0110, (62 =  &P). Also, multiplying  p2 p one has V

...+02(02F - (1/2)002) ,
a result which will be useful below.

Before returning to discuss the dimension two scalar field that seems to

have appeared in the spectrum, the vector representation (which also contains

such a field) will be given.

4.3 The Vector Superfield

A vector field V,,(x ) is to be embedded in a real object, a vector superfield
V(Xp, oc" Vt (x,,, 0., #&). Hence, aside from vector bosons, it can con-

tain only a real scalar configuration and Majorana fermions. If it to contain

spin zero and/or spin 1/2 fields, it cannot carry itself a space-time index.

Also, it must depend on real combinations of 0 and 0. In particular, its ex-

pansion contains terms up to a 02j2 term. One then arrives at the following
form (coefficients are again fixed by the consistency of the algebra)

V(X1,, 0111, C) = -0.UJ-,-06,V1,(XJ,)

+i026* i#20aAC,(X/,Z) + 102'A& (x J
2

U2D(x,,). (4.16)

The vector superfield V is a dimensionless spin zero object! Its component
fields include, aside from the vector boson, also a Majorana fermion A (the
gaugino) and a real scalar field D, again with mass dimension [D] = 2.

It again contains four bosonic vs. only two fermionic d.o.f., a problem we

already encountered in the case of a chiral superfiled, and again we postpone
its resolution.

In fact, the expansion (4.16) is not the most general possible expansion.
The following terms: C, iOx - ih, and i02 (A + 0) - 02(A - 0), where

A, B, C are real scalar fields and X is again a Majorana fermion, are dimen-

sionless, spin zero, real terms that could appear in V (in addition to other

derivative terms). We implicitly eliminated the additional d.o.f. by fixing the

gauge. While in ordinary gauge theory the gauge parameter is a real scalar

field, in supersymmetTy it has to be a chiral superfiled, hence it contains four

bosonic and two fermionic d.o.f. Subtracting one bosonic d.o.f. to be identi-

fied with the usual gauge parameter, three bosonic and two fermionic d.o.f.
are available for fixing the "supersymmetric gauge". These can then be used

to eliminate A, B, C and X from the spectrum. This choice corresponds to

the convenient Wess-Zumino gauge, which is used in these notes.

Similar considerations to the ones used above in order to write the chiral

field transformation laws (4.7)-(4.8) can be used to write the transformation

law S(e, O)V(x,,, 0, 6) of the component field of the vector superfiled,

JV,, = (i) [eor,, + Oa,,A] ,
- (4.17)
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E\ = OD + eu " [,91,V, - aVl,], (4.18)

JD = ul'c9l, [-e + OA] , (4.19)

where spinorial indices are suppressed and orm' = (i/2) [a/', a'], as usual.

An important object that transforms in the vectorial representation is

001' In order to convince oneself, simply note that it is a real field. In

more detail, note that 01 must depend on 9 only, and is therefore in the
L

right-handed representation [{OL(Yp, 0, 9)lt = {0L(X1i, 0)Jt = OtL(X,*41  A'
Hence,  PLOt expansion contains terms Up to 0262. Of particular interest to

L

our discussion below is the coefficient of this last term in the!PL(P expansion,L

the D-term, (PLOt =... + 02j2D where
L

d20d2600t = D = FF* - 0o9Pa1,0* + (4.20)LJ
In turn, it is also possible to construct a useful chiral object W', from

vectorial fields (which carries spin 1/2). For a U(1) theory one has W," =

po2 (ao + 2iapMA)V - A,, + 0, (F,,, + D) + 0,91,A, and F,,, is as usual the

stress tensor. It is straightforward to show that W,, is a chiral field: Rom the

anti-commutation one has YgW,, = 0. It follows that W,, is independent of 0

and hence is a left-handed chiral superfield.

4.4 From the Auxiliary F and D Fields

to the Lagrangian

After discussing chiral and vector superfields, understanding their expansion
in terms of component fields and learning some simple manipulations of these

super-objects, we are in position to do the final count of the physical d.o.f.
and resolve the tantalizing access of bosonic d.o.f. which are manifested in

the form of dimension-two scalar fields. This requires us to derive the usual

interaction and kinetic terms for the component fields. We begin with a non-

gauge theory.
It is not surprising that the two issues are closely related. Observe that the

F-term of the bilinear 02, given by f d2o(p2' includes terms which resemble

mass terms, while f d2003 includes Yukawa-like terms. Also, W given in (4.9)
is a total derivative, for any chiral superfield. That is, the mysterious F-field

contains interaction and mass terms on the one hand, and, on the other

hand, 6 f d4xF = f dx(total - derivative) = 0 so that f d4xF is invariant

under supersymmetric transformations and hence, is a good candidate to

describe the potential. Indeed, if it is a nOn-propagating (auxiliary) d.o.f.
which encodes the potential then there are no physical spin-two bosonic d.o.f.

Clearly, one needs to identify the kinetic terms in order to verify this

conjecture. A reasonable guess would be that they are given by the self-

conjugate combination 00t. Indeed, the corresponding D-term eq. (4.20)
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contains kinetic terms for 0 and 0, but not for F. The D-field itself also

transforms (for any vector superfield) as a total derivative, so again it is not

a coincidence that it is a term which could be consistently used to write

the appropriate kinetic terms in the Lagrangian. The F-fields are therefore

auxiliary non-propagating fields that could be eliminated from the theory.
That is, they do not correspond to any physical d.o.f. (But what about the

D-fields? Are they also auxiliary fields? The kinetic terms of the gauge-fields
are given by the F-term of W', which can be shown to not contain a kinetic

term for the D-field: The D-term is again an auxiliary field which does not

represent a physical d.o.f.)
More specifically, consider a theory described by a Lagrangian

L = f d20 [tt02 + Y03] + h.c. + f d2Od2U00t
7 (4.21)

We can then describe the component (ordinary) field theory by performing
the integrations f d20 and f d2Od2 over the super-space coordinates and

extracting the corresponding F and D terms, respectively:

F,P2 + F62 : 2/,toF -
2
/voo + h.c.; (4.22)

Y02F,p3+ F,13 : 3 F
3

- y000 + h.c.;
2

(4.23)

D -jig/Z012
z

 q* - FF*;
2

(4.24)

The Lagrangian L = T - V is given by their sum.

Indeed, no kinetic terms appear for F. Hence, one can eliminate the aux-

iliary d.o.f. by solving OVIaF = 0 and substituting the solution,

av

_jF_
= 0 =: , F* = -(2po + 3Y02), (4.25)

back into the potential V. One finds for the scalar potential (after reorganizing
the conjugate terms)

V(O) = FF* = 41 IZ1200* + 6(y/,t*o* 02 + h.c.) + 91Y12100*12. (4.26)

The fermion mass, kinetic and (Yukawa) interaction terms are already given
explicitly in (4.22)-(4.24).

It is now instructive to compare our result (4.26) to our conjectured "fi-

nite" theory from the previous chapter. In order to do so it is useful to use

standard normalizations, i.e., [t -+ M/2; y -4 y/3; and most importantly
0 -+ 01-,,F2. Not surprisingly, our Lagrangian includes all of (and only) the

d.o.f. previously conjectured and it exhibits the anticipated structure of in-

teractions. In particular trilinear and quartic couplings are not arbitrary and
are given by the masses and Yukawa couplings, as required. Quartic couplings
are (semi-)positive definite.
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4.5 The Superpotential

Let us now define a function

W = P p2 + Y p3, (4.27)

then F* = -OWMO where the substitution 0 is understood at the last

step. The scalar potential is then simply

V = JaW1,9012.

Also note that the potential terms involving the fermions are simply given

by

-(1/2) EJJ(,q2W/,q4iI1qOJ)OIOJ + h.c.

(These general "recipes" will not be justified here.) The function W is the su-

perpotential which describes our theory. In general, the superpotential could

be any analytic (holomorphic) function. In particular, it can depend on any

number of chiral superfields (PI, but not on their complex conjugates  Ptj (the
holomorphicity property).

For example, the most general renormalizable superpotential describing

a theory with one singlet field is W = C + 1(p + p02 + VV. That is, W has

mass dimension [W] = 3 and any terms which involve higher powers of 0 are

necessarily non-renormalizable terms. Indeed, W = rO' =>. V = J1qW/,q(pJ2 =
8 r,206, i.e., [r.] = -1 is a non-renormailzable coupling. The holomorphicity

property ofW is at the core on the non-renormalization theorems that protect

its parameters from divergences (and of which some aspects were shown in

the previous lecture but from a different point of view).

4.6 The Kiihler Potential

The non-gauge theory is characterized by its superpotential and also by its

kinetic terms. Above, it was shown that the kinetic terms are given in the

one singlet model simply by!P4$t. More generally, however, one could write a

functional form

K(O,  Pt) = KjOIOJ + (HIJOIOi + h.c.)
+Non-renormalizable terms (4.28)

(with  Pj = Otj) which is a dimension [K] = 2 real function: The Kdhler

potential. The canonical kinetic terms KjIajtOIaAOJ = EJ Ja1JOrJ2 are given
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by the "minimal" Kdhler potential, which is a renormalizable function with

KI == 6,j, as we implicitly assumed above. Note that holomorphic termsj

(i.e., terms which do not depend on V's) such as Hlj PJ Pj do not alter

the normalization of the kinetic terms since f d2Od2j I H-'J Pjdij + h.c. I = 0.

(These terms, however, could play an interesting role in the case of local

supersymmetry, i.e., supergravity.)
The Kdhler potential which determines the normalization of the kinetic

terms cannot share the holomorphicity of the superpotential. Hence, W and

K are very different functions which together define the (non-gauge) theory.
In particular, the wave function renormalization of the fields (and therefore

of the superpotential. couplings) is determined by the Kdhler potential which

undergoes renormalization (or scaling).

4.7 The Case of a Gauge Theory

The more relevant case of a gauge theory is obviously more technically
evolved. Here, we will only outline the derivation of the component La-

grangian of an interacting gauge theory, stressing those elements which will

play a role in the following chapters. The pure gauge theory is described by

d20
1

2
WCIW" (4.29)

2gf
leading to the usual gauge kinetic terms, as well as kinetic terms for the

gaugino A, given by (in the normalization of eq. (4.29))

FW2 : - 1JF ` 12 +
1
D2 _ (4.30)

4 2 2

with P as usual the derivative operator contracted with the Pauli matrices.

There are kinetic term for the physical gauge bosons and fermions, but not

for the D fields. The D fields are indeed auxiliary fields.

More generally, (1/2g2)WaWa -- fOW'W13 and f,,a is a holomorphic

(analytic) function which determines the normalization of the gauge kinetic

terms: f,,,3 is the gauge-kinetic function. It could be a constant pre-factor or a

function of a dynamical (super)field f,,O(S). S is then the dilaton superfield.
In either case (once put in its canonical form) it is essentially equivalent to

the gauge coupling, f,,3 = 6,3/2g2, only that in the latter case the gauge

couplings is determined by the vev of the dilaton S.

As before, the usual kinetic terms are described by the D-terms, however,
2# pe2gQVOtthey are now written as f d20d where for simplicity the gauge

coupling will be set g = I (see exercise); Q = 1 is the charge, and (PeWqit

00t + 02VOt + - - - contains the gauge-covariant kinetic terms (c9, -4 D"
00 + iV,,). (More generally, (pe2_qQVOt -+ K( Pj, e2gQjV pJ) .) That is,
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D : ID
2
Opo + 0*D0 + io*Ao - iAO0 - FF*. (4.31)

Note that when recovering the explicit dependence on the gauge coupling,
the strength of the gauge Yukawa interaction 0*A0 - A00 is g. (In the stan-

dard normalization 0 -4 01V2 it is \12-g.) Note that the Lagrangian of the

toy theory described in Sect. 3.1 is derived here from the gauge Lagrangian

eq. (4.29), as was already suggested following eq. (3.5).
Consider now a theory

20 2 26j0+e2Vt p+t+0-e-2Vtp-tj'd [(p0+0- + h.c.) +
1 W"W,,] +f d Od
2

(4.32)
where the matter fields carry +1 and -1 charges. One has

av

,OF+
= 0 = , F+ *

= -1,to (4.33)

av
= 0 => F` (4.34)

,9F-

19V
= 0 = > -D (4.35)

,9D

where in deriving (4.35) we used eqs. (4.30) and (4.31). The scalar potential

is now readily derived,

V(O) :-- FF*+
1
D

2
= (4.36)

2 2

The quartic potential is now dictated by the gauge coupling (-D = g(0+*0+ -

0`0-) once reinstating the gauge coupling) and again is semi-positive def-

inite. Note that the quartic D-potential (the last term in (4.36)) has a flat

direction (0+) = (0-), possibly destabilizing the theory: This is a common

phenomenon is supersymmetric field theories.

The derivation of the interactions in the case of a gauge theory essentially

completes our sketch of the formal derivation of the ingredients that were

required in the previous section in order to guarantee that the theory is at

most logarithmically divergent. Specifically, quartic and gaugino couplings

were found to be proportional to the gauge coupling (or its square) and with

the appropriate coefficients. One is led to conclude that supersymmetry is

indeed a natural habitat of weakly coupled theories. (Supersymmetry also

provides powerful tools for the study of strongly coupled theories [47], an

issue that will not be addressed in these notes.) The next step is then the

supersymmetrization of the Standard Model. Beforehand, however, we com-

ment on gauging supersymmetry itself (though for the most part these notes

will be concerned with global supersymmetry).
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4.8 Gauging Supersymmetry

The same building blocks are used in the case of local supersymmetry, which

is referred to as supergravity, only that the gravity multiplet (which includes

the graviton and the spin 3/2 gravitino) is now a gauge multiplet. The grav-

itino absorbs the Goldstino once supersymmetry is spontaneously broken and

acquires a mass

(W) _kKY1
M3/2 - Ke P. (4.37)

P

1018The reduced Planck mass Mp -::::: MP1anck/",F87r -- 2.4 x GeV is the in-

verse of the supergravity expansion parameter (rather than the Planck mass

itself) and it provides the fundamental mass scale in the theory. Hence, local

supersymmetry corresponds to gauging gravity (and hence, supergravity)-
The appearance of momentum in the anticommutation relations of global
supersymmetry already hinted in this direction. Gravity is now included au-

tomatically, opening the door for gauge-gravity unification. However, super-

gravity is a non-renormalizable theory and is still expected to provide only
a "low-energy" limit of the theory of quantum gravity (for example, of a

(super)string theory).
The gravitino mass could be given by an expectation value of any su-

perpotential. term, particularly a term that does not describe interactions of

known light fields. Because supergravity is a theory of gravity, all fields in

all sectors of the theory "feel" the massive gravitino (since (super)gravity is

modified). For example, one often envisions a scenario in which supersymme-

try is broken spontaneously in a hidden sector - hidden in the sense that it

interacts only gravitationally with the SM sector - and the SM sector appears

as globally supersymmetric but with explicit supersymmetry breaking terms

that are functions of the gravitino mass. (See Sect. 10.2.)
The F-terms are still good order parameters for supersymmetry breaking

though they take a more complicated form (since they are now given by a

covariant derivative of the superpotential):

-

C9W aK W
(4.38)5F

+
19 p M2

P

where in the canonical normalization one has 9KIaO Indeed, IF1 > 0

if supersymmetry is broken. The scalar potential (or vacuum energy) now

reads

KIM2 3
IW12V = e P FTKITFJ

-=-=- (4.39)

and is not a good order parameter as it could take either sign, or preferably
vanish, even if JFJ > 0. This is in fact a blessing in disguise as it allows

one to cancel the cosmological constant (that was fixed in the global case to

(V) = (IF12) ) by tuning
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1

(W) (F)Mp. (4.40)73=
One can define the scale of spontaneous supersymmetry breaking

M2
susy

= (F)exp[(K)/2Mp2J. (4.41)

The cancellation of the cosmological constant then gives

M2 F
SUSY

=  , 3M3/2MP (4.42)

as a geometric mean of the gravitino and supergravity scales. Note that re-

gardless of the size of Msusy, supersymmetry breaking is communicated to

the whole theory (to the full superpotential) at the supergravity scale Mp, as

is evident from the form of the potential (4.39). (The symbol Msusy itself is

also used to denote the mass scale of the superpartners: of the SM particles,
as we discuss in the following chapter. In that case Msusy is the scale of

explicit breaking in the SM sector. The two meaning should not be confused.)
There could be other scales M < Mp at which other mechanisms mediate

supersymmetry breaking from some special (but by definition not truly hid-

den) sector of the theory to the (supersymmetrized) SM fields. In this case

there is multiple mediation and one has to examine whether supergravity or

a different "low-energy" mechanism dominates. (We will return to this point
when discussing models of supersymmetry breaking in Chaps. 10 and 13.)

Of course, the supergravity scalar potential has also the usual D-term

contribution VD = (114f,,,8)D,,DL3, and the D-terms are also order parame-

ters of supersymmetry breaking. (However, it seems more natural to fine-tune

the supepotential to cancel its first derivative (the F-term) in order to elim-

inate the cosmological constant, rather than fine-tune it to cancel the square

of the D-terms.)
We will briefly return to supergravity when discussing in Chap. 10 the ori-

gins of the explicit supersymmetry breaking in the SM sector, but otherwise

the basic tools of global supersymmetry will suffice for our purposes.

Exercises

4.1 Since (PL by itself constitutes a representation of the algebra, its com-

ponent fields cannot transform for example to a vectorial object V,,. Show

this explicitly from the consideration of dimensions, space-time and spinorial
indices.

4.2 Use the definition Of  PR to show that it is independent of 0,,.

4.3 Confirm the expansion of  p2 and  p3
L L-

4.4 Examine the expansion of the vector superfield (4.16), show that V = Vt,
and confirm all the assertions regarding spin and mass dimension of the

component fields.
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4.5 Derive the transformation law (4.17)-(4.19) (aside from coefficients) from
dimensional and spin arguments.

4.6 Use the relations given in the text to derive the expression for  P(y,', 0, j)
OL(Y1.t+iO9ttj, 0) = [I-JyMPA+(1/2)(Jy/lp/i)2]OL(Yti7 0) with Jy, = ioal'6.
Derive the expression for !P1. Integrate f d2M2 !PLOt to find the (PLOt D-L L L

term.

4.7 Derive the complete expression for the vector field in its spinorial-chiral
representation W,, and confirm explicitly that it is a spin 1/2 chiral superfield.

4.8 Verify that our derivation of the non-gauge potential agrees with the

theory conjectured in the previous chapter.

4.9 Find the correctly normalized Yukawa couplings y, W = (y/3 01) 3, if

Kjl = kiJj,. (The fields have to be rescaled so that the kinetic terms have

their canonical form.) What about W = Y1JK01OJOK? Verify your choice

by examining the resulting form of the quartic potential.

4. 10 Show that f d20d2o {HIJ!PiOi + h.c. I = 0.

4.11 Recover the explicit dependence on the gauge coupling and on the

charge in the expressions in Sect. 4.7. Show that the quartic coupling is

proportional to g2/2 and that self couplings are positive definite.

4.12 Introduce a Yukawa term Y(P'O+ P- to the model described by eq. (4.32)
and work out the scalar potential and the component Yukawa interactions.

What are the quartic couplings?

4.13 Show that the Lagrangians (4.21), (4.29) and (4.32) are total deriva-

tives.

4.14 Show that all the supergravity expressions reduce to the global super-

symmetry case in the limit Mp -4 oo in which supergravity effects decouple.
In this limit, for example, supersymmetry breaking is not communicated from

the hidden to the SM sector. It may be communicated in this case from some

other sector via means other than gravity.
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The discussion in the previous sections suggests that the SM could still be

a sensible theory at the ultraviolet and at the same time insensitive to the

ultraviolet cut-off scale if supersymmetry is realized in the infrared regime

(specifically, near the Fermi scale). Let us then consider this possibility and

construct a (minimal) supersymmetric extension of the SM.

5.1 Preliminaries

Nearly all of the necessary ingredients are already present within the SM:

scalar bosons, (chiral) fermions and gauge bosons. Each of the SM gauge-

boson multiplets requires the presence of a real (Majorana) fermion with

the same quantum numbers, its gaugino superpartner; each SM fermion re-

quires the presence of a complex scalar boson with the same quantum num-

bers, its sfermion superpartner (which also inherits its chirality label); the

Higgs boson requires the introduction of the Higgsino, its fermion super-

partner. It is straightforward to convince oneself that the theory will not be

anomaly free unless two Higgsino doublets (and hence, by supersymmetry,

two Higgs doublets) with opposite hypercharge are introduced so that the

trace over the Higgsino hypercharge vanishes, in analogy to the vanishing hy-

percharge trace of each SM generation. (Recall our construction in Chap. 3.)
The minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) as

was outlined above is the extension with minimal new matter content, and

it must contain a two Higgs doublet model (2HDM) (see eq. (3.3)) with

H, = ((H11 + iAO,)IV2-, H )T and H2 = (H2+, (H20 + iAO2) / v"2_)T .
Note that

the MSSM contains also Majorana fermions. Discovery of supersymmetry

will not only establish the existence of fundamental scalar fields but also of

Majorana fermions!

We list, following our previous notation, the MSSM field content in Ta-

ble 5.1. For completeness we also include the gravity multiplet with the spin

2 graviton G and its spin 3/2 gravitino superpartner 6, as well as a generic

supersymmetry breaking scalar superfield X (with an auxiliary component

(Fx) : 0) whose fermion partner k is the Goldstone particle of supersymme-

try breaking, the Goldstino. The Goldstino is absorbed by the gravitino. (X

ute
N. Polonsky: LNPm 68, pp. 41 - 62, 2001© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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parameterizes, for example, the hidden sector mentioned in Sect. 4.8.) It is

customary to name a sfermion with an "s" suffix attached to the name of the

corresponding fermion, e.g. top-quark -* stop-squark and -r-lepton -+ stav,

slepton. The gaugino partner of a gauge boson V is typically named V-ino, for

example, W-boson -* wino. The naming scheme for the mass eigenstates will

be discussed after the diagonalization of the mass matrices. All superpartners
of the SM particles are denoted as s-particles, or simply sparticles.

Given the above matter content and the constrained relations between

the couplings that follow from supersymmetry, the MSSM is guaranteed not

to contain quadratic divergences. In order to achieve that and have a sensible

formalism to treat a fundamental scalar we were forced to introduce a com-

plete scalar replica of the SM matter which, however, supersymmetry enables

us to understand in terms of a boson-fermion symmetry. By doing so, one

gives up in a sense spin as a good quantum number. For example, the Higgs
doublet H, and the lepton doublets La are indistinguishable at this level: In

the SM the former is a scalar field while the latter are fermions. The anomaly
cancellation considerations explained above do not allow us to identify H,
with La, i.e., the Higgs boson with a slepton (or equivalently, a lepton with

a Higgsino). The possibility of lepton-Higgs mixing arises naturally if no dis-

crete symmetries are imposed to preserve lepton number, a subject that we

will return to below. Spin and the SM spectrum correspond in this frame-

work to the low-energy limit. That is, supersymmetry must be broken at a

scale below the typical cut-off scale that regulates the quadratic divergences
A ;:-,' 47rMw. If the stop-squark, for example, is heavier, then divergences
must be again fine-tuned away - undermining our original motivation. (As
we shall see, consistency with experiment does not allow the stop to be much

lighter.)
As explained in the previous section, the boson-fermion symmetry and

the duplication of the spectrum follow naturally once the building blocks

used to describe nature (at electroweak energies and above) are the (chiral
and vector) superfields. However, from the low-energy point of view it is the

component field interactions which are relevant. Let us then elaborate on

the structure of the component field interactions, which is dictated by the

supersymmetry invariant interactions of the parent superfields. This will be

done in the next sections.

Before doing so, it is useful to fix the normalization of the Higgs fields, as

their expectation values appear in essentially all mass matrices of the MSSM

fields. It is customary to define in 2HDM in general, and in the MSSM in

particular,

,\/(H,0)2-+(H20)2 = '/2MW - 174 GeV =- v.
9

Note that a 1/-V '2_ factor is now absorbed in the definition of Hi (and v) in

comparison to the Higgs doublet definition in the SM. The vev v is not a free
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parameter but is fixed by the Fermi'scale (or equivalently by the W or Z

mass). However, the ratio' of the two vev's

AD V2
tano 0

1 (5.1)
Hj vi

is a free parameter. Its positive sign corresponds a conventional phase choice

that we adopt, and its lower bound stems from pertubativity of Yukawa

couplings oc 1/sino. (See Chap. 7.) Correspondingly, one has (H10) EE vi

v cos)3 and (H20) =- v2 = v sin)3.
The supersymmatrization of the standard model is also discussed in many

of the reviews and notes listed in the previous chapters (particularly, Refs. [40,
37, 45]), as well as in Refs. [48], [49], and [50]. Recent summaries by the

relevant Tevatron [511 and by other [52] working groups are also useful, but

address particular models. Historical perspective on the supersymmetric SM

was given recently by Fayet [53].

5.2 Yukawa, Gauge-Yukawa, and Quartic Interactions

Identifying the gauge kinetic function J,,,3/2g2 for a gauge group a,
a

our exercise in Sect. 4.7 showed that the fermion f coupling to a vector boson

Va with a coupling ga implies, by supersymmetry, the following interaction

terms:

NF2gaA,,f*T,,f + h.c.

gaVafTaf
g2 TiZI 1 '122 a ,

in addition to usual gauge interactions of the sfermion f. Here, we explic-

itly denote the gauge group generators Ta' which are taken in the appropri-

ate representation (of the fermion f) and which are reduced to the fermion

charge in the case of a U(1) considered above. The gaugino is denoted by

Aa and, converting to standard conventions, it is defined to absorb a factor

of i which appeared previously in the gaugino-fermion-sfermion vertex. Also,

the fermion component of the chiral superfield absorbs a factor of 1/v _2 as

-explained in the previous section. The gaugino matter interaction is often

referred to as gauge-Yukawa interaction. The quartic interaction is given by

the square of the auxiliary D field and hence includes a summation over all

The definition given here corresponds to a physical parameter only at tree level.

The "Physical" definition of the angle 0 (see also Chap. 8) is corrected at one-loop
in a way which depends on the observable used to extract it.
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Table 5.1. The Minimal Supersymmetric SM (MSSM) field content. Our notation

is explained in Table 1.1. Each multiplet (Qci QL)Qy/2 is listed according to its

color, weak isospin and hypercharge assignments. Note that chirality is now associ-

ated, by supersymmetry, also with the scalar bosons. In particular, the superpartner
of a fermion fL' is a sfermion f and that of a fermion fL is a sfermion fL. The

model contains two Higgs doublets. In the case of the matter (Higgs) fields, the

same symbol will be used for the superfield as for its fermion (scalar) component.

Multiplet Boson I Fermion

Gauge fields

(8, I)o 9

(1, 3)o W

(1, 1)0 B

Matter fields

(3,2).1
6

Q.

(311)-2 U.
3

1).i
3

A, D,,

(1, 2)- Za L,,

(1, 1) 1 Ea

'

Ea

breakingS mmetry

(1, 2)_ 1 Hi F11
'

!F

(1,2).1 H2
2

L

Gravity and supersymmetry breaking

(1, 1)0 G 5

(1, 1)0 X
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the scalar fields which transform under the gauge group, weighted by their

respective charge. This leads to "mixed" quartic interactions, for example,
between two squarks and two Higgs bosons or two squarks and two sleptons.

The matter (Yukawa) interactions, and as we learned - the corresponding
trilinear and quartic terms in the scalar potential, are described by the su-

perpotential. Recall that the superpotential W is a holomorphic function so

it cannot contain complex conjugate fields. Particularly, no terms involving

H1* can be written. Indeed, we were already forced to introduce H2 - H1*1
for the purpose of anomaly cancellation. The holomorphicity property offers,

however, an independent reasoning for introducing two Higgs doublets with

opposite hypercharge: A Yukawa/mass term for the up quarks, which - HJ
in the SM, can now be written using H2. Keeping in mind the generaliza-
tion V - OiOiOk -4 W - WPIOAK, the MSSM Yukawa superpotential is

readily written

1 a a
iQjUbl (5.2)WYukawa=yl.,cijH'LiEb+Yd bcijH'QjDb-YUab6ijH2 a

were SU(2) indices are explicitly displayed (while SU(3) indices are sup-

pressed) and our phase convention is such that all "mass" terms and Yukawa,

couplings are positive.
It is instructive to explicitly write all the component interactions encod d

in the superpotential (5.2). Decoding the SU(2) structure and omitting flavor

indices, one has

WYukawa = y1(H1OEZE - HTNLE) + Yd(HODLD - HTULD)

+yu(T-TOULU - H+DLU)) (5.3)
- '2 2

with self explanatory definitions of the various superfield symbols. We note

in passing that explicit decoding of the SU(2) indices need to be carried out

cautiously in certain cases, for example, when studying the vacuum struc-

ture (which is generally not invariant under SU(2) rotations). However, it

is acceptable here. Considering next, for example, the first term y1H10EZE,L

one can derive the component interaction - (192W/,90IOJ),OIOJ + h.c. +

I,gW/,g(p, 12 (where the substitution 0 = 0 + 00 -+ 0 in a'W is understood),

-

0-
-

LYukawa =yl HOE-E+H,E-E+HOE-k +h.c., (5.4)f 1 -L L I L 1
2

11 k-k 12+ 12+1 HOk 121.Vscalar(quartic) = Y I HokE 1 (5.5)1 L I

A single Yukawa interaction in the SM H,'EEE leads, by supersymmetry, to
L

two additional Yukawa terms and three quartic terms in the MSSM (or any

other supersymmetric extension).
It is important to note that the holornorphicity of the superpotential

which forbids terms - HI*QU, H2*QD, H2*LE, automatically implies that the

MSSM contains a 2HDM of type II, that is a model in which each fermion

flavor couples only to one of the Higgs doublets. This is a crucial requirement
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for suppressing dangerous tree-level contributions to FCNC from operators
such as QQUD which result from virtual Higgs exchange in a general 2HDM,
but which do not appear in a type II model.

5.3 The Higgs Mixing Parameter

While no "supersymmetric" (i.e., a holomorphic superpotential) mass involv-

ing the (SM) matter fields can be written, a Higgs mass term 1't(5jjHj'H2j is

gauge invariant and is allowed. The dimension [p] = 1 parameter mixes the

two doublets and acts as a Dirac mass for the Higgsinos. The Dirac fermion

and the Higgs bosons are then degenerate, as implied by supersymmetry,
with mass 1pl. The M-parameter can carry an arbitrary phase. Hence, choos-

ing,4 > 0, one has for the MSSM superpotential

WMSSM = WYukawa 21 A1EijH1iH2j
= yj,,.,,EjjHj'L3,,Eb + yd,,,EjjHj'Q3, DbI a

YUabqjH2Q3,,Ub I_LcjjHj'H2j. (5.6)a 1

Following the standard procedure it is straightforward to derive the new

interaction and mass terms, which complement the usual Yukawa and quartic

potential terms,

0_0
= T/A,CDirac 11 H' yH1 H2' + h.c., (5.7)2

Vscalar(mass) = tt2 (HI Hjt + H2H2t ) 1 (5.8)

Vscalar(trilinear) = /,tyjH2Zt_1 _,t AYdH&btT- /-tyuH&Ut + h.c.,(5.9)

where SU(2) indices were also suppressed and the fermion mass terms were

written in SU(2) components, as it will be useful later when constructing
the fermion mass matrices. Note that the trilinear terms arise from the cross

terms in I CqW1,9H212 = 11,,H1
_ YUQU12 and JaWI,9H, 12 = ll-tH2+ylLE+

YdQD12.
Could it be that [z

- 0? Naively, one may expect that in this case the Hig-
gsinos are massless and therefore Z-boson decays to a Higgsino pair Z -* FIH
should have been observed at the Z resonance (from total or invisible width

measurements, for example). In fact, once electroweak symmetry breaking ef-

fects are taken into account (see below) the two charged Higgsinos as well as

one neutral Higgsino are degenerate in mass with the respective Goldstone

bosons and are therefore massive with MW and Mz masses, respectively.
Their mass follows from the gauge-Yukawa interaction terms - g(Hjo)V H
and g(Ri')2k. While the Z decays are kinematicly forbidden in this case,

charged Higgsinos should have been produced in pairs at the WW produc-
tion threshold at the Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider at CERN. The

absence of anomalous events at the WW threshold allows one to exclude this
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possibility and to bound 1,41 from below. (This observation will become clearer

after defining the fermion mass eigenstates. For a discussion see Ref. [54].)
Obviously, Ifil cannot be too large or the Higgs doublets will decouple,

re-introducing a conceptual version of the hierarchy problem. As we proceed
we will see that p must encode information on the ultraviolet in order for it

to be a small parameter of the order of the Fermi scale. Hence, it may contain

one of the keys to unveiling the high-energy theory.

5.4 Electroweak vs. Supersymmetry Breaking

Having established the MSSM matter-matter and matter-gaugino, interac-

tions (in the supersymmetric limit in which only D and F terms are con-

sidered), the new particle spectrum can be written down. It is instructive to

first consider the already available pattern of symmetry breaking in nature,
electroweak symmetry breaking, and whether it is sufficient to generate a

consistent superpartner spectrum. This is the limit of the MSSM with no

explicit supersymmetry breaking. If electroweak SU(2) x U(1) symmetry is

conserved, all particles - fermions and bosons, new and old - are massless

in this limit. Electroweak. symmetry breaking (EWSB) is responsible for all

mass generation and, in particular, is required break the boson - fermion

degeneracy. Indeed, supersymmetry is not conserved but is spontaneously
broken once electroweak symmetry is broken. As will be shown below, the

non-vanishing Higgs vev's generate non-vanishing F and D vev's, the order

parameters of supersymmetry breaking. Let us then postulate for the sake

of argument that the Higgs fields acquire vev's which spontaneously break

SU(2) x U(1), and consider the impact on supersymmetry breaking on the

sparticle spectrum. (As we shall see later, as a matter of fact such vev's cannot

be generated in this limit.)
Consider, for example, the sfermion spectrum. The spectrum can be

organized by flavor (breaking SU(2) doublets to their components), each

flavor sector constitute a left-handed fL and right-handed fR sfermions

(and in principle all sfermioiis with the same QED and QCD quantum

numbers could further mix in a 6 x 6 subspaces). One has in each sec-

2 M2 rn
2

tor three possible mass terms MLLAft, RRAfR1 LRAA + h.c., with

M
2

_ V2 .

the quarticLL, RR
- (D) generated by substituting the Higgs vev in

2
potential and MLR - (F) - pv generated by substituting the Higgs vev in

the trilinear potential. The mass matrix for the sfermions

M
rn2 7n2

Z LL LR

f M
2 *

M
2

LR RR

then reads in this limit
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M
2
+ MZ2 cos 2,3 [T3f - Qf, sin

2 OW] mf[t* tan 0 (orl/ tan 0)f

mfp tan,3 (orl/ tan,3) M
2
- (Mz2 cos 2,3 x Qf,. sin2OW)f

The sneutrino is an exception since there are no singlet (right-handed) neu-

trinos and sneutrinos, and its mass is simply Tn2 Hereafter we willLL
2simply write MLRfLfR + h.c. with fR understood to denote the SU(2)L Sin-

glet sfermions (i.e., the conjugation will not be written explicitly).
It is instructive to examine all contributions in some detail (see also exer-

2cises). The diagonal fermion mass term is the F-contribution lyf (HiO)& RI .

Note that this particular F-term itself has no vev, (F) - yf (Hif) = 0, and

hence it does not break supersymmetry but only lead to a degenerate mass

contribution to the fermion and to the respective sfermions. The second di-

agonal contribution is that of the D-term which has a non-vanishing vev

)2 =:

92 + g
/2

((H )2 _ (H )2)2 = 'MZ2 21 12 = (VI(D 2 1
- v cos 20 MSSM) 2, (5.10)

8 4

where cos 2,3 < 0 appears only as absolute value (so that (Vmssm) > 0 as

required by (global) supersymmetry); T3 = 1/2 for the Higgs weak isospin
was used. Relation (5.10) holds in general (and not only in the supersym-

metric limit). The D-term vev breaks supersymmetry. However, the limit

tan,3 -+ I corresponds to  D)2 -+ 0 and supersymmetry is recovered. In-

deed in this limit the diagonal sfermion masses squared are given by the

respective fermion mass squared. This limit also corresponds to a flat direc-

tion in field space (as alluded to in the previous chapter) along which the

(tree-level) potential vanishes. A flat direction must correspond to a massless

(real) scalar field in the spectrum (its zero mode) so there is a boson whose

(tree-level) mass is proportional to the D-term. and vanishes as cos 2,3 -+ 0.

This is the (model-independent) light Higgs boson of supersymmetry. This

is a crucial point in the phenomenology of the models which we will return

to when discussing the Higgs sector in Chap. 8. It is then straightforward,
after rewriting the hypercharge in term of electric charge Qf, to arrive to

the contribution to the sfermion mass squared. One can readily calculate the

numerical coefficients T3 - Qf sin
2
OW using sin

2
OW  _- 0.23 for the weak an-

gle to find T3 - Qf sin
2
OW - 0.34, 0.14, -0.42, -0.08, -0.27, -0.23, 0.5 for

f = UL, u*, dL, d*, eL, e*, v (and their generational replicas).L L L

Lastly, the off-diagonal terms (often referred to as left-right mixing) are

supersymmetry breaking terms which split the sfermion spectrum from the

fermion spectrum even in the absence of D-term contributions. These terms

arise from the cross-terms in FHi, as do the supersymmetry breaking vev's

HJ,2)2 y2M2(H2 1)2 .
The tan,3 dependence in mass squared matrix as-(F f

surnes f d, 1 (f = u), i. e., a superpotential coupling to H, (H2). The

presence of the left-right terms implies that the sfermion mass eigenstates
have no well-defined chirality association.
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Since supersymmetry is spontaneously broken by the Higgs vev's, the

Higgsinos provide the Goldstino. This is the Achilles heal of this scheme: Let

us now define the supertrace function

STRI.F(OI) =- EINI (- 1)'S' (2SI + 1).F(OI)

which sums over any function F of an object 0I which carries spin Si. (The
summation is also over color and isospin factors which here we pre-summed

in the color factor N,.) In the (D) -+ 0 limit, the supertrace summation

over the mass eigenvalues of the fermions and sfermions in each flavor sec-

tor is zero! After spontaneous supersymmetry breaking (in this limit) one

has mZ', = m2 A where A = (F) is given by the F-vev that sponta-
fi f

neously break supersymmetry, in our case the left-right mixing term, so that

STRM = 0. Hence, unless I (F) I < m, - 0, which it cannot be given the

lower bound on JpJ discussed previously, a sfermion must acquire a negative

mass squared and consequently the SM does not correspond to a minimum

of the potential (and furthermore, QED and QCD could be broken in the

vacuum). This situation is, of course, intolerable. It arises because the mat-

ter fields couple directly to the Goldstino supermultiplet. (It is a general

(supertrace) theorem for any spontaneous braking of global supersymmetry.)
Another general implication is that the fermions do not feel the spontaneous

supersymmetry breaking (at tree level). Turning on the D-contributions does

not improve the situation. Eventhough their sum over a single sector does not

vanish, gauge invariance guarantees that their sum over each family vanishes,

i.e., negative contributions to some eigenvalues of the mass squared mass, as

indeed we saw above.

This comes as no surprise: The Higgs squared mass matrix in this limit

simply reads

M
2 t12 0

0 A2

and has no negative eigenvalues. Thus, it cannot produce the SM Higgs po-

tential and the Higgs fields do no acquire a vev, so our ad hoe assumption

of electroweak symmetry breaking cannot be justified. Note that a nega-

tive eigenvalue could arise, however, from an appropriate off-diagonal term.

Had we extended the model by including a.singlet superfield S, replacing

W = ltHlH2 with W = ysSHlH2 - tt2S, then electroweak symmetry could

be broken while supersymmetry is preserved. One has for the Higgs potential

V = JFsJ1 lysHlH2 _t,212. Its minimization gives (H10) = (H20) = ps[Vry-s
and (S) 0. Electroweak symmetry is broken along the flat direction

V = (FS)2 = 0 so that supersymmetry is conserved with mZ = M2 (and
f f

with no left-right mixing!). This is a counter example to our observation that

in general electroweak breaking implies supersymmetry breaking. Models in
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which p is replaced by a dynamical singlet field are often called the next to

minimal extension (NMSSM). The specific NMSSM model described here is,

however, still far from leading to a realistic model.

Of course, one needs not go through the exercise of electroweak symmetry

breaking in order to convince oneself that the models as they are manifested

in this limit are inconsistent. The gluino partner of the gluon, for example,
cannot receive its mass from the colorless Higgs bosons and remains massless

at tree level, even if electroweak symmetry was successfully broken. It would

receive a 0(GeV) or smaller mass from quantum corrections if the winos; and

bino are massive. Such a light gluino, would alter SM QCD predictions at the

level of current experimental sensitivity [55] while there is no indication for

its existence. (It currently cannot be ruled out in certain mass ranges and if it

is the lightest supersymmetric particle [56], in which case it must hadronize.)
We must conclude that a realistic model must contain some other source

of supersymmetry breaking. The most straightforward approach is then to

parameterize this source in terms of explicit breaking in the low-energy ef-

fective Lagrangian.

5.5 Soft Supersymmetry Breaking

Our previous exercises in electroweak and supersymmetry breaking lead to a

very concrete "shopping list" of what a realistic model should contain:

 Positive squared masses for the sfermions

 Caugino masses, particularly for the gluino,
 Possibly an off-diagonal Higgs mass term m2HjH2, as it could lead to the

desired negative eigenvalue

We can contrast our "shopping list" with what we have learned we cannot

have (in order to preserve the cancellation of quadratic divergences):

 Arbitrary quartic couplings
 Arbitrary trilinear singlet couplings in the scalar potential, Csoo*
 Arbitrary fermion masses

The two last items are in fact related (and fermion masses are constrained

only in models with singlets). Hence, both items do not apply to the MSSM

(but apply in the NMSSM). We conclude that acceptable spectrum can be

accommodated without altering cancellation of divergences! Such explicit

breaking of supersymmetry is soft breaking in the sense that no quadratic

divergences are re-introduced above the (explicit) supersymmetry breaking
scale.

Let us elaborate and show that sfermion mass parameters indeed are

soft. For example, consider the effect of the soft operator rn'00* and its

modification of our previous calculation of the quadratic divergence due to

the quartic scalar interaction y210,12 102 12:
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21
d4q I

y2
d4q 1

'21
4 1

+
M

2

Y
(21r4) q2 f (27r4) q2 - M2 (27r4) q4

2 f
I
+i

y2
M2 In

A2UV
(5.11)Y

(21r4) q2 167r2 M2

Since the quadratically divergent term is as in the m 0 case, it is still

canceled by supersymmetry. Hence, eq. (5.11) translates to a harmless loga-

rithmically divergent mass correction

M 2

_Y2 3 In
AUV

(5.12)
167r2  WTI

and similarly for the g
2
quartic interaction. Note the negative over-all sign of

the correction! The logarithmic correction is nothing but the one-loop renor-

malization of the mass squared parameters due to its Yukawa interactions,

and it is negative. The implications are clear - a negative squared mass, for

example in the weak-scale Higgs potential, may be a a result of quantum

corrections - a subject which deserves a dedicated discussion, and which we

will return to in Chap. 7. (Of course, integrating (5.11) properly one finds

also finite corrections to the mass parameters which we do not discuss here.)
An important implication of the above discussion is that light particles

are protected from corrections due to the decoupling of heavy particles (as

heavy as the ultraviolet cut-off scale), as long as the decoupling is within a

supersymmetric regime, i.e., (m2 2 2

heavy-boson _Mheavy-fermion)AMheavy-boson +
M

2 0. This ensures the sensibility of the discussion of grand-
heavy-fermion

unified theories or any other theories with heavy matter and in which there

is tree-level coupling between light and heavy matter (leading to one-loop

corrections) - Supersymmetry-breaking corrections due to the decoupling of

heavy particles are still proportional only to the soft parameters and do not

destabilize the theory. (The only caveat being mixing among heavy and light

singlets [57].) This persists also at all loop orders.

Our potential V = VF + VD + VSSB now contains superpotential contribu-

tions VF = IF 12, gauge contributions VD = ID12+ gaugino-Yukawa interac-

tions, and contributions that explicitly but softly break supersymmetry, the

soft supersymmetry breaking (SSB) terms. The SSB potential most generally

consists of

i2o,oi* + + Aijk + CjkVSSB = Mi* fB'i Oi0j OiOik i* 0'*OjOk+

+ IM,A,A,, + h.c. (5.13)
2

The soft parameters were originally classified by Inoue et al. [58] and by

Girardello and Grisaru [59], while more recent and general discussions include

Refs. [60, 61, 62]. Note that the trilinear couplings A and C and the gaugino

mass M carry one mass dimension, and also carry phases. The parameters
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C (often denoted A') are not soft if the model contains singlets (e.g. in the

NMSSM) but are soft otherwise, in particular in the MSSM. In fact it can be
shown that they are equivalent to explicit supersymmetry breaking matter

fermion masses. Nevertheless, they appear naturally only in special classes
of models and will be omitted unless otherwise noted. The scale of the soft

supersymmetry breaking parameters m - Vj_Bj - JAI - IMI - MSSB is

dictated by the quadratic divergence which is cut off by the mass scale they
set (see eq. (5.12)) and hence is given by

M2SB
167r2

_ (1 TeV)2. (5.14)S 2 Aeak
Yt

The mass scale MSSB plays the role and provides an understanding of the

mass scale Msusy discussed in Sect. 2.3. Ultimately, the explicit breaking is

to be understood as the imprints of spontaneous supersymmetry breaking at

higher energies rather than be put by hand. (See Chap. 10.) For the purpose
of defining the MSSM, however, a general parameterization is sufficient.

Once substituting all flavor indices in the potential (5.13), e.g. B'jojoj ---

M2HjH2 (see Chap. 8) and (suppressing family indices) Aijko,oj Ok --+3

AuH2QU + ADHIQD + AEH,LE, one finds that the MSSM contains many
more parameters in addition to the 17 free parameters of the SM. The Higgs
sector can be shown to still be described by only two free parameters. How-

ever, the gauge sector contains three new gaugino mass parameters, which

could carry three independent phases; the scalar spectrum is described by
five 3 x 3 hermitian matrices with six independent real parameters and three

independent phases each (where we constructed the most general matrix in

family space for the Q, U, D, L, and E "flavored" sfermions); and trilinear

interactions are described (in family space) by three 3 x 3 arbitrary matrices

AU, AD, AE with nine real parameters and nine phases each (and equivalently
for the C matrices). A more careful examination reveals that four phases can

be eliminated by field redefinitions and hence are not physical. Hence, the

model, setting all C = 0 (A' = 0) (allowing arbitrary C or A' coefficients)
is described by 77 (104) parameters if all phases are zero, and by 122 (176)
parameters if phases (and therefore CP violation aside from that encoded in

the CKM matrix, often referred to as soft CP violation) are admitted.

5.6 R-Parity and Its Implications

While supersymmetrizing the SM we followed a simple guideline of writing
the minimal superpotential that consistently reproduces the SM Lagrangian.
Once we realized that supersymmetry must be broken explicitly at the weak

scale, we introduced SSB parameters which conserved all of the SM local and

global symmetries. While it is the most straightforward procedure, it does not

lead to the most general result. In the SM lepton L and baryon B number are
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accidental symmetries and are preserved to all orders in perturbation theory.

(For example, models for baryogenesis at the electroweak phase transition rely

on non-perturbative baryon number violation.) Once all fields are elevated

to superfields, one can interchange a lepton and Higgs doublets L 4-+ H, in

the superpotential and in the scalar potential, leading to violation of lepton

number by one unit by renormalizable operators. The AL = I superpotential

operators, for example, are

W.dL=l = :i:ALjLjH2 + 2Aijk [Li, Ljj Ek + AijkLiQjDk 7 (5.15)

where we noted explicitly the antisymmetric nature of the \ operators. Sim-

ilarly, one can write SSB 6L = 1 operators.

Lepton number violation is indeed constrained by experiment, but is al-

lowed at a reasonable level, and in particular, electroweak-scale,6L = 1 oper-

ators could lead to a .6L = 2 Majorana neutrino spectrum, hence, extending

the SM and the MSSM in a desired direction. However, baryon number is

also not an accidental symmetry in the MSSM and the

WAB=1 =

1
A". k]

2 i3 k Ui [Dj, D (5.16)

operators are also allowed by gauge invariance. The combination of lepton

and baryon number violation allows for tree-level decay of the proton from

or 6 exchange (U)UD -+ (U)b --> (U)QL, i.e., p --+ 7rl, K1. (The squark

plays the role of a lepto-quark field in this case and the model is a special case

of a scalar lepto-quark theory. See the scalar exchange diagram in Fig. 6.3

below.)
The proton life time is given by

'Tp--+e-7r _ 10-161yr(Mf/ 1 TeV)
4 2. (5.17)

"
1033It is constrained by the observed proton stability rp, ;; yr, leading

to the constraint yAll ;! 10-15. The constraint is automatically satisfied if

either Y = 0 (only B violation) or /V' = 0 (only L violation), leaving room

for many possible and interesting extensions of the MSSM. (For a review, see

Ref. [63], as well as Chap. 11.)
The L and B conserving MSSM, however, is again the most general al-

lowed extension (with minimal matter) if one imposes L and B by hand. It

is sufficient for that purpose to postulate a discrete Z2 (mirror) symmetry,

matter parity,
p (4p,) = (_)3(Bj-Lj)M (5.18)

Matter parity is a discrete subgroup of the anomaly free U(I)B-L Abelian

symmetry discussed in Chap. 1, and hence can be an exact symmetry if

UMB-L is gauged at some high energy. Equivalently, one often impose a

discrete Z2 R-parity [64],
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Rp(O.r) = pM(OI) X (_)2SI = (_)2SI+3B,+Li, (5.19)

where 0, is an object with spin SI. R-parity is a discrete subgroup of a UMR
Abelian symmetry under which the supersymmetric coordinate transforms
with a charge R(O) = -1 (which is a conventional normalization), i.e., 0 -+

e-'110. R-symmetry does not commute with supersymmetry (and it extends

its algebra [65]). In particular, it distinguishes the superfield components.
Hence, R-parity efficiently separates all SM (or more correctly, its 2HDM type
II extension) particles with charge Rp(Osm) from their superpartners,
the sparticles, with charge Rp(sparticle) = and hence, is more often

used. Matter or R-parity correspond to a maximal choice that guarantees
stability of the proton. Other choices that do not conserve B - L, but only B
or L, exist and correspond to Z3 or higher symmetries (for example, baryon
and lepton parities [66, 67] and the 0-parity [68]).

Though the minimal supersymmetric extension is defined by its minimal

matter content, it is often defined by also its minimal interaction content, as

is the case for Rp invariant models. We will assume for now, as is customary,
that Rp is an exact symmetry of the low-energy theory (unless otherwise is

stated).
Imposing R-parity on the model dictates to large extent the phenomenol-

ogy of the model. In particular, the lightest superpartner (LSP) (or equiva-
lently, the lightest Rp = (-) particle) must be stable: It cannot decay to only
Rp = (+) ordinary particles since such an interaction would not be invariant

under the symmetry. (This is not the case in other examples of symmetries
given above which can stabilize the proton while admitting additional su-

perpotential or potential terms.) This is a most important observation with

strong implications:

1. The LSP is stable and hence has to be neutral (e.g. a bino, wino, Higgsino,
sneutrino, or gravitino) or at least bound to a stable neutral state (as
would be the case if the gluino is the LSP and it then hadronizes)

2. Sparticles are produced in the collider in pairs
3. Once a sparticle is produced in the collider, it decays to an odd number

of sparticles. In particular, its decay chain must conclude with the LSP.

The stable LSP escapes the detector, leading in many cases to a distinc-

tive large missing energy signature. (If a light gravitino is the LSP, for

instance, other distinctive signatures such as hard photons exist.)
4. The neutral LSP (in most cases) is a weakly interacting massive particle

(WIMP) and it could constitute cold dark matter (CDM) with a sufficient

density

The latter point requires some elaboration. Roughly speaking, the relic

density of a given dark matter component is proportional to the inverse of its

annihilation rate, which in turn is given by a cross section. The cross section

is typically proportional to the squared inverse of the exchanged sparticle
mass squared. Thus, the relic density is proportional to sparticle mass scale
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to the fourth power, a relation which leads to model-dependent upper bounds

of the order of O(TeV) on the sparticle mass scale. In practice, the density is

a complicated function of various sparticle mass parameters, leading to the

relation for the relic density S?h2 [69, 70]

7n? + 7n2SP)4
2

( 1 L

QLsp h = UO
2

-

-M4 +,M4
(5.20)

MLSP ( 1 LSP)

where ao ;zz (460 GeV) -2/v/N-, N here is the number of degrees of freedom

at the (cosmological) decoupling of the LSP, and this relation holds in a

scenario in which the LSP is the bino, which annihilated primarily to leptons
I via a t-channel slepton T exchange. (Recall the blIT* vertex.) Indeed, for

'Mf > TnLSP one has Oh2
- OOM4/,M2SP. A cautionary note is in place: In

1 L

certain cases the annihilation process may depend on s-channel resonance

annihilation and the resonance enhancement of the cross section may allow

for a sufficient annihilation of a WIMP which is a few fold heavier than in

the usual case [71]. The upper bound is therefore model dependent.
It should be stressed that the proximity of this upper bound and the one

derived from the fine-tuning of the Higgs potential is tantalizing and sugges-

tive. More generally, it relates the CDM to the sparticle mass scale. Particles

in various sectors of the theory (which may be linked to the SM sector only

gravitationally or by other very weak interactions) could also have masses

which are controlled by this SSB scale (for example, by the gravitino mass

Tn3/2 discussed in Sect. 4.8): Supergravity interactions can generate such

masses in many different sectors. Therefore, CDM candidates may be pro-

vided by various sectors of the theory, not necessarily the observable (MS)SM
sector. An interesting proposal raised recently is that of an axino dark mat-

ter [72], which would weaken any CDM imposed upper-bound on the mass

of the ordinary superpartners. (The axino is the fermion partner of the axion

of an anomalous Peccei-Quinn or R-symmetry, on which we do no elaborate

in these notes.) If, however, one more traditionally chooses to assume that

the WIMP is the LSP, collider phenomenology and cosmology need to be

confronted [73], providing a future avenue to test such a hypothesis, and fur-

thermore, the nature of the WIMP. (LSP assumptions may also be confronted

with a variety of low-energy phenomena, for example, see Ref. [74].)
The collider phenomenology of the models was addressed in Zeppenfeld's

[34] Tata's [75, 37] lecture notes. Models of CDM are reviewed, for example,

in Refs. [76, 77], and the search for energetic neutrinos from LSP annihilation

in the sun was discussed by Halzen [35]. These issues will not be studied here.
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5.7 Mass Eigenstates and Experimental Status

We conclude this chapter with a transformation from current to mass eigen-
states, which is not a trivial transformation given electroweak symmetry
breaking (EWSB): As in our "warm-up" case of a supersymmetric limit

(Sect. 5.4), interaction eigenstates with different electroweak charges (and
hence, chirality) mix once electroweak symmetry is broken.

The Higgs mass matrix is now

( M2 + M2 2

M2 Hi M12
(5.21)

M
*2 M2 +jL212 H2

and it has a negative eigenvalue for m2M2
< Im2212, where m? = M2 + p2,1 2 1 z Hi

so that electroweak symmetry can be broken. This condition is automati-
2 : _M2cally satisfied for MH2 ,

which often occurs due to negative quantum
corrections proportional to the t-quark Yukawa couplings eq. (5.12). (This
is the radiative symmetry breaking mechanism, which we will return to in

Chap. 7.) One neutral CP odd and two charged d.o.f. are absorbed in the Z

and W-4- gauge bosons, respectively, and two CP even (the lighter h' and the

heavier HO), one CP odd (A0) and one complex charged (H+) Higgs bosons

remain in the physical spectrum. Folding in EWSB constraints, the spectrum
is described by only two parameters which are often taken to be tano and

M20 = M2+m2
A 1 2*

One of the CP even states is the (model-independent) light Higgs boson

of supersymmetry which parmeterizes the tan,3 = I flat direction mentioned

above. This is readily seen in the limit in which all other Higgs d.o.f. form

(approximately) a degenerate SU(2) doublet which is heavy with a mass

- Ittl > Mw. In this case, EWSB is SM-like, with the remaining physical
CP-even state receiving mass which is proportional to its quartic coupling
A, now given by the gauge couplings A = (g2+ g

12 )/8 x cos220. In general,2

its mass MhO < Mz I cos 201 :5 Mz at tree-level, where Mz reflects the D-

term nature of the quartic coupling, and the angular dependence reflects

the flat direction. Large 0(100%) loop corrections, again proportional to the

large t-quark Yukawa coupling, lift the (flat direction and the) bound to

MhO ;! v,"2-Mz -,130 GeV. (Note that perturbation theory does not break

down. It is the tree-level term which is small rather than the loop corrections

being exceptionally large.) Though the quartic coupling, and hence the mass,

can be somewhat larger in extended models, e.g. in some versions of the the

NMSSM, as long as perturbativity is maintained one has MhO ;5 ' 160 - 200

GeV where the upper range is achieved only in a small class of (somewhat ad

hoc) models. The only exception is models with low-energy supersymmetry
breaking in which the breaking is not necessarily soft [78]. We discuss the

Higgs sector in more detail in Chap. 8 where also references are given.
Sparticles rather than Higgs bosons, however, will provide the evidence

for supersymmetry (though the absence of a light Higgs boson can rule most
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models of perturbative low-energy supersymmetry out). The Dirac-like neu-

tral Higgsinos mix with the other two neutral fermions, the Majorana bino

and neutral wino. (The latter can be rewritten as a photino, and zino, i.e.,

as linear combinations aligned with the photon and the Z). The physical

eigenstates are the neutralinos 5 0. Their mass and mixing is given by the

diagonalization of the neutralino (tree-level) mass matrix

M, 0 -MZC,38W MZsOsW

M-0 -

0 M2 MzC'3CW MZSOCW
 5-22)

-MZC,3sw MzCOCW 0 A

-MZS,38W -Mzsgcw P 0

where M, and M2 are the bino and wino SSB mass parameters, respec-

tively, and so = sin 0, co = cos 0, and similarly for the weak angle de-

noted by' ,jsubscript W. The neutralino mass matrix is written in the basis

(-ib, -iWO, kjO, HO). The EWSB off-diagonal terms correspond the the
2

gauge-Yukawa interaction terms with the Higgs replaced by its vev. Note

that in the limit ti -+ 0 the wino, and bino, do not mix at tree-level. Similarly,
the charged Higgs and charged gaugino states mix to form the physical mass

eigenstates, the charginos The chargino mass and mixing is determined

by the chargino, mass matrix

M-1
M2 V2-Mw s,3

(5.23)
X -\12MWc,3

The gluino, of course, cannot mix and has a SSB Majorana mass M3.

Finally, we can rewrite the sfermion mass matrix for the sfermions

(fL, fR). (Recall that fR is a shorthand notation for f .) The mass-squared
matrix

M
7n2 7n2

? LL LR

f M
2* M2 (5.24)
LR RR

was previously given in the supersymmetric limit. Including the SSB inter-

actions one has

2

MLL = 7n !
A

+,M2 + M2z cos 20f 20W][T3f - Qf, sin (5-25)

2
MRR = M fl?. + 7n2 + M2 2

oW,z cos 20 x Qf, sin
f (5.26)

2
MLR = mf (Af - tz* tan,3) [or mf (Af - tz* / tan,3)], (5-27)

where the first term in (5.25) and in (5.26) is the SSB mass-squared param-

eter, the triliner SSB parameter is implicitly assumed to be proportional to

the Yukawa coupling Af = yfAf, which is then factored out (the assumption
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is trivial in the case of one generation but it constitutes a strong constraint

in the case of inter-generational mixing), and p tan,3 (yl tana) terms appear
in the down-squark and slepton mass matrices (up-squark mass matrix), as

before.

Neglecting fermion masses, one has the sum rule m , - m?., = m , -

EL NL DL
M ' COS2 OWM2 cos 20 = -MW2 cos 2,3 > 0. This sum rule is modified
UL

z

if there is an extended gauge structure with more than just the electroweak
D-terms. The A-terms are not invariant under SU(2) x U(1) and the sfermion

doublet masses further split. The mass matrices can be combined to three

6 x 6 matrices and one 3 x 3 matrix (for the sneutrinos) just as in the super-

symmetric limit discussed in Sect. 5.4. Note that the SSB A-terms AHfLfR
are holomorphic (and do not involve complex conjugate fields) unlike the su-

persymmetric trilinear interactions yl-tH*fLfR (and SSB C-terms), a prop-

erty which is particularly relevant for the stability of the vacuum discussed in

Chap. 12. (Note that each holomorphic A-term correpsonds to a flat direction

in the scalar potential.) It is also relevant for the dependence of the couplings
of the physical eigenstates on tan,3.

The sfermion left-right mixing angle is conveniently given by

2

tan20--
2

2MLR
2 (5.28)f

MLL - MRR

Obviously, significant left-right mixing is possible if either the corresponding
fermion is heavy (as in the case of the stop squarks) or if tan,6 is large
and the corresponding fermion is not very light (as could be the case for

the sbottom squarks). Observe, however, that in the limit mz > (HiO)2 the
f

sfermion mixing is suppressed and mass eigenstates align with the current
2 0 M2eigenstates. (This is true assuming A < MRR/A )I LLIAO), a constraint

which is typically impose by the stability of the vacuum. See Chap. 12.)
Model-independent limits (i.e., independent of the decay mode) on the

sparticles were given by the total width measurement at the Z pole at LEP.

These limits constrain the sparticles to be heavier than 40 - 45 GeV, with

the exception of the lightest neutralino, whose couplings to the Z could be

substantially suppressed2 and could still be as light as - 20 GeV. Also, no

significant limit on the (heavy) gluino, which does not couple to the Z at

tree level, is derived. LEP runs at higher energy further constrain many of

the sparticles to be heavier than -,Fsl2 - 0(100) GeV. (Vs- is the exper-
iment center of mass energy, and it is divided by the number of colliding
leptons or partons.) However, now the constraints are model-dependent since

off-resonance production involves also a t-cahnnel exchange (which introduce

strong model dependence) and, in the absence of an universal tool such as

the Z width, searches must assume in advance the decay chain and its final

2
One could also fine-tune the sin 01/ sin Ow ratio so that a particular sfermion fi
decouples from the Z. Such tuning, however, is not scale invariant.
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products. The FNAL Tevatron can constrain efficently the strongly inter-

acting squarks and gluino with lower bounds of Vfs-16 - 0(200-300) GeV,

but again, these bounds contain model-dependent assumptions. Many spe-

cialized searches assuming unconventional decay chains were conducted in

recent years both at the Tevatron and LEP. They are summarized and cor-

responding limits are updated periodically by the Particle Data Group [7].
Obviously, a significant gap remains between current limits (and particularly

so, the model-independent limits) and the theoretically suggested range of

0(1 TeV). Though some sparticles may still be discovered at future Teva-

tron runs, it is the Large Hadron Collider, currently under consttruction at

CERN, which will explore the 0(1 TeV) regime and the "TeV World".

Exercises

5.1 Draw all the Feynamn diagrams that stem from that of the vector-

fermion-fermion interaction and which describe the gauge-matter interac-

tions. What are the Feynman rules for the case of a U(1)?

5.2 Confirm that Try3 = 0 for hypercharge in the MSSM, as well as the

mixed anomaly traces TrSU(N)2U(j) where N = 2, 3.

5.3 Derive the complete MSSM component-field Yukawa Lagrangian.

5.4 Derive the complete MSSM quartic potential, including gauge (D) and'

Yukawa (F) contributions. Use the relation or '-a'j = 26il6jk - Jij6kl among
ij k

the SU(2) generators to write the Higgs quartic potential explicitly. Map it

onto the general form of a 2HDM potential eq. (3.3) and show that (at tree

2 2); (g/2 _ g2); )g2level) Al A2 (118)(g' + 92 A3 = -(1/4) 2 A4 = -(1/2 2; and

A5 = A6 A7 0 (where g' and 92 are the hypercharge and SU(2) couplings,

respectively) -

5.5 Show that at the quantum level there could be non-diagonal correc-

tions to the gauge kinetic function f,,3, for example, in a theory involving

U(I) x U(1)' [79]. (Consider a loop correction that mixes the gauge boson

propagators.)

5.6 Derive the D-term expectation value eq. (5.10). Rewrite the hypercharg

in terms of the electric charge, weak isospin, and the weak angle to derive

the D term contribution to the sfermion mass squared. Confirm its flavor-

dependent numerical coefficient.

5.7 Derive the Higgs mass-squared matrix in the supersymmetric limit.

5.8 Derive the Higgs mass-squared matrix in the model with a singlet S

which is described in Sect. 5.4. Show that it has an off-diagonal element and

that it has a negative eigenvalue. Show, by considering FHj contributions to

the scalar potential, that indeed (S) = 0 and no left-right sfermion mixing

arises.
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5.9 Show that all the soft parameters are indeed soft by naive counting,
where possible (e.g. in the case of trilinear scalar interactions) or otherwise

by integration.

5.10 Show that a supersymmetry breaking fermion mass, if allowed by the

gauge symmetries (for example, consider a toy model with two singlets W =

S S2 + MS2
,
and a supersymmetry breaking mass to the fermion component, 2 1

Of S2 VSSB =  02'02) can be recast, after appropriate redefinitions, as a

C81828* term in the scalar potential (with C = -j ).2

5.11 Show that in a model with a singlet (consider, for example, our toy
model above) an interaction Csojo* is not soft but leads to a quadratically2

divergent linear term in the scalar potential. Return to Ex. 5.10 and write

the tadpole diagram which leads to a quadratically-divergent linear term for

the singlet s, in either langauge, and confirm their equivalence.

5.12 Substitute the SM flavor indices in the soft potential (5.13) and confirm

our counting of free parameters.

5.13 Write the most general gauge invariant (R-parity violating) SSB poten-
tial. How many parameters describe the MSSM if R-parity is not imposed?

5.14 Using the (continuous) R-charge assignment of the coordinate 0, what

are the R-charges of the various component fields of the chiral and vector

superfields? and of the superpotential? Show that requiring that the potential
is R-invariant forbids gaugino, masses and trilinear scalar terms. Therefore,
these parameters must carry R-charge and their presence breaks the U(1)R
symmetry. Note that all of the above terms are invariant under the discrete

Rp subgroup!

5.15 Calculate the upper bound on the slepton mass implied by the approx-

imation eq. 5.20 for S?Lsph2 < 1and MLSP = 100 GeV.

5.16 Diagonalize the neutralino and chargino mass matrices in the limits

p -+ oo (gaugino region), M, - M2 --+ oo (Higgsino, region), and p - M, -

M2 -4 0-

5.17 Extend the neutralino and chargino mass matrices to include mixing
with one generation of neutrinos and charged leptons, respectively, for AL3 =h
0. The neutrino mass is given by the ratio of the determinant of this matrix

and that of the usual neutralino mass matrix. Can you identify the limit in

which one mass eigenvalue (the neutrino mass) is zero (at tree-level)? What
is the effective LSP in these models? Allow neutralino mixing with three

generations of neutrinos AL,,, :h 0 for a = 1, 2, 3. Show that still only one

neutrino could be massive at tree level.

'5.18 Show that each holomorphic A-term corresponds to a flat D-term di-

rection. Estimate the upper bound on A by considering tachion states in the

sfermion mass matrix.
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5.19 (a) In the MSSM, like in the SM, the decay h' A is often the domi-

nant decay mode of the light CP-even Higgs boson. Nevertheless, other decay
channels may also be open, e.g. h' -+ -y-y plays an important role is search

strategy at the LHC. Write the Feynman diagram for a supersymmetric in-

visible decay mode of h', both assuming R-parity conservation and violation.

The stable or meta-stable invisible states escape the detector.

5.19 (b) In some models the Goldstino, is the LSP, and the next to lightest

supersymmetric particle (NLSP) is charged and stable on collider scales, for

example the stau. What would be a potential signature of such a scenario?



Summary

In this part of the notes supersymmetry was motivated, constructed, and

applied to the Standard model of particle physics. The minimal model was

defined according to its particle content and superpotential, but it was shown

to contain many arbitrary parameters that explicitly break supersymmetry

near the Fermi scale. Indeed, many questions still remain unanswered:

Does the model remain perturbative and if so, up to what scale?

What is the high-energy scale which we keep referring to as the ultraviolet

cut-off scale?

What is the origin of the soft supersymmetry breaking parameters and can

the number of free parameters be reduced?

0 Are there signatures of supersymmetry (short of sparticle discovery) that

could have been tested at past and current low-energy experiments?

Could one distinguish a MSSM Higgs boson from a SM one?

Can the model be extended to incorporate neutrino mass and mixing?

In addition, one would like to understand how all the different aspects

of supersymmetry - perturbativity, renormalization, ultraviolet origins, etc.

come together to explain the weak scale and its structure. This and related

issues have been extensively studied in recent years. While some possible

answers and proposals were put forward, no standard high-energy supersym-

metric model exists. On the contrary, the challenge ahead is the deciphering

of the high-energy theory from the low-energy data once supersymmetry is

discovered and established.

We will address these and similar questions in the remaining parts of these

notes. In particular, we will try to link the infrared and the ultraviolet.

ute
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Shortly after the SM was established and asymptotic freedom realized, it was

suggested that the SM semi-simple product group of SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)
is embedded at some high energies in a unique simple group, for example
SU(5) (which like the SM group has rank 5 and hence is the smallest simple
group that can contain the SM gauge structure). Aside from implications for

quark-lepton unification, Higgs fields, and the proton stability (to which we

will return) it predicts first and foremost that the seemingly independent SM

gauge couplings originate from a single coupling of the unified simple group

[80] and that their infrared splitting is therefore due to only the scaling (or
renormalization) of the corresponding quantum field theory from high to

low energies [81]. Independently, it was also realized in the context of string
theory that the theory just below the string scale often (but not always) has

a unique (or unified) value for all gauge couplings [19, 18, 82, 83], regardless
of whether the SM group itself truly unifies (in the sense of (i) embedding
all SM fields in representations of some simple group, and (ii) spontaneous

breaking of that group).
The question is then obvious: Do the measured low-energy couplings unify

(after appropriate scaling, i.e., renormalization) at some ultraviolet energies?
Clearly, if this is the case then their unification automatically defines an

ultraviolet scale (which is a reasonable choice to many of the exercises that

we will undertake in the following chapters), and supergravity may further

facilitate gauge-gravity unification. This question is readily addressed using
the renormalization group formalism (which is beautifully confirmed by the

data in the case of QCD at energies up to the LEP center-of-mass energy of

- 200 GeV). Once the particle content of the model is specified, the 0 function

coefficients b can be calculated and the couplings can be extrapolated by
integrating the renormaization group equation dgld In A = (bll 67r2)g3 (given
here at one loop). Such an integration is nothing but the scaling of the theory,
e.g. between the weak scale, where the couplings are precisely known, and

some high-energy scale, assuming a specific particle content. Such a scaling
can be performed in any perturbative theory as long as the particle content

is known or fixed. (For example, the SM scaling of QCD below the weak scale

agrees with the measurement of the QCD coupling at various energies. See

Fig. 6. 1.) Its conclusions are meaningful if and only if the low-energy couplings

ute
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Ea,(a, sin'oj-'

Fig. 6. 1. The SM gauge couplings evolve from their measured low-energy value

(indicated by the square symbols) to high energies using SM three-loop (for scales

A < Mz) and MSSM two-loop (for scales A > Mz) 3-functions. Their renormaliza-

tion within the SM is confirmed by the data, while extrapolation to higher energies,

assuming the MSSM, leads to their unification at nearly a point. Note that (only)
013 exhibits asymptotically-free behavior.

are measured to such precision so that their experimental errors allow only

a sufficiently small range of values for each of the extrapolated high-energy

couplings. In particular, one needs to be able to determine whether all three

coupling intersects to a satisfactory precision at a point, and if perturbativity

(which is used in deriving the equations) is maintained.

The 1990's brought about the most precise determination of the gauge

couplings at the Z pole (see summary by Langacker [84]), therefore enabling

one to address the question. Assuming only the SM matter content at all

energies, the three couplings fail to unify - their integration curves g(In A)
intersects in pairs only. (Of course, one may question the validity of such

a framework to begin with in the absence of any understanding as to how

is the hierarchy problem resolved in this case.) Extending the SM to the

MSSM and using the MSSM particle content begining at some point between

the weak scale and a TeV scale, the three SM gauge coupling unify at a

point at a scale Allu -- 3 x 1016 GeV and with a value gu  -_ 0.7 or at, -_

0.04, defining the unification scale (which is then a potential candidate for

providing the ultraviolet cut off) as well as confirming perturbativity, and

hence consistency, of the framework. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. See also

Ref. [85].

M, Mv -, Mz Muntflcadon
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6.1 Gauge Coupling Unification

Let us repeat this exercise in some detail. The renormalization of the cou-

plings is given at two-loop order by

dgi bi 3 gi3 2 aj, 3 2
- T29 + (6.1)In A 16ir2 i

(167r2)2 9j - T]167r2Tg'y'*

The first term is the one-loop term given above, while the second and third

terms sum gauge and Yukawa two-loop corrections, respectively, and we did

not include any higher loop terms which are negligible in the MSSM. (The
two-loop equation is free of any scheme dependences, though negligible (fi-
nite) corrections appear when matching the scheme used to describe the

data to a scheme which can be used for extrapolation in supersymmetry.)
The Yukawa terms, which are negative (ai, > 0), correspond to only small

0(1%) but model (tan,3-) dependent corrections, which we again neglect
here. The gauge two-loop terms correspond to 0(10%) corrections, which we

will include in the results. The one loop coefficients are the most important.
In supersymmetry they are conveniently written as a function of the chiral

superfields quantum numbers,

bi = E Tj (0,,) - 3Cj, (6.2)
a

where the Dynkin index Ti(Oa) = 1/2 (Q2) for a superfield 'Pa in the fun-

damental representation of SU(N) (with a U(1) charge Q), and the Casimir

coefficient for the adjoint representation Ci = N (0) for SU(N) (U(1)). It is

now straightforward to find in the MSSM

bi 2 6
0 +   6

10 10

b2 Nfamily 2 + NHiggs 1 - 6 +1

b3 2 0 9 -3

(6.3)
where Nfa,,,ily and NHigg , correspond to the number of chiral families and

Higgs doublet pairs, respectively, and the index i = 1, 2,3 correspond to the

U(1), SU(2), and SU(3), coefficients.

Here, we chose the "unification" normalization of the hypercharge U(1)
factor, Y -+ V3__15Y and g' -+ V/5/3 _= gi. This is the correct normalization

if each chiral family is to be embedded in a representation(s) of the unified

group. In this case, the trace over a family over the generators T' for each

of the SM groups i, T (Tj1(0,,)T0(0,,)) = nP0, has to be equal to the same

trace but when taken over the unified group generators. Reversing the argu-

ment, the trace has therefore to be equal to the same n for all subgroups.
In the MSSM, both non-Abelian factors have n = 2 and can indeed unify.
The U(1) normalization is chosen accordingly such that T (Qa) = 2 for each

family. On the same footing, this condition and eq. (6.2) imply that adding
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any complete multiplet(s) (e.g. a SM family) of a unified group modifies bl,

b2, and b3 exactly by the same amount. (Note, however, that asymptotic

freedom of QCD may be lost if adding such multiplets. SU(2) is already not

asymptotically free in the MSSM.) This relation also explains, in the con-

text of unification, the quantization of hypercharge which is dictated by the

embedding of the U(1) in a non-Abelian group, and by the breaking pattern
of the higher rank group. (Such an embedding of the SM group in a single
non-Abelian group implies an anomaly free theory, and hence, this relation

is somewhat equivalent to the low-energy quantization based on the anomaly

constraints.)
Neglecting the Yukawa term, the coupled two-loop equations can be solved

in iterations,

3

+ bit + Lj (I + bjaut) - Ai, (6.4)
ai (Mz) au 4-7r

3 = 1
bi

where the integration time is conveniently defined t =- (1/27r) ln(MulMz),
and we assume, for simplicity, that the MSSM,3-functions can be used from

the Z scale and on. The threshold function zAi compensates for this naive

assumption and takes into account the actual sparticle spectrum. It can also

contain contributions from additional super-heavy particles and from op-

erators (e.g., non-universal corrections to f,,,p) that may appear near the

unification scale.

These equations can be recast in terms of the fine-structure constant

a(Mz) and the weak angle sin
2
OW = S2 (MZ). Using their precise experi-W

mental values one can then calculate (up to threshold corrections) the unifi-

cation scale, the value of the unified coupling, and the value of the low-energy

strong coupling. (Since there are only two high-energy parameters, one equa-

tion can be used to predict one weak-scale coupling.) The first two are predic-
tions that only test the perturbativity and consistency of the extrapolation.

(Note that the unification scale is sufficiently below the Planck scale so that

gravitational correction may only constitute a small perturbation which can

be summed, in principle, in Ai.)
One finds, given current values,

C 3(MZ) =
5(bi - b2)a(MZ)

+ (6.5)
(5b, + 3b2 - 8b3)S2 (Mz) - 3(b2 - b3)W

7a(Mz)
_ + two-loop and threshold corrections

15s2 (MZ) - 3
W

= 0.116 + 0.014 - (0.000 - 0.003) J

= (0.127 - 0.130) J, (6.6)

where in the third line one-loop, two-loop gauge, two-loop Yukawa, and

threshold corrections (denoted by 6) are listed. Note that any additional
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complete multiplets of the unified group in the low-energy spectrum would
shift all the bi's by the same amount and therefore factor out from the (one-
loop) prediction. This is true only at one loop and only for the a3(Mz) and

t predictions.

Comparing the predicted value to the experimental one (whose precision
increased dramatically in recent years) a3(MZ) = 0.118 0.003, one finds

a - 8% discrepancy, which determines the role that any structure near the

weak scale, the unification/gravity scale, or intermediate scales, can play.
In fact, only - 3% corrections are allowed at the unification scale, since the

QCD renormalization amplifies the corrections to the required 8% at the elec-

troweak scale. CUT-scale corrections are the most likely conclusion from the

discrepancy, but we will not discuss here in detail the many possible sources

of such a small perturbation which could appear in the form of a super-heavy
non-degenerate spectrum, non-universal corrections to the gauge kinetic func-

tion once the grand-unified theory is integrated out, string corrections (in the
case of a string interpretation), etc. Let us instead comment on the possible
threshold structure at the weak scale (ignoring the possibility of additional

complete multiplets at intermediate energies which will modify the two-loop
correction [86]).

Unless some particles are within tens of GeV from the weak scale, only
the (leading-)logarithm corrections need to be considered (either by direct

calculations or using the renormalization group formalism). This is only the

statement that the sparticle spectrum is typically expected to preserve the

custodial SU(2) symmetry of the SM and hence not to contribute to the (uni-
versal) oblique (e.g. p) and other (non-universal) parameters that measure

its breaking and which would contribute non-logarithmic corrections to 6.

The leading logarithm threshold corrections can be summed in a straight-
forward but far from intuitive way in the threshold parameter [85] ksusy,

219 a3 (MZ)
In
MSUSY

-

-0.003 In
MSUSY

(6.7)
28 Ir Mz Mz

If all sparticles are degenerate and heavy with a mass MSUSy 3 TeV then

the predicted and experimental values of the strong coupling are the same.

However, more careful examination shows that ksusy is more closely related

to the gaugino and Higgsino spectrum (since the sfermion families correspond
to complete multiplets of SU(5)) and furthermore, typical models for the

spectrum give 10 ;! kSusy ; , 300 GeV even though the sparticles themselves

are in the hundreds of GeV range. The threshold correction may then be

even positive! (This is particularly true when non-logarithmic corrections

are included.) While high-energy contributions to 6 are likely to resolve the

discrepancy, they also render the unification result insensitive to the exact

value of f1susy, since, e.g. an additional deviation of - 3% from A susy <
Mz corresponds to only - 1% corrections at the unification scale. Hence, even
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though the sparticle threshold corrections may not resolve the discrepancy,
they are very unlikely destroy the successful unification.

This low level of ultraviolet sensitivity (or rather high insensitivity) more

then allows one to trust the result. (If the factor of 27rt -_ 30 corresponds
to a power-law (rather than logarithmic) renormalizations, as in some model

in which the gauge theory is embedded in a theory with intermediate-energy
extra dimensions [22], the sensitivity is amplified by more than an order of

magnitude, undermining any predictive power in that case.) The predictive

power in the minimal framework is unique and one of the pillars in its support.
One could then take the point of view that the SM is to be embedded

at a grand-unification scale MU -- 3 x 10" GeV in a simple grand-unified

(GUT) group, SU(3), x SU(2)L X U(1)Y g SU(5); S0(10); SU(6); E6 ...

where the rank five and six options were specified. The GUT group may

or may not be further embedded in a string theory, for example. Alterna-

tively, the unification scale may be interpreted as a direct measurement of

the string scale. The latter interpretation is one of the forces that brought
about a revolution in string model building, which generically had the string
scale an order of magnitude higher, and motivated M-theory model build-

ing and other non-traditional approaches [18], which were reviewed recently

by Dienes [191. In particular, the 11-dimensional M-theory, with a funda-

mental scale M11  _- MU, allows a finite and small (six-dimensional) com-

pactification volume V , Mj
6
and a finite and small separation R11 be-

tween the six- and four- dimensional "walls" (see Sect. 2.2.2) such that

aU _ M-61V , (M IM 1)611 U 1 can be adjusted to fit its "measured" value

of - 0.04 [18].
A GUT group with three chiral generations; and the appropriate Higgs

representations (that can break it to the SM group as well as provide the SM

Higgs doublets) can be further embedded, in principle, in a string theory a

decade or so above the unification scale. However, this idea encounters many

difficulties and was not yet demonstrated to a satisfactory level [19]. In the

reminder of our discussion of unification we will outline the embedding in a

GUT group, leaving open the question of string theory embedding.

6.2 Grand Unification

Grand-unification, in contrast to only coupling unification, requires one to

embed all matter and gauge fields in representations of the large GUT group.

For example, all the SM gauge (super)fields are embedded in the case of SU(5)
(SO(10)) in the 24 (45) dimensional adjoint representation, while each family

can be embedded in ID, L C 91 + IQ, U, E C 101 (IQ, U, D, L, E, N C 161)
anti-fundamental + antisymmetric (spinor) representations. The Higgs fields

of the SM can be embedded in 9 + 5 (one or more fundamental 10's and

anti-fundamentals). The Higgs sector must also contain a higher dimensional

representation(s) (which may be taken to be the adjoint) that can break the
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Fig. 6.2. The unification-scale difference Yb - Yr (denoted here hb - h,) is shown

in y.-, (denoted here h,) units for Mb(MZ) = 3 GeV, a3(MZ) = as(MZ) = 0.12,
M

pole
= 170 GeV and as a function of tan,3. The zero line corresponds to b - -rt

unification. For comparison, we also show the difference for Mb(MZ) = 3.1 GeV

(which for a,,(Mz) = 0.12 is inconsistent with Mb(Mb) < 4.45 GeV). Note the

rapid change near the (naive) small and large tan 0 solutions, which is a measure of

the required tuning in the absence of threshold corrections. Also note that in most

of the parameter space the unification-scale leptonic coupling is the larger coupling.
Taken from Ref. [90].

GUT symmetry spontaneously to its SM subgroup, and whose interactions

must be described by the appropriate superpotential.
Note, that the GUT theory resides in the globally supersymmetric SM

sector with all minima corresponding to (V) = 0. Therefore, the GUT --+

SM minimum is at best degenerate with the GUT conserving or any other

minimum. It is the supergravity effects, which typically can be parameterized
by the (small) soft parameters, that must lift the degeneracy and pick the

correct SM minimum.

Various issues stem from the embedding, and we will touch upon the

most important ones next. Recommended readings include Ref. [85], which

lists many of the earlier works. A sample of'other recent research papers is

given in Ref. [87]. Grand-unified theories were reviewed by Mohapatra [881.
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6.2.1 Yukawa Unification

First and foremost, quarks and leptons unify in the sense that they are em-

bedded in the same GUT representations (e.g. the down singlet and the

lepton doublet are embedded in the 6 of SU(5)). This translates to simple

boundary conditions for ratios of their Yukawa couplings, e.g. yd/y, = 1 at

the unification scale [89]. This relation (applied to a given generation) can

then be renormalized down to the weak scale,

d [Yd I  Yd
y.2 + 3(yd2 _ Y2) _

16
92 _

4
9
2

(6.8)
jr2  Tl 1 3 1

dlnA  yj 167r2 yj
)  3 3

and tested. This is shown in Fig. 6.2 taken from Ref. [90]. (Note that the

fermion masses are the current masses evaluated at Mz where Tnb
- 3 GeV

and m, -- 1.7 GeV.) Indeed, it is found to be correct for the third family

couplings (b - r unification) for either tan,3 - 1 - 2 (large top Yukawa

coupling yt (Mz)  _- 0. 95/ sin,3) or tan,3  _> 50 (large bottom Yukawa coupling

Yb(Mz) -- 0.017tan,3), and for a much larger parameter space once finite

corrections to the quark masses from sparticle loops (not included here) are

considered, e.g. 1,/-A(Tnb)/Tnbl ; ,' 2%tanO.

Clearly, the successful renormalization of the unification relation Yd1Y1 = I

requires large Yukawa couplings (which renormalize Yd). The large Yukawa

couplings are needed to counterbalance the QCD corrections. Henceforth,

it is not surprising that these relations fail for the lighter families: Yukawa

unification (in its straightforward form) applies to and distinguishes the third

family. The first and second generation fermion masses may be assumed to

vanish at the leading order,

0 0 0

Yfab  _ Yf3 0 0 0

0 0 1

and could be further understood as setting the magnitude of the perturba-

tions for any such relations (either from higher dimensional Higgs represen-

tations or from Planck-mass suppressed operators, or both).

6.2.2 Proton Decay

Secondly, additional non-SM matter and gauge (super)fields appear, and in

most cases must be rendered heavy. For example, in SO(10) the 16 contains

also a singlet right-handed neutrino N, which is useful for understanding
neutrino masses. (We return to neutrino masses in Chap. 11.)

Other heavy particles, however, are more troublesome. The Higgs dou-

blets are embedded together with color triplets which interact with SM mat-

ter with the same Yukawa couplings as the Higgs doublets. E.g. the matter

10,, + 9,, superpotential in minimal SU(5) (recall Yd = yj in the minimal
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Fig. 6.3. Tree-level proton decay via "lepto-quark" gauge boson and scalar ex-

change qq' -4 q"1. The straight line represents the spectator quark which is con-

tained in proton and after its decay hadronizes with q" to form a meson. q

denotes a generic quark (lepton).

model) reads W - y,,.,5H1Oa1Ob + Yd.,,900a6b, and the 5H (5H) contains

the H2 (Hl) Higgs doublet and a down-type color triplet H2C (H1C) with a

hypercharge -1/3 (+1/3). Also, the 24 contains not only the SM gauge con-

tent but also the (3, 2)-5/6 (X, Y ) vector superfields, as well as the complex

conjugate representation (X, Y), all of which must become massive after the

spontaneous (GUT) symmetry breaking.
The X and Y are lepto-quark (super)fields which connect lepton alid

quark fields and therefore lead to proton decay, e.g. p -4 roe+, at tree level.

So do the color triplet Higgs fields, which therefore must also become massive

with a mass near the unification scale. (Relevant diagrams are illustrated in

Fig. 6.3.) The constraint from the proton life time measurement,

311 Mu _V)4 ;Z. 1033-rp c-_ 3 x 10 yr ( 4.6 x 1014 -de yr, (6.9)

is, however, easily satisfied for MU - 3 x 1016 GeV.

Nevertheless, supersymmetry implies also heavy color triplet Higgsi-
nos Hf with lepto-quark intergenerational Yukawa couplings, for example,

C
YabH1 QaLb (derived from W - YdabgHlOagb). These terms induce proton

decay p -+ K+P radiatively from loop (box) diagrams' with the colored

Higgsino and the MSSM gauginos and sfermions circulating in the loop. The

colored Higgsino interaction in this diagrams can be described by the effective

dimension five operators in the superpotential W - (QQQL + UDUE)IMU
whose F component leads to dimension-five vertices of the form ffffIMu -

In this alternative description the diagram can be cast as a triangle sparticle

loop: The sparticle dressing loop. In order for the first operator not to van-

ish one Q field must carry a different generation label, hence, p -+ K1. (See
exercise.)

These diagrams are similar to the meson mixing diagram Fig. 9.1 only with

fermion Majorana (gaugino) and Dirac (colored Higgsino) mass insertions instead

of the sfermion mass insertions.
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2 2 7r2)(j/FnMSuch diagrams oc (9 Yab/16 U where Fn - MWeak is a typi-
cal superpartner mass scale. In comparison the tree-level diagrams Fig. 6.3

(X (g21M22 2 z

U M2) Indeed, radiative decay proved to generically domi- ) I (Y bI  "

nate proton decay in these models since the corresponding amplitude is sup-

pressed by only two (rather than four) powers of the superheavy mass scale.

(The additional suppression by small intergenerational Yukawa couplings is

therefore crucial.) It is interesting to note that these operators are forbidden

if instead of R-parity a discrete Z3 baryon parity is imposed, which truly con-

serve baryon number but allows R-parity lepton number violating operators

[661.
The radiative proton decay places one of the most severe constraints

on the models and eventually will determine their fortune. This is partic-

ularly true after significant improvements in experimental constraints from

the Super-Kamiokande collaboration [911 which yield comparable life-time

bounds - 0(1033) yr on the Kv and 7re decay modes. On the other hand,
the large predicted (in relative terms) amplitudes for radiative proton decay

provide an opportunity to test the unification framework and supersymmetry

simultanoeusly.

6.2.3 Doublet-Triplet Splitting

Our discussion above leads to the other most difficult problem facing the

grand-unification framework. Supersymmetry guarantees that once the Higgs
doublets and color triplets are split so that the former are light and the lat-

ter are heavy, this hierarchy is preserved to all orders in perturbation theory.

Nevertheless, it does not specify how such a split may occur. This is the

doublet-triplet splitting problem which is conceptually, though (because of

supersymmetry non-renormalization theorems) not technically, a manifesta-

tion of the hierarchy problem.
More generally, it is an aspect of the problem of fixing the p-parameter

(i.e., the doublet mass) A -::::: 0Wweak)) which was mentioned briefly in the

previous chapter. Like all other issues raised, extensive model-building efforts

and many innovative solutions exist [88], but will not be reviewed here. They

typically involve extending the model representations, symmetries and/or
(unification-scale) space-time dimensions.

It is intriguing, however, that the fundamental problems of this frame-

work, the light fermion spectrum (e.g. Yab) and the doublet-triplet splitting

(e.g. the colored Higgsino mass) combine to determine the proton decay am-

plitude p -4 Kv, which in turn provides a crucial test of the framework, and

consequently its potential downfall.
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Exercises

6.1 Calculate the 0-function coefficients in the MSSM (eq. (6.3)). At what

order the assumption of Rp conservation affects the calculation?

6.2 Confirm the hypercharge U(1) GUT normalization.

6.3 Solve in iterations the two-loop renormalization group equation for the

gauge coupling, neglecting Yukawa couplings. Rewrite the solutions as pre-

dictions for t, MU and a3(MZ)-

6.4 Use the strong coupling to predict the weak angle. Show that at the uni-

fication scale one has the boundary condition S2 (MU) = g1 2
/ (gl 2

+g2)IMUW 2

3/8. Compare your prediction to the data.

6.5 Count degrees of freedom and show that the 16 of SO(10) contains a

singlet, the right-handed neutrino.

6.6 Calculate the 0-function coefficients in the MSSM (eq. (6.3)) as a func-

tion of the number of Higgs doublets. Rewrite the one-loop solutions and

the one-loop predictions for t, MU and a3(Mz) as a function of the number

of Higgs doublets as well. Examine the variation of the predictions as you

decrease/increase that number. The sharp change in the predictions is be-

cause the Higgs doublets do not form a complete GUT representations. Add

the down-type color triplet contribution (so that the extra Higgs doublet are

embedded in 5 + 9 of SU(5), e.g. the messenger fields in Sect. 10.3) to the

O-functions and repeat the exercise. The triplet completes the doublet GUT

representation.

6.7 Solve the gauge part of the Yukawa unification equation (6.8) and show

that in the limit of small Yukawa couplings y < g

(Ld)  M
9 90

Y1 aG CeG )
10

(6.10)

Compare the predictions for Md/m, and m,/m,, (are they distinguished?) to

the data. This is essentially the fermion mass problem in GUT's.

6.8 Introduce group theory (QCD and SU(2)) as well as generation indices

to the proton decay operator QQQL and show that one Q must be of the sec-

ond generation or otherwise the group theory forces the operators to vanish

once antisymmetric indices are properly summed. (Why not third genera-

tion?) Write the corresponding one-loop (box) proton decay diagram with a

gaugino, a colored Higgsino, and sfermions circulating in the loop and derive

the proportionality relation given in the text. (Note that the two colored

Higgsinos form a heavy Dirac fermion.)



7. The Heavy Top
and Radiative Symmetry Breaking

Now that we are familiar with the notion and practice of renormalization

group evolution, we will continue and renormalize the MSSM in order to

understand the possible ultraviolet origins of its infrared structure. (For ex-

ample, see Ref. [92].) We begin with an intriguing feature of the equations,
the quasi-fixed point. We then discuss the renormalization of the spectrum

parameters. Though we will use the quasi-fixed point regime for demonstra-

tion, this is done for simplicity only and the radiative-symmetry-breaking
results derived below apply in general.

7.1 The Quasi-Fixed Point

Aside from gauge couplings, the top mass, and hence the top Yukawa (bar-
ing in mind the possibility of 0(5 - 10%) finite corrections from sparticle

loops), is also measured quite precisely, yt (mt)  -_ 0.95/ sin,3. Again, one can

ask whether such a large weak-scale coupling remains perturbative (when
properly renormalized) up to the unification scale. The answer is positive for

the following reason: Upon examining the one-loop renormalization group

equation for yt,

dYt
_

yt 16
92 + 6y

2
(7.1)71-D A

-

16,7r 3
3 t I

where 93 _= g, is the QCD gauge coupling and we neglected all other cou-

plings, one finds a semi fixed-point behavior [93]. For y
2 (16/18)g2 -

)2
tfi 3

(1.15 the right hand side equals zero (where we used, as an approximation,
the weak-scale value Of,93) and yt freezes at this value and is not renormalized

any further.

For large enough values of yt(MU), for example, yt decreases with en-

ergy according to eq. (7.1) until it reaches ytfj..,:, This is the top-Yukawa

quasi-fixed-point value, i.e., convergence from above. The quasi-fixed-point
behavior is illustrated in Fig. 7.1. (The value of Ytli.e,, diminishes if there

are any other large Yukawa couplings, for example a large Yb, right-handed
neutrino couplings, Rp-violating couplings, singlet couplings in the NMSSM,

etc., which modify eq. (7. 1): E cjy = (16/18)g2
Tfixe,, 3

for some coefficients ci.)
On the other hand, weak-scale values yt > yt,,.,,, imply yt > 1 at interme-

diate energies below the unification scale. This then gives a lower bound on

ute
N. Polonsky: LNPm 68, pp. 79 - 85, 2001© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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Q

4S0 2 6

(112ic)1n(Q1M,)

Fig. 7.1. Convergence of the the top Yukawa coupling (denoted here ht) to its

quasi-fixed point value, given a large range of initial values at the unification scale,

is illustrated (at two-loop order) as a function of the evolution time t, t = 0 at

Mz. For very large initial values perturbative validity does not hold and the curves

are shown for illustration only. (The flat behavior is a two-loop effect.) Note the

logarithmic scale.

tan,3 ; _> 1.8, referred to following eq. (5.1). (An upper bound tan,3 ;! 60 is

derived by applying similar consideration to the bottom-Yukawa coupling.)
Renormalization group study, however, shows that the fixed point is not

reached for any (arbitrarily small) initial value of yt(MU), and in fact, even

when it is reached it is not an exact value. Rather, a small 0(1%) sensitivity

for the boundary conditions remains. Hence, it is a quasi-fixed point, [931

(which serves more as an upper bound to insure consistency of perturbation

theory up to the unification scale). Nevertheless, its existence can beautifully

explain yt(mt) - I for a large range of initial values at the unification scale.

It is this behavior that plays a crucial role in the successful prediction of b -,r

unification discussed in Sect. 6.2.1.

Note that the equations also contain a true fixed point [941 which, however, is

not reached given the values of the physical parameters.
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Current bounds on the Higgs mass, however, limit tan 0 from below

tan,3 ,> 2 (see the next chapter) so that the quasi-fixed point scenario may

not be fully realized, at least not in its simplest version. Nevertheless, whether

or not the top-Yukawa saturates its upper bound, given the heavy top mass

it is a large coupling. Its renormalization curve is attracted2 towards the

quasi-fixed point and yt(A) -- 0(l) even though it may not actually reach

the fixed point. (See Fig. 7.1.) This is an essential and necessary ingredi-
ent in the renormalization of the SSB parameters from some (at this point,

arbitrary) boundary conditions, for example, at the unification scale. (It is

implicitly assumed here that these parameters appear in the effective theory
and are "hard" already at high-energies, but we will return to this point in

Chap. 10.)
Next, we focus (only) on the renormalization of the terms relevant for elec-

troweak symmetry breaking; the radiative symmetry breaking (RSB) mecha-

nism. A large yt coupling was postulated more than a decade ago as a mean

to achieve RSB [95, 96] and in that sense is a prediction of the MSSM frame-

work which is successfully confirmed by the experimentally measured heavy

top mass mt
- v.

7.2 Radiative Symnletry Breaking

In order to reproduce the SM Lagrangian properly, a negative mass squared in

the Higgs potential is required. (See also Chap. 12.) Indeed, the m
2

param-H2

eter is differentiated from all other squared mass parameters once we include

the Yukawa interactions. Consider the coupled renormalization group equa-

tions, including, for simplicity, only gauge and top-Yukawa effects. (More gen-

erally, the b-quark, -r-lepton, right-handed neutrino, singlet and Rp-violating

couplings may not be negligible.) Then, the one-loop evolution of m
2 (and

2 2
H2

of the coupled parameters mU3
and mQ3) with respect to the logarithm of

the momentum-scale is given by

dm2 1
2 g2M2 2),H2

= _ g2M
 -2 (3yt ZM2 - 3

2 2 1 1 (7.2)
dInA 7r

and
d,M2 1

2
16

2 2
16

U3 _g2M2),
 -2 (2yi Zm2 - _93M 

9
1 1 (7.3)

 _In 7rA Ir 3

dm2
1 16 1

Q3 2 2M2 g2M2 2M2),
d In A 8.7r2

(YtZM2 -

3
93 3

-3
2 2 991 1 (7.4)

where Zm2 = [Tn2 +M
2
+M

2
+ Atfl, and we denote the SM SU(3), SU(2)H2 Q3 U3

and (the CUT normalized) U(1) gaugino masses by M3,2,1, as before.

2
It can be shown that more generally yt(mt) - 0(i) for yt(Mu) 0.5. See

Fig. 7. 1.
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The one-loop gaugino mass renormalization obeys

2d Mi
0, (7.5)d In A gi2

and its solution simply reads Mi(Mi) (aj(Mj)/aj(Auv))Mj(Auv) where a

typical choice is AUV = Mu. Note that in unified theories the gaugino mass

boundary conditions are given universally by the mass of the single gaugino
of the GUT group so that M3 : M2 : M1  -_ 3 : 1 : 1/2 at the weak scale

(where the numerical ratios are the ratios ai (Mz)lau). This is gaugino, mass
unification. (It also holds, but fordifferent reasons, in many string models.)

Given the heavy t-quark, one has yt - I - 93 - (In fact, for near quasi-
fixed point values typically yt > 93 at high energies.) While QCD loops still

dominate the evolution of the stop masses squared M2 and m2
,
Yukawa

Q3 U3

loops dominate the evolution of m2
-
On the one hand, the stop squaredH2

masses andZ.,.,2 increase with the decreasing scale. On the other hand, the

more they increase the more the Higgs squared mass decreases with scale

and, given the integration or evolution time 21rt - 30, it is rendered negative
at or before the weak scale. (This mechanism hold more generally for dif-

ferent values of t. As t decreases the ratio IM2, U/M2 1 must increase.) The
Q H2

M2HIH2 Higgs doublet mixing term ensures that both Higgs doublets have3

non-vanishing expectation values.

This is a simplistic description of the mechanism of radiative electroweak

symmetry breaking. In fact, the sizeable yt typically renders the Higgs
squared mass too negative and some (fine?) tuning (typically of /1) is re-

quired in order to extract correctly the precisely known electroweak scale.

The degree of acceptable tuning can be argued to bound the mass parame-

ters from above, e.g. mf _- (4,7r/yt)Mz, which is a rephrasing of the generic
bound eq. (5.14). (The Higgs potential and its minimization are discussed in

the next chapter.) An example of the renormalization group evolution of the

SSB (and tL) parameter is illustrated in Fig. 7.2, taken from C. Kolda. For

illustration, universal (see Chap. 10) boundary conditions are assumed at the

unification scale Mu.
In the quasi-fixed point scenario, it is possible to solve analytically for

the low energy values of the soft scalar masses in terms of the high scale

boundary conditions. For illustration, we conclude our discussion with those

solutions. We include, for completeness, also the solutions for sfermions and

Higgs SSB masses which are not affected by the large yt (for example, see

Carena et al. in Ref. [87]):

M
2 Tn2 (MU) + 0.52M2

2
-3',jTn2

H2 I_I2 i/
2 2.1 (M ) M2MH1 MH U +0.52

1/2

2i(M ) M2 _ j.A7n2M2i MQ U +7.2
1/2Q

2 2 M2Mui mu, (MU) + 6.7
1/2

- Jj2 AM2 (7.6)
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Fig. 7.2. The renormalization group evolution of SSB masses and p for a rep-

resentative case with universal boundary conditions at the unification scale Mu.

fL = Q,3 and tR  U3, and 4L (R) is a left- (right-) handed squark of the first two

generations.

M2i M2
,
(Mu) + 6.7M2

D D 1/2

2i 2 M2ML MLj (MU) + 0.52
1/2

M2 - M2
,
(Mu) + 0.15M2

Ej - E 1/2

where

zlm2 M2 (MU ) + M2 3(MU)+M2 (MU)] r

6
[ H2 Q U3

+m2
7

2) +
I
Ao (

I
Ao - 2.3M,/2) r (1 (7.7)1/2 (3 3 2

and, for simplicity, and as is customary, we have assumed a common gaugino
mass M1/2 and trilinear scalar coupling AO at the high scale, which is conve-

niently identified here with the unification scale MU. (Numerical coefficients

will change otherwise) We will not discuss in detail the renormalization of

the A-parameters, which are assumed here to be proportional to the Yukawa

couplings. However, we note that their renormalization also exhibits fixed

points. The subscript i is a generational index; J, = 62 = 0 and J3 = L
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Finally, the parameter r = [yt/ytfi..,1]2 < I is a measure of the proximity of

the top Yukawa coupling to its quasi-fixed point value at the weak scale.

It is interesting to observe that for vanishing gaugino masses the system

(7.2)-(7.4) has a zero fixed point (i.e., it is insensitive to the value OfM2 ) as0

long as M
2 (MU),,M2 (MU),,M2

3
(MU)j =,M2 [3,2, 1]. (See exercise.) Such[ H2 U3 Q 0

fixed points, in the presence of Yukawa quasi-fixed points, are a more general
phenomenon with important consequences for the upper bound on mo [97]
and hence, "(fine-)tuning". This also relates to the concept of focus points

[98] which may be similarly realized (i) for particular boundary-condition pat-

terns, (ii) and for particular values of yt (which experimentally coincide with

intermediate values of tan,3
'

Z 10), (iii) and if the ultraviolet scale is (or near)
the unification scale. If the "focusing" is realized then M2 (Mz) - -MZ2 re-

H2

gardless of the exact magnitude of its boundary condition at the unification

scale. The focus point behavior also undermines (fine-)tuning considerations

to some degree. Both, the fixed and the focus points, hold at one loop and

their application is constrained by the two-loop corrections.

The general (two-loop) renormalization group equations are given in

Ref. [99]. Other related papers include Ref. [100].

Exercises

7.1 Confirm the one-loop gaugino-mass unification relation M3 : M2 : M,
3 : 1 : 1/2 at the weak scale.

7.2 Omitting all terms aside from QCD in the stop renormalization group

equation, and using the renormalization group equations for the gauge cou-

M2 (,MQ)plings and for the gaugino mass, show that if mQ (Auv) = 0 then
Q

7M32(Auv) - M32(M3), where mQ correspond to the stop doublet mass and

M3 to the gluino mass. Compare to the analytic solution with Ji = 0. In-

clude all gauge terms and assume gaugino mass unification, can you derive

the difference between the renormalized m2 and m
2 ?

Q U 1

7.3 Write the one-loop renormalization group equations (7.2)-(7.4) in a

matrix form. This defines a three-dimensional space. Show that the vector

[M2 (Auv), rn2 (Auv), M2 (Auv)] = Tn2 [3, 2, 1] is an eigenvector of the co-H2 us Q3 o

efficient matrix in the limit of vanishing gaugino masses (and Ao = 0). Find

its eigenvalue and solve the matrix equation along this direction for a fixed

yt. Compare to eq. (7.6). Study the behavior of the solution and show that

it has a zero stop-Higgs fixed point in this case. In practice, it implies that

the gaugino, mass, rather than the the sfermion boundary conditions, dictate

the low-energy value of the vector. Find all eigenvalues and eigenvectors and

write the general solution in this limit.

7.4 Generalize eqs. (7.2)-(7.4) to the case yt
-

Yb  -_ 0(l), as is appropriate
in the large tan P regime. (Note: t -+ b, Q -+ Q, U -+ D, H2 -4 H1.) Next,
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generalize eq. (7.6) accordingly. (For simplicity, denote AM2 _+,AMt2, M2.)'A
b

Finally, repeat Ex. 7.3 for this case (assume yt = Yb). This exercise can be

further generalized for the "SO(10) unification" case, y,, '::: yt A --= Y-r-

7.5 Consider the scale-dependent behavior Of M2 (A) in the case M2 (MU) <H2 H

0. (MU serves as the ultraviolet boundary.) Show that, in general   (A) is
H2

bounded from below.



8. The Higgs Potential

and the Light Higgs Boson

In the previous chapter it was demonstrated that a negative mass squared
in the Higgs potential is generated radiatively for a large range of boundary
conditions. We are now in position to write and minimize the Higgs potential
and examine the mass eigenvalues and eigenstates and their characteristics.

We will do so in this chapter.

8.1 Minimization of the Higgs Potential

In principle, it is far from clear that the Higgs bosons rather than some

sfermion receive vev's. Aside from the sneutrino (whose vev only breaks lepton

number, leading to the generation of neutrino masses) all other sfermions

cannot have non-vanishing expectation values or otherwise QED and/or QCD
would be spontaneously broken. Furthermore, there could be some direction

in this many field space in which the complete scalar potential (which involves

all Higgs and sfermion fields) is not bounded from below. We reserve the

discussion of these issues to Chap. 12 and only state here that they lead to

constraints on the parameter space, for example, on the ratios of the SSB

parameters JAf /mll' ;5,' 3 - 6. For the purpose of this chapter, let us simply
assume that any such constraints are satisfied and let us focus on the Higgs

potential.
The Higgs part of the MSSM (weak-scale) scalar potential reads, assuming

for simplicity that all the parameters are real,

V(H ,
H ) = (M2 2) JH, 12 + (M2 + 112) 1H 121 2 Hi + A H2 2

-M2(HlH2 + h.c.) +
\MSSM

(IH212 _ IH112)2 +' AV7 (8.1)3
2

2 2 2where MH1) mH,, and M3 (p) are the soft (supersymmetric) mass parameters

renormalized down to the weak scale (i.e., eq. (8. 1) is the one-loop improved
tree-level potential), m2 > 0, Amssm = (g2 +gf 2) /4 is given by the hypercharge3 2

and SU(2) D-terms, and we suppress SU(2) indices. (Note that F-terms

do not contribute to the pure Higgs quartic potential in the MSSM. They
do contribute in the NMSSM.) The one-loop correction AV = AVone-loop

(which, in fact, is a threshold correction to the one-loop improved tree-level

ute
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potential) can be absorbed to a good approximation in redefinitions of the

tree-level parameters.
A broken SU(2) x U(1) (along with the constraint m

2

1
+,M2 +2112 >

 M21
H H2

3
from vacuum stability, i.e., the requirement of a bounded potential2

along the flat tan,3 = 1 direction) requires

(M
2
+ M2) (7n2 + t12) :5 1,M212. (8.2)H1 H2 3

Eq. (8.2) is automatically satisfied for m
2 +,o2 < o (given M2

1
> 0), which

H2 H

was the situation discussed in Chap. 7. The minimization conditions then

give
M21 - M2 tan2)3 1

2 H H2 2
(8.3)bt

tan2)3 - 1 2
Mi

2 [,M2
1

2 /_,2]'rn3
2
sin 2,3 H +MH2+2 (8.4)

By writing eq. (8.3) we subscribed to the convenient notion that /-t is deter-

mined by the precisely known value MZ = 91.19 GeV. This is a mere conve-

nience. Renormalization cannot mix the supersymmetric 1L parameter (which
is protected by non-renormalization theorems which apply to the superpo-

tential, dy1d In A cc p) and the SSB parameters, and hence the independent

M can be treated as a purely low-energy parameter. Nevertheless it highlights
the M-problem, why is a supersymmetric mass parameter exactly of the order

of magnitude of the SSB parameters (rather than Auv, for example) [1011.
We touched upon this point in the context of GUT's and doublet-triple split-

ting, but it is a much more general puzzle whose solution must encode some

information on the ultraviolet theory which explains this relation. (Several
answers were proposed in the literature, including Ref. [101, 102, 103, 104]
and various variants of the NMSSM.)

The above form of eq. (8.3) also highlights the fine-tuning issue whose

rough measure is the ratio 11-tIMZ1. Typically JM2 I is a relatively large pa-H2

rameter controlled by the stop renormalization, which itself is controlled by

QCD and gluino, loops. One often finds that a phenomenologically accept-

able value of A is I [t(Mz) I L- I M3(Mz) I and that MZ is then determined by a

cancellation between two O(TeV) parameters, e.g. (1/2)MZ2  _ -(,rn2 + p2)H2

in the large tan,3 limit. Clearly, this is a product of our practical decision

to fix MZ rather than extract it. All it tells us is that Mz (or v) is a spe-

cial rather than arbitrary value. The true tuning problem is instead in the

relation 11-LI  -_ IM31 which is difficult to understand. Fine-tuning is difficult

to quantify, and each of its definitions in the literature has its own merits

and conceptual difficulties. Caution is in place when applying such esthetic

notions to actual calculations, an application which we will avoid.
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8.2 The Higgs Spectrum and Its Symmetries

Using the minimization equations, the pseudo-scalar mass-quared matrix

(5.21) (the corresponding CP-even and charged Higgs matrices receive also

contribution from the D-terms, or equivalently, from the quartic terms) is

now

m2 - M2 tan,3 -1
(8.5)PS

-

3 ( -1 1/ tan

Its determinant vanishes due to the massless Goldstone boson. It has a posi-
2 =RM2S=M2/((1/2)sin20)=M2+M2tive mass-squared eigenvalue mAO P 3 1 2)

where as before m? M2 + tt2 for i = 1, 2. Electroweak symmetry breaking
i Hi

is then confirmed. The angle 3 is now seen to be the rotation angle between

the current and mass eigenstates.
The CP-even Higgs tree-level mass matrix reads

-2 2
82 -SOCO

+ MZ2
2

-soco
HO

= MAO
0

2
C 

2 (8.6)M ( -8,3co Co _S'aco so

with (tree-level) eigenvalues

2T
1 [M2 0 + MZ2 :F  M2AO+M _4M2

AO
+ MZ2)2 4M2AOM2 Co [(M2

Z
S2 2,3MhO, HO = 2

A Z AOMZ '3 (8.7)

Note that at this level there is a sum rule for the neutral Higgs eigenvalues:
2

0 + M20 = M2
0 + M2.MH h A Z

There are two particularly interesting limits to eq. (8.7). In the limit

tan 0 -+ I one has I/ij --+ oo and the SU(2) x U(1) breaking is driven by the

M2 term. In practice, one avoids the divergent limit by taking tan 1. 1, as
3

is also required from perturbativity of the top-Yukawa coupling and by the

experimental lower bound on the Higgs boson mass (discussed in the next

section). For tan 0 -+ oo one has M3 -+ 0 so that the symmetry breaking is

driven by m
2

< 0.
H2

The tan 0 --+ I case corresponds to an approximate SU(2)L+R custodial

symmetry of the vacuum: Turning off hypercharge and flavor mixing, and if

Yt == Yb = y, then one can rewrite the t and b Yukawa terms in a SU(2)L X

SU(2)R invariant form [105],

0 H2
Y ( t

Eab ( H1
tc

(8.8)
L + )bc ( -bjbL )

a
Hi H20 L

where in the SM H2 = iO72H,*. For v, = v2 (as in the SM or in the tan,3 -+ I

limit) the symmetry is spontaneously broken SU(2)L x SU(2)R -+ SU(2)L+R-
However, yt : Yb and the different hypercharges of U3 = t' and D3 = bc

L L

explicitly break the left-right symmetry, and therefore the residual custodial

symmetry.
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In the MSSM, on the other hand, H, is distinct from H2 and if v, 7 
v2 (where vi = (Hj0)) SU(2)L x SU(2)R -- U(')T3L+T3R. Therefore, the

SU(2)L+R symmetry is preserved if,3 21 (vi = v2) and is maximally broken
4

if,3 (vi < v2). (This is the same approximate custodial symmetry which
2

was mentioned above in the context of the smallness of quantum corrections

to electroweak observables and couplings, but as manifested in the Higgs
sector.) The symmetry is broken at the loop level so that one expects in any

case tan)3 above unity. As a result of the symmetry,

M
2
0 A2 X (8.9)

and it has a massless tree-level eigenvalue, MT Pz: 0. This is, of course, ahO

well known result of the tree-level formula when taking The mass is
4

then determined by the loop corrections which are well known (to two-loop)
,,62 2M22

0
;:: ,Mh hO oc ht t (see the next section). The heavier CP-even Higgs boson

mass eigenvalue equals approximately v/2-1pl. (The loop corrections are less

relevant here as typically m2
0 > A2 .). The custodial symmetry (or the largeH H

p parameter) dictates in this case a degeneracy MAO ;:  MHO ;: MH+ Pzz V/21pl.
(The tree-level corrections to that relation are 0(MW, Z/MAO )2 .) That is, at

a scale A   v 2_jpj the heavy Higgs doublet H is decoupled, and the effective

field theory below that scale has only one SM-like (vho = v) Higgs doublet,
h (= H of Chap. 1) which contains a light physical state. This is a special
case of the MSSM in which all other Higgs bosons (and possibly sparticles)
decouple. (The decoupling limit typically holds for MAO  ,> 300 GeV, and is

realized more generally. See exercise.)
The Higgs sector in the large tan,3 case exhibits an approximate 04 X 04

symmetry [106]. For M3 -+ 0 (which is the situation in case (2)) there is no

mixing between H, and H2 and the Higgs sector respects the 04 X 04 SYM-

metry (up to gauge-coupling corrections), i.e., invariance under independent
rotations of each doublet. The symmetry is broken to 03 X 03 for V1 =h V2 54 0

and the six Goldstone bosons are the three SM Goldstone bosons, A', and

H+. The symmetry is explicitly broken for 92 =h 0 (so that MH+ = Mw) and

is not exact even when neglecting gauge couplings (i.e., M3 - 4 0). Thus, AO

M2
+ _MW2,Z: M20 = CXM2and HI are massive pseudo-Goldstone bosons, H A 3'

However, C = -2/ sin 2,3 and it can be large, which is a manifestation of the

fact that 04 X 04 -4 04 X 03 for i/i = 0. (The limit M3 -+ 0 corresponds
also to a U(1) Peccei-Quinn symmetry under which the combination HIH2
is charged.) In the case 0 -+ E one has mT ;:z MZ (assuming MAO  ! MZ)-2 hO

When adding the loop corrections MhO ;! v/-2MZ ;zz 130 GeV. (See the next

section.)
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140

120

100

80

Fig. 8.1. The radiatively corrected light CP-even Higgs mass is plotted as a func-

tion of tan)3, for the maximal squark left-right mixing (upper band) and minimal

squark mixing cases. The impact of the top-quark mass is exhibited by the shaded

bands; the central value corresponds to mt = 175 GeV, while the upper (lower)
edge of the bands correspond to increasing (decreasing) mt by 5 GeV. Msusy is

a typical superpartner mass and [t is the Higgsino mass parameter. Taken from

Ref. [ 1141.

8.3 The Light Higgs Boson

Before concluding the discussion of the Higgs sector, let us examine the light-

ness of the SM-like Higgs boson from a different perspective, as well as the

one-loop corrections to its mass. Including one-loop corrections, the general

upper bound is derived

2
3aM4

0
< M2 COS2 t

Mh z 20+
2(1 s2)mZ2

In
4

+ zAo' (8.10)
47rs Mt

where

' Ao' M? M?
ti t2

sin2 20
M

tt In
2m:d M

t (
f2

4 (M tj M 
t2

sin 20)2 2
t )24mt

t Zt 1 t1 22 t  22[2 - In
M2 _M 

f, t2

2
M

E

m"
MT2

(8.11)

and where mj2 are the eigenvalues of the stop i mass-squared matrix, Ot is the
ti

left-right stop mixing angle, and we have neglected other loop contributions.

The tree-level mass squared,
T 2, and the loop correction, 'A2

,
are boundedMhO . hO

1 2 5 10 20 50

tan
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by the first and second terms on the right-hand side of eq. (8.10), respectively.
In the absence of mixing, ZAO, = 0. For tan,3 --+ I one obtains for the tree-level

2T 2
:Z mass m --- 0, and thus m 0

/A2
hO h hO

Clearly, and as we observed before, the tree-level mass vanishes as tan,3
1 (cos 2,3 -+ 0). In this limit, the D-term (expectation value) vanishes as well

as the value of the tree-level potential which is now quadratic in the fields.

It corresponds to a flat direction of the potential and the massless real-scalar

ho is its ground state. Now that we have identified the flat direction it is

clear that the upper bound must be proportional to cos 2,3 so that h', which

parameterizes this direction, is massless once the flat direction is realized. The

proportionality to Mz is only the manifestation that the quartic couplings
are the gauge couplings. Hence, the lightness of the Higgs boson is a model-

independent statement.

The flat direction is always lifted by quantum corrections, the most im-

portant of which is given in eq. (8.10). These corrections may be viewed as

effective quartic couplings that have to be introduced to the effective the-

ory once the stops ii, for example, are integrated out of the theory at a

few hundred GeV or higher scale. These couplings are proportional to the

large Yukawa couplings (for example from integrating out loops induced by
(ytfHi )2 quartic F-terms in the scalar potential, as in Fig. 2.3). Note that

even though one finds in many cases 0(100%) corrections to the light Higgs
mass (and hence MhO !5 MZ -+ MhO ;! N/-2-Mz) this does not signal the

breakdown of perturbation theory. It is only that the tree-level mass (ap-
proximately) vanishes. Indeed, two-loop corrections are much smaller (and
shift Mho by typically only a few GeV) and are often negative.

The above upper bound is modified if and only if the Higgs potential
contains terms (aside from the loop corrections) that lift the flat direction,
for example, this is the case in the NMSSM (see, for example, Ref. [107, 108],
and references therein) or if the gauge structure is extended by an Abelian

factor [109] SM -+ SM x U(1)' (an extension that could still be consistent with

gauge coupling unification [110] though this is not straightforward). However,
as long as one requires all coupling to stay perturbative in the ultraviolet then

the additional contributions to the Higgs mass are still modest leading to

MhO ;! 150 - 200 GeV (including loop corrections), where the upper bound of

190 - 200 GeV was shown [111] to be saturated only in somewhat contrived

constructions (which still preserve unification). In certain supersymmetric
SM -+ SM x U(I)' frameworks (which contain also SM singlets) SM-like Higgs
boson as heavy as 180 GeV (including loop corrections) was found [112]. This

corresponds to roughly 0(100%)  -_ MZ corrections due to a perturbative
singlet and 0(100%) corrections from a weakly coupled Abelian factor, so

2that (adding in quadrature) Mho 4MZ2. The only known caveat in the

-argument for model-dependent lightness of the Higgs boson is the case of

low-energy supersymmetry breaking where new tree-level terms may appear

in the Higgs potential [78]. (See Sect. 13.2.)
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The existence of a model-independent light Higgs boson is therefore a

prediction of the framework (with the above caveat). It is encouraging to note

that it seems to be consistent with current data. The W mass measurement

and other electroweak observable strongly indicate that the SM-like Higgs

is light MhO ; , 200-300 GeV where the best fitted values are near 100 GeV

[13, 84]. (Some caveats, however, remain [14, 151, as discussed in Chap. 1.)
Searches at the LEP experiments bound the SM-like Higgs mass from below

MhO  _> 115 GeV [113]. As noted earlier (see Sect. 2.3), both theory and

experiment indicate a (SM-like) Higgs mass range

"z, MhO r'-', VgWeakV
' (8.12)

(where gWeakV _= Mz). This is an encouraging hint and an important con-

sistency check. Depending-on final luminosity, the model-independent light

Higgs may be probed already in the current Tevatron run, but it may be that

its discovery (or exclusion) must wait until the LHC is operative'.
The predicted mass range for the light Higgs boson in the MSSM is il-

lustrated in Fig. 8.1 taken from Ref. [114]. Further Discussion of the Higgs

sector and references can also be found, for example, in Refs. [115, 116].

Exercises

8.1 Derive the minimization conditions of the Higgs potential given above

by first organizing the minimization equations as

2 2 V2 I
(g2 + g/2) (

2
_ V2)Mi M3_ + -

2 V2 1 (8.13)
V1 4

M2 M2V1
1

2 /2) (V2 _ V2),2 3- + - W +g 2 1 (8.14)
V2 4

where m? M2 + tL2 for i = 1, 2.
Hi

2 Mp2S(I+8.2 Derive the tree-level charged Higgs mass-squared matrix M 

(1/2)MW2 sin 2,3), show that it has a massless eigenvalue (the Goldstone bo-

son) and derive the sum rule M2 M20 + MW2.H A
_

'Detection of a Higgs boson in this mass range may be difficult in the LHC

environment as it relies on the suppressed radiative diphoton decay channel

ho --> -y-y.
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8.3 Show that the rotation angle of the CP-even Higgs states is given by

2 M2
sin 2a -

MAO + Z
sin 2)3. (8-15)2 2

MHO MAO

One can define a decoupling limit a -+ 0 (ir/2), which is reached, in practice,
for MAO ;_> 300 GeV. Show that in this limit the heavy Higgs eigenstates form

a doublet H that does not participate in electroweak symmetry breaking. The
other (SM-like) Higgs doublet is roughly given in this limit (Up to O(MZ2 2)/M 
corrections and a phase) by h  -_ H, cos,3 + H2 sin,3.

8.4 Derive the tree-level bound MhO :5 Mz I cos 2,31 from eq. (8.7).

8.5 Use the experimental lower bound on the mass of a SM-like Higgs boson

and the Higgs mass formulae to derive a lower bound on tan,3. Repeat for

various values of the parameters entering the loop correction. Show that the

2000 experimental lower bound [113] quoted above implies tan 2. For

caveats, see Ref. [78].

8.6 In a common version of the NMSSM, W = [tHlH2 is replaced with

W = ASHjH2 + (n/3)S3, where S is a singlet Higgs field. Derive the ex-

tended (F, D, and SSB) Higgs potential (for the doublets and singlet) in

this case, and its minimization conditions. Show that the potential exhibits a

discrete Z3 symmetry broken only spontaneously by the Higgs vev's, which is

the (cosmological) downfall of the model due to the associated domain wall

problems at a post inflationary epoch. Write down the CP-even Higgs and

neutralino extended mass matrices in this model. Find the tree-level light
Higgs mass in the limit tan,3 = I and show that it does not vanish (and
that indeed the potential does not have a flat direction in this case). This is

because a new term (x sin220 appears alongside the COS2 2,3 term [107].



Summary

Though no evidence for supersymmetry has been detected as of the writing

of this manuscript, indications in support of the framework have been accu-

mulating and include the unification of gauge couplings; the heavy t-quark;

and electroweak data preference of (i) a light Higgs boson and (ii) no "new-

physics" quantum modifications to various observables. While individually

each argument carries little weight, the combination of all indications is in-

triguing. The first three topics were explored in this part of the notes. We

did so in a way that provided the reader with a critical view, as well as with

a road map to many of the issues not discussed here in detail. The current

status of the different models and proposals was emphasized.

The first issue, unification, also served as a warm up exercise in renormal-

ization. The second issue provided the foundation to understanding the weak

scale in the context of supersymmetry: Electroweak symmetry breaking, and

hence the induction the weak scale, occurs dynamically and can be argued to

be unique and to be based on perturbativity and renormalization rather than

on ultraviolet details. The third issue addressed the perhaps most important

aspect of any electroweak-scale model, the Higgs boson and its characteris-

tics. Electroweak quantum corrections were investigated in detail in Ref. [1171
and will not be discussed here. Us6ful reviews not mentioned so far include

Refs. [118, 119].
A different set of relations between the infrared and ultraviolet, namely,

the (very) low-energy constraints on the sparticle spectrum and couplings,

will be discussed next in Part IV. In particular, we will demonstrate how

low-energy constraints translate to ultraviolet principles.



9. The Flavor Problem

The most general MSSM Lagrangian is still described by many parameters. In

particular, an arbitrary choice of parameters can lead to unacceptably large
flavor changing neutral currents ("The Flavor Problem"), e.g. meson mixing
and rare flavor-changing decays. Also, if large phases are present, unaccept-
able (either flavor conserving or violating) contributions to CP-violating am-

plitudes could arise ("The CP Problem"), e.g. the flavor conserving electron

and neutron dipole moments.

Here, we focus on the flavor problem. The flavor-conserving CP problem

[120] is, in practice, less constraining: It may be resolved independently if no

new large physical phases are present in the weak-scale Lagrangian, i.e., they
are absent in the high-bnergy theory due to a symmetry or coincidence (see
the next chapter), or alternatively large relative phases could be diminished

by renormalization effects and could be "renormalized away" [121]. It may

even be resolved in some (very) special cases by cancellations [122], though

tuning cancellations is at best equivalent to assuming small phases to begin
with. (Nevertheless, the physical implications may be different.)

The flavor problem stems from the very basic supersymmetrization of the

SM. Recall that even though each fermion flavor is coupled in the SM with an

arbitrary 3 x 3 Yukawa (or equivalently, mass) matrix, the unitary diagonaliza-
tion matrix guarantees that the fermion-fermion coupling to a neutral gauge

boson is basis independent and flavor blind at tree-level. This is also true to a

sfermion-sfermion coupling to a neutral gauge boson which is now multiplied

by the sfermion unitary rotation matrices. However, by supersymmetry, there

exists also a fermion-sfermion-gaugino vertex. If both fermion and sfermion

mass matrices are diagonalized, then the gaugino vertex is rotated by two

independent unitary matrices and, in general, their product Uf Uj  4 1 is not

trivial. The rotations maintain in this case some (non-trivial) flavor struc-

ture and the gaugino-fermion-sfermion vertex is not flavor diagonal. That is,

generically the theory contains, for example, a g,jdg* vertex! At the loop
level, such new flavor changing couplings lead to new contributions to SM

FCNC observables, just as flavor changing charged currents do within the

SM.

The flavor problem, however, is a blessing in disguise: It provides one with

an efficient organizing principle which eliminates some of the arbitrariness in

ute
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the parameter space. We will apply this insight in the next chapter. Let us

first proceed with some concrete examples which will reveal these principles.

9.1 Meson Mixing

In the SM, contributions to meson mixing from gauge-boson - quark couplings
arise only at one loop. Even then, given the small mass differences among

the light fermions and the smallness of light-heavy fermion mixing, such con-

tributions, particularly to meson mixing, are highly suppressed (the GIM

mechanism). However, given the flavor violating gaugino vertex in supersym-

metry, it is straightforward to construct quantum corrections for example, to

K - Tf mixing, which violate flavor by two units: See Fig. 9.1 for illustration.

Such corrections could be a pTioTi arbitrarily large. (Adding phases, new con-

tributions to the SM parameter IEK arise and provide a strong constraint.)

X

X

Fig. 9.1. A generic "box" diagram contribution to meson mixing with gauginos
and squarks circulating in the loop. The Flavor changing is approximated here as

flavor changing squark-mass insertions, which are denoted explicitly. In the case of

kaon mixing, non-trivial phases would lead to a contribution to the parameter EK.

Such effects are more conveniently evaluated in the fermion mass basis in

which flavor violation is encoded in the sfermion mass-squared matrix, which

retains inter-generational off-diagonal entries,

2

M11
M

f
M

2
(9.1) 

f2

Mh12 f3

In this basis the sfermions of a given sector f = Q, U, D, L, E mix at tree

level. The matrix (9-1) corresponds to the CKM rotated original sfermion
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L

fR 4'

X

A A

Fig. 9.2. One-loop radiative magnetic moment operator (with the chiral violation

provided by the sfermion left-right mixing). j is a neutralino or chargino, and in

the quark case there exists also a gluino, loop.

mass-squared matrix (zAlij oc mZ - mZ ). Additional flavor-violation arises,
fi fJ

in principle, from the A-matrices. However, we ignore chirality labels, and

left-right mixing (which would further complicate matters) is not included

here.

When the above (insertion) approximation is applied to K meson mixing

one has, for example, for the KL - KS mass difference

ZAMK 2 a3 1 'Aj
2

(9.2)
MKfK2 3 216 ; F2 in-2

where we used standard notation for the kaon mass MK and for the relevant

form factor fK, and for simplicity dimensionless functions are omitted. This

leads to the constraint on the ratio of a typical sqaurk mass Fn and the inter-

generational mixing

500 GeV (Aig) 10-(2-3)
ffi2 ) ffi2

1 (9.3)(
where the complete amplitude, including higher order corrections, was evalu-

ated [123] in deriving (9.3). Weaker constraints are derived from B- and from

D-meson mixing.

9.2 Magnetic and Electric Moments

Another set of observables, which is of particular importance, is given by

magnetic moments with virtual sparticles circulating in the loop, shown in

Fig. 9.2. SM contribution to any anomalous and transition magnetic moments

is a one-loop effect. This is also the case for the supersymmetry contribution

which is therefore of the same order of magnitude. Henceforth, magnetic mo-

ments could shed light on any new physics in general, and supersymmetry
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and its parameter space, in particular. Here, we review a few (experimentally)
promising examples. Note that contributions to the various magnetic opera-

tors are strongly correlated within a given framework. (See the next chapter
for frameworks.) Hence, a combined analysis provides a stronger probe than

examining each observable individually. However, this is difficult to do in a

model-independent fashion.

9.2.1 Flavor Conserving Moments

To begin with consider flavor conserving magnetic momentsi,

(eQf/2mf)afjal,,fFmv,

for example, the anomalous muon magnetic moment a,, [124]. The flavor-

conserving muon magnetic moment is currently probed far beyond current

bounds at the Brookhaven E821 experiment, offering a rare opportunity for

evidence of new physics [125]. Sparticle loops generically contribute

2
MZ tan 0

asusy -
02 Mg

(9.4)A 41r in-3 7

where Fn is a typical superpartner (in this case, chargino) mass scale, and

the sign is determined by the sign of the y parameter. (In the special case of

models in which the muon mass comes about radiatively rather from a tree-

level Yukawa coupling one has [611 a'sy - +m2 /3in-2, which is significantly
A A

enhanced.) This is a most interesting "flavor-conserving" tan,3-dependent
constraint/prediciton in supersymmetry. In particular, as tano increases, a

measurement of I a"'Y I > 0 can place a decreasing upper bound on the spar-

ticle scale m.

Similarly to the flavor conserving magnetic moment, the same loop dia-

gram, but with an added phase2, corresponds to a (flavor-conserving) dipole
moment. For example, the electron dipole moment constraints slepton masses

to be in the multi-TeV range if the corresponding "soft" phase 0 (for example
a gaugino or A-parameter phase, or their relative phase) is large,

Fn
 ,> 2 TeV. (9.5)

,\,I-(Mz /Fn)-tan,3sin 0

Note that the "pure fermionic" form of the operator, which dependes on the

Pauli matrix combination a,,,, suggests that it vanishes in the supersymmetric
limit.

2
If phases are present then the flavor violating parameter c' IEK may also receiveK

"soft" contributions. E'KIEK has been recently measured with some accuracy [71
and could actually accommodate new-physics contributions.
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9.2.2 T -ansition Moments: b -+ s-y

Returning to flavor violation, the same magnetic operator could connect two

different fermion flavors leading to magnetic transition operators which vio-

late flavor by one unit and where again the SM and supersymmetry contribu-

tions arise at the same order. The most publicized case is that of the b -+ s-Y

operator [126]; the first such operators whose amplitude was measured. The

projected precision of the next generation of experiments is expected to allow

one to disentangle SM from new-physics contributions. The generic supersym-

metry contribution to the b - s-y branching ratio arises (just as in the SM

and 2HDM) due to CKM rotations V. It reads

12 2
t

2

BR(b BR(b -- ceo)
lVtVtb 6a

SM+CH
M

t
an

.(9.6)
1 Veb 12 Ir 1 ffi2

The first contribution is the SM W-loop (written for reference). Currently,
the SM term is consistent by itself with the experimental measurement, but

the theoretical and experimental uncertainties accommodate possible new

physics contributions. The second term is from a charged-Higgs loop. The

third term is the one arises in supersymmetry from the SM CKM rotations

which, by supersymmetry, apply also, e.g. to chargino vertices.

The charged Higgs contribution, also not written explicitly, is positive,
and comparable to the SM contribution for a relatively light charged Higgs

MH ;5, ' 200-300 GeV (i.e., below the higgs decoupling limit of the previ-

ous chapter). Therefore, in the heavy sparticle limit, in which sparticle (in
particular, squark) contributions decouple, one can constrain (already using

current data [7]) the charged Higgs mass from below. This is the case, for

example, in the gauge mediation framework which is discussed in the next

section.

The third term is present in any supersymmetric theory. Its sign is given

by the relative sign of At and M, and ffi is of the order of the chargino and

stop masses. There could also be a contribution in supersymmetry which is

intrinsically flavor violating (see Ref. [126] and Gabbiani et al. in Ref. [127]),

2a2a M3'TB
2

3 b
BR(b s-y)  -_

81,7r2 in-2  j 2_ (9.7)

with F - 0(1 - 10), rB 10-12 sec the B-meson mean life time, and Fn of

the order of the gluino and sbottorn masses. We observe two quite different

contributions: Eq. (9.6) with flavor violation induced by SM CKM (fermion)
rotations of an otherwise flavor conserving chargino-quark-squark vertex, for

example; and eq. (9.7) with explicit flavor violation (described by the sfermion

mass-squared matrix (9.1)). (It is possible that the two contributions cancel

out to some degree.)
While b -+ s-y has been observed and the branching ratio measured, it does

not yet provide a signal of new physics, nor it provides strong constraints, in
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particular, if both contributions (9.6) (including the charged-Higgs term) and

(9.7) are considered. Nevertheless, some constraints on relevant parameters
can be obtained (as a function of other parameters), which is useful when

analyzing specific models. This situation may improve in the near future.

9.2.3 Mransition Moments: 1L -+ e-t

Moderate to strong constraints arise in the most interesting case of individual-

lepton number (lepton-flavor) violating (but total lepton-number conserving)
magnetic transition operators such as /,t -4 e-y. These operators vanish in the

SM in which lepton number is conserved. Thus, an observation of such a

process will provide a clear indication for new physics!
In supersymmetry slepton mass-squared matrices and trilinear couplings

may not respect these accidental flavor symmetries of the SM, allowing for

such processes. Lepton-flavor violations could further be related to specific
models of total lepton number violation and neutrino masses and/or grand-
unified models (see Chap. 11) where quarks and leptons are predicted to have

similar flavor structure and rotations at high energies.
LFV experiments are therefore of extreme importance, in particular, given

that lepton-flavor violation in (atmospheric) neutrino oscillations was estab-

lished experimentally [4]. However, the experiments are also extremely diffi-

cult given the small amplitudes expected for such processes (which are not

enhanced by large QCD or Yukawa couplings) -
In the case of ti -+ e^t, one

currently has

ffi ->, 600 Ge
-21) tan,3, (9.8)V  (Mz) (166'M M

where Fn here is of the order of the slepton mass.

9.3 From Constraints to Principles

Flavor violations (and magnetic moments) in supersymmetry and the corre-

sponding signals and constraints have been studied by many authors, and a

sample of papers is listed in Ref. [127]. Supersymmetry is not the only ex-

tension of the SM which is constrained by flavor (and CP) conservation. In

fact, such constraints are generic to any extension since by its definition new-

physics extends the SM unique structure that eliminates tree-level FCNC's - a

property which is difficult to maintain. Nevertheless, unlike strongly-coupled
theories or theories with extra dimensions (whether supersymmetric or not),
in the case of perturbative supersymmetry the theory is well-defined and cal-

culable, and hence, the problem is well-defined and calculable (as illustrated

above), leaving no place to hide.

The satisfaction of the above and similar constraints derived from low-

energy observables leads to the consideration of a small number of families of
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special models, and hence, provides an organizing principle as well as restores

predictive power. Clearly, realistic models require nearly flavor-conserving

gaugino couplings. Models with the right balance of the universality limit

,A
fifi

--- 0 (in the physical fermion mass basis) and the decoupling limit

m > MZ (in which the sfermions and their couplings can be integrated out)
can achieve that. The former limit is difficult to justify without a governing

principle (though such a principle may be a derivative of the ultraviolet theory
and only seem as arbitrary from the low-energy point of view); the latter limit

may seem naively as contradictory to the notion of low-energy supersymmetry
and its solution to the hierarchy problem. Nevertheless, these are the keys
for the resolution of the flavor problem.

We continue in the next chapter with a brief review of the realization of

these limits in various frameworks for the origins of the SSB parameters.

Exercises

9.1 Find Aflj (eq. (9.1)) by rotating the diagonalized sfermion mass-

squared matrix to the fermion mass basis. Generalize eq. (9.1) to include

left-right mixing.'

9.2 Write tree-level meson mixing diagrams in theories with R-parity vio-

lation. Find a simple condition on the R-parity violating Yukawa couplings

under which such tree-level contributions vanish.

9.3 The magnetic moment loop is nearly identical to the flavor conserv-

ing one-loop correction to a fermion mass (with sparticles circulating in the

loops). Write and estimate these loops. Show that the leading QCD correc-

tion to the b-mass - Yb(2a3/37r)(H2) - MbtanO(2a3/3,7r) if all SSB (and
p) parameters are equal. (At what scale are the different parameters evalu-

ated?) In realistic models the correction is - 2%mbtan)3, as alluded to in

Sect. 6.2.1. What is the correction to the top mass in this limit? Why are the

corrections to lepton masses highly suppressed?

9.4 Calculate the numerical coefficients of the CKM and intrinsic super-

symetry contributions to BR(b -+ s-y). (Use Ref. [7] for data inputs.) Add

appropriately in quadrature and (assuming a heavy charged Higgs boson)
-2 )3/in-2constrain A,blFn asafunctionoftan and vice versa. (Assume similar

-2)S.)values for the different in

9.5 Assume that at the GUT scale leptons and quarks are rotated by the
2 2

same CKM rotations, and that the only other source of LFV is ME3 < ME1
M2

E2 .
Estimate the induced contributions to the p -- e7 branching ratio.

What parameters does it depend on?
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We are now in position to use the flavor problem to organize the SSB param-

eter space. First, however, the parameter space itself needs to be efficiently

parameterized. We begin by postulating that supersymmetry is broken spon-

taneously in some "hidden" sector of the theory which contains the Goldstino

and which interacts with the SM "observable" sector only via a specific agent.

The agent is then the messenger of supersymmetry breaking. These messen-

ger interactions cannot be renormalizable tree-level interactions or otherwise

the SM could couple directly to the Goldstino multiplet and one would en-

counter many of the problems that plagued our attempt in Sect. 5.4 to break

supersymmetry spontaneously in the SM sector.

The messengers and their interactions then decouple at a scale Amediation

which effectively serves the scale of the mediation of the SSB parameters in

the low-energy theory, i.e., this is the scale below which these parameters

can be considered as "hard" and treated with the renormalization-group for-

malism (as we did in Chap. 7 in our discussion of radiative symmetry break-

ing). This general "hidden-messenger-observable" phenomenological frame-

work describes most of the models and will suffice for our purposes. It is the

details of the messenger interactions and the mediation scale that impact the

spectrum parameters and the flavor problem and its solution. (It is impor-

tant to recall that gauge, Yukawa, and quartic interactions are dictated by

supersymmetry at all energies above the actual sparticle mass scale, and that

only the dimensionful parameters interest us in this section.)

10.1 Operator Expansion

In order to review the different classes of models, let us re-write the soft

parameters (and for completeness, also the M-parameter) in a generalized op-

erator form, using the tools of (global) supersymmetry described in Chap. 4.

We can express the most general set of operators as an expansion in pow-

,
z, where X and Z are singlet and non-singlet superfields whichers of VF-x,z

spontaneously break (or parameterize such breaking) supersymmetry. They

contribute (if not provide) to the Goldstino component of the physical grav-

itino; their F-components are order parameters of supersymmetry break-

ing as seen in the SM sector. The operators are suppressed by powers of

ute
N. Polonsky: LNPm 68, pp. 107 - 118, 2001© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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M -- O(Amediation). The fields X and Z which couple to the SM sector are

the messengers of supersymmetry breaking, and the interaction which couple
them to the SM sector is its agent.

The gravitino mass can be shown (by the local-supersymmetry condition

of a vanishing cosmological constant) to be M3/2 = Ej FiIV3-Mp where

Mp is as before the local-supersymmetry expansion parameter: The reduced

Planck mass Mp = MP1anck/V18_7r  -_ 2.4 x 1018 GeV. Otherwise no direct

application of local supersymmetry is needed.

The leading terms in this expansion (see Chap. 13 for a generalization)
which generate the /-t parameter and soft terms have the following form:

Scalar masses a d2Od2#(pt p,j T

XtX ZZ
+

2
...

2
+I T (10.1)

U M

p parameter b d2Od2 HIH2f
Xt

+ h.c. + - -IM -I
and cf d20HH2 [

Xn

Mn-1

+C/
WOW

+ h.c. + (10.2)
M2

Higgs mixing (m2)3 d d2Od2OH,Hf 2

XtX
+
ZtZ

+I (10.3)
M2 M2

Gaugino masses: 20WaWj [e f d
i

X

M
+ h.c. + (10.4)

A-terms: fjd20 OilfijOk [X + h.c. +
M

and gjd2Od2#q5j p, [X + h.c. + (10.5)
M

where a-g are dimensionless coefficients, the Wo, (T 70,) are spinorial gauge su-

permultiplets containing the standard model gauginos (a hidden-sector gauge

field which condenses), the Oi are SM (observable) chiral superfields, and X

and Z represent supersymmetry-breaking gauge singlet and non-singlet su-

perfields, respectively. These terms give the SSB parameters and the p param-

eter when the X and Z fields acquire F-term vev's: X -4 02FX, Z _+ 02FZ

(and, in the second source for A-terms, ot __ 62F i _ 620j(Pk)-
The M-parameters could also arise from a supersymmetry conserving vev

0fX' X _+ X+02Fx The case n = 1 in eq. (10.2) corresponds to the NMSSM

and one has to arrange (X) - Mweak  -- MSSB- In this case m2- A(x) - AM.3

The case n == 2 corresponds to N/!R MWeakj which coincides with the

spontaneous supersymmetry breaking scale in supergravity (see the next sec-

tion). The case n = 3 has X3 = (Whidden)i where (Whidden) is a hidden

superpotential vev which (in local supersymmetry) also breaks supersymme-
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try. It can be related to first operator in (10.2) via redefinitions (a Kdhler

transformation in local supersymmetry).
Observe that if only one singlet field participates in supersymmetry break-

ing then the SSB parameters have only one common phase, and at most one

additional phase arises in the p parameter. Since it can be shown that two

phases can always be rotated away and are not physical, there is no "CP

problem" in this case.

10.2 Supergravity

It is widely thought that if supersymmetry is realized in nature then it is

a local (super)symmetry, i.e., a supergravity (SUGRA) theory. (In partic-

ular, in this case the cosmological constant is not an order parameter and

could be fine-tuned to zero.) Supergravity interactions provide in this case

the theory of (quantum) gravity at some ultraviolet scale (though it is a

non-renoemalizable theory and hence is probably not the ultimate theory

of gravity). As a theory of gravity, supergravity interacts with all sectors of

the theory and hence provides an ideal agent of supersymmetry breaking. In

fact, even if other agents/messengers exist, supergravity mediation is always

operative once supersymmetry is gauged. Its mediation scale is, however, al-

ways the reduced Planck mass. From the operator equations (10.1) - (10.5)
and from M3/2 - FIMp one observes that SUGRA contribution to the SSB

parameters is always - M3/2, so it could be the leading contribution for a

sufficiently heavy gravitino M3/2 ; ,> Mz, but otherwise its contributions are

suppressed. It may be argued that the hierarchy problem is then the problem

of fixing the gravitino mass (which may be solved by dynamically breaking

supersymmetry in the hidden sector).
Let us then consider the case of a "heavy" gravitino, M3/2 -- 0(100-1000)

GeV (and 0(l) coefficients). Supersymmetry is spontaneously broken in this

case at a scale v/F_ - /'m__3/2Mp - 101" GeV. The scale of the media-

tion is always fixed in supergravity to Mp. The hidden sector is truly hidden

in this case in the sense that it interacts only gravitationally with the ob-

servable sector (though supergravity interactions could take various forms).

Supergravity mediation leads to some obvious observations. First; if [I = 0

in the ultraviolet theory, it is induced (the first term in eq. (10.2)) once su-

persymmetry is broken and is of the order of the gravitino mass, resolving

the general /-t-problem [101, 102, 103]. (More solutions arise if the model is

such that (x)  -_ vfF- or supersymmetry is broken by gaugino, condensation in

the hidden sector [54, 1281 c-, (F)3/2.) Secondly, since the gravitino,

mass determines the weak scale ml
-

M3/2
- MZ ,

the decoupling limit

cannot be realized. Hence, in order for the SSB parameters to conserve fla-

vor, supergravity has to conserve flavor so that the universality limit can be

realized.
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Naively, gravity is flavor blind. In general, however, supergravity (and
string theory) is not! Re-writing, for example, the quadratic operators with

flavor indices one has aaOabZ(xZ0 0a Pb' The universality limit corresponds to

the special case of aa0ab   106abi where at least each flavor sector is de-

scribed by a unique etaO Jab coefficient. (Different flavor sectors could be distin-

guished by an overall factor.) In order to maintain universality one has to for-

bid any other hidden-observable mixing such as (ZZt)(OOt)2/M4 which lead

to quadratically divergent corrections (proportional to the gravitino mass).
The latter, in turn, spoil the universality at the percentile level [129, 130, 128]
(which is the experimental sensitivity level), aa,8ab " 6-aO(Jab + (Nab/1672))
for some flavor-dependent counting factor Nab- It was argued that the univer-

sality may be a result of a flavor (contentious or discrete) symmetry which is

respected by the hidden sector and supergravity or a result of string theory.
If the symmetry is exact (which most likely requires it to be gauged) then

universality can hold to all orders. If universality is a result of a "string mir-

acle" (such as supersymmetry breaking by a stabilized dilaton [131]) then it

is not expected to be exact beyond the leading order.

A minimal assumption that is often made as a "best first guess" is

that of total universality (of scalar masses squared), A-term proportion-

ality (to Yukawa couplings), and gaugino mass unification, which lead to

only four ultraviolet parameters (in addition to possible phases and the sign
of the M-parameter): m2(Auv) = M2 (universality), Aijk(Auv) = AoYijk0 0

(universality and proportionality), Mi(Auv) = M1/2 (gaugino unification),
M2(Auv) = Bop(Auv), which are all of the order of the gravitino mass [132].3

(/-t is not a free parameter in this case but is fixed by the MZ constraint,

eq. (8.3), only its sign is a free parameter.) This framework is sometimes

called minimal supergravity. It may be that only the operator (10.4) is present
at the mediation scale (mo = AO = 0) and that all other SSB parameters
are induced radiatively by gaugino loops. (For example, see Kelley et al. in

Ref. [100].) In this case, the gauge interactions guarantee universality in 3 x 3

subspaces: GIM universality. Such models are highly predictive. Universality
(whether in each 3 x 3 subspace or for all fields) is the mystery of supergrav-

ity models, but since the mediation itself and the p-parameter are trivially
given in this framework, it cannot be discounted and the price may be worth

paying.
It was also proposed that supergravity mediation is carried out only at

the quantum level [133] (anomaly mediation) via supergravity quantum cor-

rections which generically appear in the theory. The relevant coefficients are

then given by loop factors with specific pre-factors which are determined by
the low-energy theory, e.g. e - big?/16lr2 is given by the low-energy (i.e.,
weak-scale) one-loop 3-function (and there is no gaugino mass unifcation).
These proposals, though economic and elegant and with unique signatures

(the winos are lighter than the bino, for example) face difficulties in deriving
a consistent scalar spectrum and the p-parameter. In particular, the coeffi-
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cients for the sfermions squared masses are given by the respective two-loop
anomalous dimensions, which though universal (up to Yukawa-coupling cor-

rections) are negative in the case of the sleptons (aside from the F if y, is

sufficiently large). This scenario therefore predicts negative squared masses

for sleptons. Known cures are contrived and/or reintroduce ultraviolet depen-
dencies. A lesson from these proposals, however, is that gaugino unification

cannot be exact. (For a general study of corrections to gaugino unification, see

Ref. [134].) More generally, quantum mediation could extend beyond anomaly
mediation [135, 136] and could lead to viable models.

10.3 Gauge Mediation

It may be that supergravity mediation is sufficiently suppressed by a light
gravitino, mass (and hence no assumption on its flavor structure is needed).
Then, a, new mediation mechanism and messenger sector are required. An

attractive option is that the messenger interactions are gauge interactions so

that universality is an automatic consequence (e.g. gaugino mediation and

anomaly mediation in SUGRA). This is the gauge-mediation (GM) frame-

work. The hidden sector (which is not truly hidden now) communicates via,

e.g. new (messenger) gauge interactions with a messenger sector, which, in

turn, communicates via the ordinary gauge interactions with the observable

sector.

It is sufficient to postulate that the new messenger gauge and Yukawa

interactions mediate the supersymmety breaking to a (SM) singlet messenger

X = x + O'FX, which parameterizes the supersymmetry breaking in the

messenger sector. (Some other hidden field"s, however, with F > Fx may

dominate the massive gravitino.) The singlet X interacts also with SM non-

singlet messenger fields V and IV. The Yukawa interaction yXVV in turn

communicates the supersymmetry breaking to the messengers V and V via

the mass matrix,

2 y2X2
Vx_

yFx
(10.6)M

V yF Y2X2

In turn, the vector-like pair V and V, which transforms under the SM gauge

group (for example, they transform as 5 and 9 of SU(5), i.e., as down sin-

glets and lepton doublets and their complex conjugates), communicates the

supersymmetry breaking to the ordinary MSSM fields via gauge loops. The

gauge loops commute with flavor and, thus, the spectrum is charge depen-
dent but flavor diagonal, if one ensures that all other possible contributions

to the soft spectrum are absent or are strongly suppressed. This leads to

(GIM-)universality. Such models are often referred to as "gauge mediation of

supersymmetry breaking" or messenger models [137].
This scenario is conveniently described by the above operator equations

with M c:-_ (x), e - ai/41r a generic one-loop factor and a - (cei/47r)2 a
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two-loop factor. (If the messenger dynamics itself is non-perturbative, by di-

mensionless analysis, e - ai and a - (Ce,)2 [138].) All other coefficients gener-

ically equal zero at the messenger scale. The sparticle spectrum, and hence,
the weak scale, are given in this framework by MZ - TnSSB - (ai /47r) (FX Ix),
where ai is the relevant SM gauge coupling at the scale Amediation - x. One

then has Fxlx - (47r/ai)Mz _ 105 GeV. In the minimal version one as-

sumes Amediation - FXIX - 105 GeV; a similar scale for the spontaneous

supersymmetry breaking in the hidden sector; as well as FX _ X2; resulting
in an one-scale model. The latter assumption could be relaxed as long as the

phenomenologically determined ratio Exlx - (41r/a)Mz _ 105 GeV remains

fixed. In general, Amediation - x could be at a much higher scale [139]. Also,
the scale of spontaneous supersymmetry breaking in the hidden sector could

be one or two orders of magnitude higher than \I-FX, for example, if FX is

induced radiatively by a much larger F-term of a hidden field (in which case

X contributes negligibly to the massive gravitino).
The messengers induce gaugino masses at one-loop (e - aj/47r) and scalar

masses at two-loops (a - (ai/47r)2). (The messengers obviously cannot cou-

ple via gauge interactions to the other chiral fields at one-loop.) This leads

to the desired relation mZ - M2 between scalar and gaugino masses. In ad-
f

dition, there is a mass hierarchy - a3/a2/a, between the heavier strongly

interacting sparticles and the only weakly interacting sparticles which are

lighter. (In detail, it depends on the charges of the messengers). In particu-

lar, gaugino mass relations reproduce those of gaugino mass unification. The

A-parameters arise only via mixed Yukawa-gauge renormalization and are of

no concern (since renormalization-induced A-parameters are proportional to

Yukawa coupling). However, the Higgs mixing parameters also do not arise

from gauge interactions, the Achilles heal of the framework.

One may introduce new hidden-observable Yukawa interactions for the

purpose of generating p and m2, but then generically b  -_ d  _- (V2/167r2)3

21for some generic Yukawa coupling 11, leading to a hierarchy problem jm3
jyjAmediation. This overshadows the otherwise success of gauge mediation, and

the possible resolutions [1401 are somewhat technically involved and will not

be presented here. It was also shown that the resulting uncertainty in the

nature of the Higgs-messenger interactions introduces important corrections

to the Higgs potential and mass [78].
Note that this framework has a small number of "ultraviolet" parameters

and it is highly predictive (less so in extended versions). The gravitino is

very light and is the LSP (with signatures such as neutralino decays to an

energetic photon and Goldstino missing energy or a charged slepton escaping
the detector, decaying only outside the detector to a lepton and a Goldstino) .

Also, the SSB parameters are not "hard" at higher scales such as the unifica-

tion scale. Radiative symmetry breaking relies in this case on mass hierarchy
mentioned above, m?(Amediation) - (a3/47r)2A2 ediation   , M2 (Amediation)

q M Hi
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(a2/47r)2A2

mediation,
rather than on a large logarithm, and its solutions take

a slightly different form than eqs. (7.6).

10.4 Hybrid Models I

Can the gauge-mediation order parameter Fxlx be induced using only su-

pergravity interactions? (Supergravity serves in such a case only as a trigger
for the generation of the SSB parameters.) The answer is positive.

An operator of the form

d2Od2&X
ZtZ "

+ h.c. + (10.7)
M3I I
P

leads to a quadratically divergent tadpole (see Fig. 3.1) loop (with 0 circu-

lating in the loop) which is cut-off at Mp, and hence to a scalar potential of

the form V(x) = (I Fz I'IMp)x+ 1,9WI,9X I' _ M2 MPX+X
4 (where we omit

3/2

loop and counting factors and in the last step we assumed W(X) = X3/3).
This is only a sketch of this hybrid frameork [129] in which a supergravity

linear term in a singlet X can trigger a gauge mediation framework for VIF-z -
10111 GeV (leading to x - 105 GeV and Fx _ X2

,
as in minimal gauge

mediation). The clear benefit is that the hidden sector (Z in this case) remains

hidden while X, which couples as usual XVV, is a true observable sector

singlet field. This leads to a simpler radiative structure and to a more stable

model. The triggering gravity mediation (leading to the linear term) is carried

out, as in anomaly mediation, only at the quantum level (but with a very

different source than in anomaly mediation).

10.5 Hybrid Models II

A different hybrid approach is that of superheavy supersymmetry (or the

2 - 1) framework, which as implied by its name, relies on decoupling in order

to weaken the universality constraint. The conflict between naturalness and

experimental constraints is resolved in this case by observing that, roughly

speaking, naturalness restricts the masses of scalars with large Yukawa cou-

plings, while experiment constrains the masses of scalars with small Yukawa

couplings [141]. Naturalness affects particles which are strongly coupled to

the Higgs sector, while experimental constraints are strongest in sectors with

light fermions which are produced in abundance. This suggests that natu-

ralness and experimental constraints may be simultaneously satisfied by an

"inverted hierarchy" approach, in which light fermions have heavy superpart-

ners, and heavy (third family) fermions have "light" O(Mz) superpartners

(hence, 2 - I framework). Therefore, the third generation scalars (and Higgs)
with masses Mlight ;! 1 TeV satisfy naturalness constraints, while first and
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second generation scalars at some much higher scale Mh,,ay avoid many ex-

perimental difficulties.

A number of possibilities have been proposed to dynamically generate
scalar masses at two hierarchically separated scales. Usually one assumes

that Mlight  _- M3/2 is generated by the usual supergravity mediation (and
p generation may follow SUGRA as well), while Mheavy is generated by a

different "more important" (in terms of the relative contribution) mechanism

which, however, discriminates among the generations. (Naturalness allows the

stau, in some cases, to be heavy.)
Such a "more important" mechanism may arise from the D-terms of a

ultraviolet anomalous flavor U(1) (we did not discuss in these notes the case

of an anomalous U(1) [142]) with a non-vanishing D-term, FZFt -+ (D)2Z

in eq. (10.1), and (D)IM > M3/2 has to be arranged [143]. Alternatively,
there could be a flavor (or horizontal) messenger mechanism at some inter-

mediate energies [129, 144] (and in this case the gauged flavor symmetry is

anomaly free and it is broken only at intermediate energies). The messenger
model in this case follows our discussion above only that the messengers are

SM singlets charged only under the flavor (horizontal) symmetry. In both

of these examples a gauge horizontal (flavor) symmetry discriminates among
the generations and does not affect the MSSM gaugino masses. For example,
the horizontally neutral third generation sfermions and Higgs fields do not

couple to the horizontal D-term (the first case) or to the horizontal messen-

gers (the second case). The coefficients a in eq. (10.1) are in these cases flavor

dependent but do not mix the light and heavy sfermions, a mixing which is

protected by the horizontal gauge symmetry.
A fundamentally different approach [97] is that FZ >> FX (a limit which

realizes an effective U(1)R symmetry in the low-energy theory) and all the

boundary conditions for all the scalars are in the multi-TeV range (while
gauginos are much lighter). The light stop squarks and Higgs fields, for ex-

ample, are then driven radiatively and asymptotically to Mlight - Indeed, and

not surprisingly, one find that in the presence of large Yukawa couplings there

is such a zero fixed point which requires, however, that the respective sfermion

and Higgs boundary conditions have specific ratios (i.e., it is realized along a

specific direction in field space as pointed out in Chap. 7). Here, the hierarchy
is indeed inverted as the light scale is reached via renormalization by large
Yukawa couplings.

In practice, all of these solutions are constrained by higher-order terms

which couple the light and heavy fields and which are proportional to small

Yukawa couplings or which arise only at two-loops. Such terms are generically
suppressed, but are now enhanced by the heavy sfermions. The importance of

such effects is highly model dependent and they constrain each of the possible
realization in a different fashion, leaving more than sufficient room for model

building.
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Even though such a realization of supersymmetry would leave some

sfermions beyond the kinematic reach of the next generation of collider ex-

periments, some sfermion and gauginos should be discovered. It was noted

that by measuring the ratio of the gaugino-fermion- (light) sfermion coupling
and the gauge coupling, g-xfl.lg (the superoblique parameters [1451), one

can confirm in many cases the presence of the heavy states by measuring

logarithmically-divergent quantum corrections to these ratios - InMheavy)
providing an handle on these and other models with multi-TeV fields (e.g.,
the squarks in GM). The phenomenology of the 2 - 1 approach was examined

recently in some detail in Ref. [146].

10.6 Alignment

Finally, it was proposed that the Yukawa and sfermion squared mass (and
trilinear A) matrices are aligned in field space, and hence, are diagonalized

simultaneously [147]. Thus, Aij = 0 without universality. Such an alignment

may arise dynamically once the (Coleman-Weinberg) effective potential is

minimized with respect to some low-energy moduli X and Z. However, such

a mechanism tends to be unstable with regard to higher-order corrections.

Alternatively, it could be that such alignment is a result of some high-energy

symmetry principle. Realization of the latter idea tend be cumbersome, in

contrast to the simplicity of the assumption, and it is difficult to envision

conclusive tests of specific symmetries (though the alignment idea itself may

be ruled out, in principle, in sfermion oscillations [148] which cannot arise for

Aij =- 0.) Nevertheless, this is another possibility in which case FXIM and

its square are aligned with the Yukawa matrices and are diagonal (only) in

the physical mass basis of fermions.

Exercises

10.1 Integrate the operator equations (10.1)-(10.5) to find the SSB and jL-

parameters.

10.2 Solve for the sfermion and Higgs mass-squared parameters in the case

that supergravity mediation generates only the gaugino mass. (See eq. (7.6).)
What is the LSP (assume JILI  _- M3), and is it charged or neutral? Assume

instead complete universality at the supergravity scale m ! = M2 = M2 for
f H 0

all sfermion and Higgs fields. In what fashion gaugino masses and Yukawa

couplings break universality? Why is the breakdown of univesality by correc-

tions proportional to Yukawa couplings "relatively safe" (as far as FCNC are

concerned)?
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10.3 In the spirit of the previous exercise, show that squark mass squared
matrices are never truly universal. What are the implications, for example, for

gluino couplings? Flavor-changing gluino couplings are important for meson

mixing, b -+ s-y, and proton decay amplitudes.

10.4 Supergravity mediation in the presence of a grand unified theory in-

duces the SSB parameters for that theory, not for the MSSM. How many in-

dependent soft parameters are in this case at the unification scale (with and

without universality) for minimal SU(5); SO(10)? Renormalization within a

grand-unified epoch introduces radiative corrections to the stau squared mass

(m-2 or m-2 ?) which are proportional to the large top-Yukawa coupling. The
TL TR

corrections break universality in the slepton sector. The breakdown of slep-
ton universality induces, in turn, contributions to low-energy lepton flavor

violation such as the tt --- e-y process (Ex. 9.5). For sufficiently light slep-
tons (m[;! 300-400 GeV) it may be observable in the next generation of the

relevant experiments, if built.

10.5 Show that the winos are heavier than the bino in anomaly mediation

(as defined in the text). Consider the chargino-LSP mass difference, assuming
both are gaugino-like.

10.6 Derive the messenger mass matrix (10.6).

10.7 Show that in the minimal gauge mediation model described above

e = (ai/47r)Ti for gaugino i, and normalizing Dynkin index Tj to unity

(e.g. for 5 and 9 of SU(5) messengers) that for each sfermion (and Higgs)
a = 2 Ej(aj/4,7r)2C, where C1 = (3/5)y2, C2 = 3/4 for an SU(2) doublet

and C3 = 4/3 for an SU(3) triplet are the Casimir operators.

10.8 Derive the relation Im21 - 1plArnediation in gauge mediation.
3

10.9 Calculate FX in the hybrid supergravity - gauge-mediation model. Cal-

culate the gravitino mass in this and in the "traditional" gauge-mediation
models and show that supergravity effects - m

2
are indeed negligible in

3/2
both cases.

10.10 Compare typical sparticle mass patterns in minimal SUGRA and in

minimal GM.



Summary

The electroweak/Higgs scale was already (technically) explained, and in a

fairly model-independent way, by the discussion in Part III. Nevertheless, its

magnitude depends on at least two free parameters; the scale of spontaneous

supersymmetry breaking v/'F- and the scale of its mediation to the SM fields

M. The two scales combine to give the SSB scale - FIM. Henceforth, their

ratio is fixed by the electroweak scale constraint. On the other hand, the scales

of supersymmetry breaking and of its mediation relate to the ultraviolet

origins of the soft terms in the fundamental theory, and are fixed by the

dynamics of a given framework. This provides a useful linkage between the

infrared and the ultraviolet.

In this part of the notes we parameterized and expanded the ultraviolet

theory in terms of these scales and discussed different realizations, including

various variants of supergravity and gauge-mediation models. In doing so

we related some of the finer details of the infrared and ultraviolet physics.

In order to perform this exercise, however, we first had to search for an

organizing principle applicable to the vast SSB "model space".

Indeed, the most general MSSM Lagrangian is described by many ar-

bitrary parameiers, in particular, once flavor and CP conservation are not

imposed on the soft parameters. Aside from the obvious loss of predictive

power, many generic models are actually in an apparent conflict with the

low-energy data: An arbitrary choice of parameters can result in unaccept-

ably large FCNC ("The Flavor Problem") and, if large phases are present,

also large (either flavor conserving or violating) contributions to CP-violating

amplitudes ("The CP Problem"). Clearly, one has to identify those special

cases which evade these constraints, and by doing so the whole framework

regains predictive power. We therefore turned in our search of an organizing

principle to the question of lack of low-energy evidence for supersymmetry.

The absence of observable contributions to FCNC was shown to indeed

provide the desired organizing principle for high-energy frameworks, which

themselves attempt to organize the model many parameters. Understanding

the solution of the flavor problem (which is straightforward in the SM, given

is special structure, but not in any of its extensions) goes to the heart of

the question of origins of the theory. Though the number of options was

narrowed down, the origin of the SSB parameters remains elusive. Discovery
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of supersymmetry will open the door to probing the mediation scale and

mechanism, and hence, to a whole new (ultraviolet) arena.

In the remaining part of these notes we will return to and expand on a

small number of topics. (The selected topics include a generalization of the

operator classification given in this part of the notes.)



11. Neutrinos

The confirmation of neutrino oscillations [4] provides a concrete and first

proof of physics beyond the SM. If nature realizes supersymmetry, an option
which we explore in this manuscript, then neutrino mass and mixing (and
LFV) must be realized at some energy scale supersymmetrically .

We review

in this chapter avenues for neutrino mass generation in the framework of

supersymmetry.
Unless neutrinos have "boring" Dirac masses y,.,(H2)L,,Nb, which only

imply super-light sterile right-handed neutrinos N,, and an extension of the

usual fermion mass hierarchy problem, then the neutrinos have a 'AL =

2 Majorana mass and there must be some source of total lepton number

violation (LNV), AL 54 0. We will review both scenarios, Rp-conserving
,AL = 2 terms and Rp-violating AL = I terms.

We will also illustrate the "rewards" of the different scenarios: Supersym-

metry provides somewhat delicate relations between neutrino physics and

other arenas (such as LFV and tan,3-dependent observables in general) in

the AL = 2 case of a heavy right-handed neutrino, and many new channels

for sparticle production and decay arise in the AL = 1 Rp-violating case.

Therefore, neutrino physics in supersymmetry is not independent but rather

linked to other "new physics" observables, and it may be probed via various

avenues.

11.1 AL = 2 Theories

It is straightforward to "supersymmetrize" old ideas of a heavy right-handed

(SM-singlet) neutrino with a large AL = 2 Majorana mass MR. The right-
handed neutrino mixes with the SM left-handed neutrinos via the usual

OWWeak) Dirac mass term,

M(IL VR)
MWeak( MWeak MR

leading to m, - Aeak/MR: The see-saw mechanism [149]. (Note that the

mass and interaction eigenstates are nearly identical.) This mechanism does

not require supersymmetry, but is trivially embedded in a supersymmetric

ute
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framework by extending the superpotential (above the heavy neutrino scale

MR) W - W + y,., H2L,,Nb + MR., N,, Nb (and N,, here is the heavy right-
handed neutrino superfield of generation a = 1, 2, 3).

Unified models (Chap. 6) typically imply further that the Dirac -r-

neutrino mass is of the order of the top mass (top - neutrino unification),
mv, - M2IMR. A natural choice for the scale MR is the unification scale,t

and indeed simple fits to the data favor [5, 6] MR _ 1013-15 GeV. Model

building along these lines was a subject of intense activity following the

observation of neutrino oscillations. For an example of a (unified) see-saw

model, see Ref. [1501, where a double see-saw mechanism MR - MU21Mp
and m, - MW21MR - M&MpIMU2 was proposed, with Mp is replaced by a

lower "string scale". Another possibility [103] is that the scale MR is related

to the scale of spontaneous supersymmetry breaking in the hidden sector, in

which case the Dirac mass may not be identical to mt. "See-saw" models of

neutrino masses were reviewed recently in Ref [151].
Top - neutrino unification yt(Mu) = yv,(Mu) is natural in many uni-

fied models (but not SU(5) where N is a singlet) in which the top and the

right-handed neutrino are embedded in the same representation. We note

that it excludes (independent of all other considerations such as the Higgs
mass) the tan,3 - I solutions to b - -r unification (Fig. 6.2). This double

Yukawa unification constrains tan,3 from below due to cancellation of large
top-Yukawa effects by the large neutrino-Yukawa effects [152]: In these mod-

els wave-function renormalization of the b by a top loop is balanced (above
the heavy-neutrino decoupling scale) by the wave-function renormalization

of the -r by a neutrino loop with y. c-_ yt. Eq. (6.8) is modified accordingly
(in the decades between the unification MU and neutrino MR scales) to read

d

(1d) =

I

(yd) X
dlnA yl 161r2 Y1

(Y,2 _ Y2) (Y2 _ Y2) _
16

2
_

4
2

V
+3 d 1 93 -91

3 3

In particular, it predicts tan)3 > I and therefore that the light-Higgs mass

saturates its upper bound of 130 GeV or so, consistent with experimental
bounds. It also constrains other tan,3 dependent observables such as the

anomalous muon magnetic moment (Sect. 9.2) where large values of tan,3
may lead to upper bounds on sparticle masses.

If indeed the right-handed neutrino is present, in supersymmetry there is

also a right-handed sneutrino. Since the heavy right-handed neutrino decou-

ples in a global supersymmetric regime, the sneutrino is also heavy and decou-

ples. Nevertheless, it still has a "small" SSB mass. (This is not as straight-
forward in the case of low-energy gauge mediation.) It does not affect the

decoupling yet it renormalizes other SSB terms of the light fields: We have

already seen above that if the right-handed neutrino'superfield couples with

a large Yukawa coupling it can affect the renormalization of the superpoten-
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tial (e.g. b - -r unification). Its renormalization of the SSB parameters is of

similar origins and importance. It occurs in the decades in between the SSB

mediation scale and the right-handed neutrino decoupling scale. For example,

consider (i) RSB and the m
2

parameter which is now driven negative by
H2

both top and neutrino terms, or (ii) the slepton spectrum m?.

A right-handed neutrino is therefore expected to leave 1its imprints in

the weak-scale parameters such as m 2. In particular, since y,,,. 7 y,, for

a : b then the affect are not flavor blind and one expects that it would lead

to LFV effects. Particularly interesting is the disturbance of slepton (mass)

universality (when assumed) and mass relations. (Relevant references were

included in Ref. [127].) This in turn offers an interesting complementarity

between neutrino physics, the slepton spectrum, and lepton flavor violation

experiments (e.g. p -+ e-y discussed in Sect. 9.2 on the one hand and slepton

oscillations [148] in future collider experiments on the other hand).

11.2 AL = 1 Theories

The relation between neutrino physics and supersymmetry is even more fun-

damental and extensive if the neutrino mass originates from R-partiy viola-

tion [68, 63, 153, 1541. In this case the origin of the mass is at the weak scale

and no right-handed neutrinos are necessary.

As we argued earlier, supersymmetry essentially encodes lepton - Higgs'

duality, which is typically removed by hand when imposing R-parity. Gener-

ically, the theory contains explicit .6L = 1 breaking via superpotential op-

erators, SSB operators, and as a consequence, L could also be broken spon-

taneously by sneutrino vev's. One needs to apply  AL = 1 operation twice

in order to induce a Majorana neutrino mass. In general, such models can

admit [681 a one-loop radiative mass (oc A/2 ) and a tree-level mass induced

by neutrino-neutralino tree-level mixing oc (P)I-tL (Ex. 5.17). (Our notation

follows eq. (5.15).)
The tree-level mass is intriguing: Only a supersymmetric neutrino mass

ALLH2 is allowed in the superpotential (aside from the usual Higgs mass),
while the neutrino is the only SM fermion which is left massless by the su-

perpotential Yukawa terms. Hence, it offers an interesting complementar-

ity between Yukawa and mass terms in the superpotential, and an elegant

and economic realization of R-parity violation. It can also be shown to be

related to the /j,-problem. (For a discussion see Ref. [153, 155, 1561 and

references therein.) In the basis in which the electroweak breaking vev is

only in the Higgs fields (  ) = 0 one has for the tree-level Majorana mass

MV
- (/,t2 MW2 COS2 3)/(2I'L2M ). Note that only a single neutrino mass can

L 2

be generated from tree-level neutralino-neutrino mixing. (This is because a

chiral-like SU(4) symmetry of the mass matrix is broken at tree-level at most

to SU(2), guaranteeing two massless states.)
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Fig. 11.1. A one-loop contribution to the Majorana neutrino mass arising from

the zAL = 1 A .33 Yukawa operator.

In the remaining of this chapter, however, we focus on the radiative Ma-

jorana neutrino mass illustrated in Fig. 11.1. One obtains

Mv
A

/ 2
300 GeV

(11.2)
MeV (

Mb
) (Mb Tn_b

) '

where a b-quark and 6-squark are assumed to circulate in the loop (so that

A' = M 2 is the 6 left-right mixing squared mass. (The neu-,M), and MLR
trino mass may vanish in the limit of a continuous U(1)R symmetry, which

suppresses A and M terms and corresponds in our case to mLR < TnbTnb-)
Imposing laboratory limits on the v, mass one can, for example, derive severe

constraints on A133 [157], but A'333 (i.e., mv -+ mv,) could still be 0(l) [158].
(Note that a heavy O(MeV) -r-neutrino has not been ruled out [7] but it

cannot be stable on a cosmological time scales.) One has to consider the full

A' matrices in order to obtain neutrino mixing, but clearly, the complexity of

the parameter space admits many possible scenarios for mixingi.
R-partiy violation can then explain the neutrino spectrum as an elec-

troweak (rather than GUT) effect. This comes at a price and with a reward.

The price is that the sparticles are not stable and the LSP is not a dark

matter candidate (but some other sector may still provide a dark matter

candidate whose mass is of the order of the gravitino mass). The obvious re-

ward is the many new channels are available at colliders to produce squarks
and sleptons [63]. Consequently, the corresponding cross-section, branching-
ratio, and asymmetry measurements may provide information on neutrino

physics. We will conclude our discussion of LNV with an explicit example.

Note that in the case that R-parity violation originating from ap-term WAL=l

1-tL LH2 then the A and A' couplings appear by rotations of the usual Yukawa cou-

plings once leptons and Higgs bosons are appropriately defined at low energies,
e.g. H, is customarily defined along the relevant EWSB vev. Flavor mixing arises

in this case as well at the loop level only.
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11.3 Neutrinos vs. Collider Physics

As mentioned above, rich collider phenomena arise in the zAL = 2 case (e.g.
slepton oscillations) and even more so in the case of AL = 1 operators.
In this section we focus on the latter. Perhaps the most relevant example,
which can be probed in the current Tevatron run, is given by new exotic

top decays. Application of SU(2) and supersymmetry rotations to the vertex

A'vbb assumed in (11.2), gives (the relevant vertex for) the decay channel

tL -+ bRFL, assuming that it is kinematically allowed. Such decays were

studied in Ref. [159, 158], and more recently in Ref. [160].
For mt = 175 GeV one finds [1581

A/2 7 L )2] 2,1.12
333 (11.3)

rt-+bW 175GeV

where explicit generation indices were introduced for clarity. The -7-decay
modes are highly model-dependent -in the case of LNV. In particular, all

superpartners typically decay in the collider and the typical large missing

energy signature is replaced with multi-b and lepton signatures, which may

be used for identification. (See, for example, Ref. [161].) If the sneutrino, is

the LSP then the three-body decays F --  ;,fP and F -* Wbb are sufficiently

phase space-suppressed (recall that SU(2) invariance requires m-  _- "v-
V,

so that the dominant decay mode is either F -4 Eb or F -4 eo,.

In order to study the constraints on A333, which are otherwise weak, let us

assume that the 6b mode is dominant. This new decay mode alters the number

of tf events expected in each of the channels which characterize top decays

(i.e., tt -4 jet jet, lepton lepton, lepton jet, where jet refers to hadronic activ-

ity) both through an enhancement of the percentage of hadronic decays and

through the increased probability of b-tagging events given the assumption
of b-rich F decays. For each (final-product) channel, one can constraint A'333
(as a function of the stau mass) from the number of events expected in the

presence of F decays relative to the number expected in the SM. (Currently,
limited data on top decays is available and the constraints are still quite

weak.) A more promising approach is to examine kinematic parameters in tf

events, e.g., the reconstructed W mass in lepton + jets events with a second

loosely tagged b [162]. (The two untagged jets define MW.) At the time of the

writing of this manuscript, with just 10 events, this gives A1333 ;r ' 0.4 (1.0) for

m7 = 100 (150) GeV [158]. Such kinema ic analysis may therefore provide
TL

strong constraints on LNV couplings in the future.

Similarly to top decays, a;F may be produced in a larger mass range if it is

radiated of a t or b quark, e.g. gg, qq --- t(t -+ F). (These channels compete

with resonant (s-channel) production qq -+ F [163].) This was studied recently
in Ref. [164]. The inclusive production cross sections pf -+ 6LX, pp -4 tFLX

are obtained by combining the production cross sections arising from the

2 -+ 2 elementary process gb -+ tFL to those induced by 2 -+ 3 partonic
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processes gg, qq -+ tb' L. (They may be independently measured if relatively
complicated final states could be distinguished.) The corresponding inclusive

cross sections are obtained by convolution of the hard-scattering cross section

of quark- and gluon-initiated processes with the quark and gluon distribution

functions in p and 15, and can be found in Ref. [164] where they are evaluated

for the Tevatron and LHC parameters: See Figs. 11.2 and 11.3, respectively.

N/s = 2 TeV
,a 1 -

a4 CTEQL
L J

I-

10-1

Zj- -

'\333
-2A 10 0.5

0.1

$a, 10-3

10-4
100 200 300

m. (GeV)

Fig. 11.2. The leading-order production cross section a(pfi &X), for /S-
2 TeV, as a function of the F mass, is shown for different values of  '333. Renor-

malization and factorization scales are fixed as pR= pf = mt + nv; . Taken from

Ref. [164].

The large cross section obtained in the case of V,s- = 14 TeV implies that

at the LHC, with a luminosity of 100 fb-' per year, light F's may be produced
in abundance even for couplings as small as 0.01, whereas for large couplings,

they may be produced up to masses of 0(l) TeV. (Of course, background
studies ar'e needed before any final conclusions are drawn.) The Tevatron

amplitude, on the other hand, is still dominated by the on-shell top decays
discussed above, and no significant improvement in sensitivity is achieved.
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Fig. 11.3. The leading-order production cross section U(pp -+ tFX), for VI-s
14 TeV, as a function of the F mass is shown for different values of N'333. Renor-

malization and factorization scales are fixed as pR pf = mt + m-. Taken from

Ref. [1641.



12. Vacuum Stability

In general, the global minimum of the scalar potential need not be the EWSB

minimum, and it is far from clear that it is justified to consider only the

Higgs potential when determining the vacuum': The vacuum could break, in

principle, color and/or charge.
Consider, as an example [165], the superpotential

W = ytUL3 U3H20 + MHIOH20, (12.1)

and we have performed an SU(2) rotation so that H2+ has no vacuum ex-

pectation value. (The inclusion of HT is therefore immaterial: We assume

below that m2
> 0.) In practice, eq. (12.1) includes the relevant terms in the

superpotential when searching for the global minimum of the scalar potential
in the large yt limit, which will suffice here as an example. Using standard

techniques we arrive at the corresponding scalar potential:

Y2V = M2 _.p + /\2, (12.2)t

where the bilinear, trilinear, and quartic terms are

M2 = M2HJ02 + M2H202 - 2M2HIOH20 + M? i2 (12.3)L + M? j2
2 3 tL tR R,

1' = 12 (lAtIH20 + slftlHlo) &RI , (12.4)

and

/\2 (i2 02 1 Ir

+ j2
L
+j2R) Lj2H2 R + 2 (- x "D - terms"), (12.5)  t' 2

respectively. Here, fL = FJL31 fR = 03 = OR,. All fields were scaled 0 -+ 0/yt
and are taken to be real and positive (our phase choice for the fields, which

fixed m2
> 0 and r > 0, i. e maximized the negative contributions to V)3

2
=: M2 + IL2,and all parameters are real. m,,2 H1,2

s = pAt/IpAtI, and the

expression for the "D-terms" is

02 02 2 j2
2

1
1 4 R4a'  _H +

H2
+

2 ,

2 2 6 3 1
Sneutrino vev's discussed in the previous chapter are a (trivial) example.

ute
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02 H202 + i2
T+a2 [Hj L12

+ 4a3 [tL tR1
2

(12.6)
3

We can parameterize the four fields in terms of an overall scale 0 and

three angles 0 < a, 0, -y :_: !I: H' = Osinacos,3, H2' = Osinasino,2 1

fR cos a cos 7, tL cos a sin -y, and redefine

Y2V M2 (a, )3, 7)02 _ F(C,, 0, Y) 03 + A2 (a, '3' Y)04. (12.7)t

Then, for fixed angles, V(O) will have a minimum for 0 : 0 provided the

condition 32M2A2 < 9F2 is satisfied. In that case,

1

Omin =
3 F [1 + (I _

32M2,\2

)
2

  0, (12.8)
8 A2 Tr_2

and

2v _1o2 r
M2Yt min

-

min -Omin (12.9)
2 (2

The SM minimum corresponds to ce =
! and 3 = 3' (-y is irrelevant and
2

2tan00 = vilv2 is the angle (5.1) used to fix p, M3 ,
as well as the Yukawa

couplings). It is easy to convince oneself that in that limit the 4 x 4 second-

derivative matrix is 2 x 2 block diagonal (otherwise baryon number is vi-

olated). Thus, it is sufficient to confirm that the four physical eigenvalues
are positive to ensure that it is a minimum. If these conditions are satis-

fied then the SM is at least a local (negative-energy) minimum, and one has

MS2.1M 0, and eqs. (12.8) and (12.9) reduce to the usual resultsF
M
< 0,

\2osl V/--Ms2m/2A2
-

2Vsm = _M4
min Sb4l Yt min sm/4 sm*

Let us now consider the possibility of additional color and/or charge

breaking (CCB) minima defined by cosa 7 0. Assuming m? > 0, this
tL,R

requires F  4 0, which we assume hereafter. Rom (12.7)-(12.9) it is easy to

classify the possible CCB minima for definite a, 3, -y. One finds that for r2 <

32A2M2/9 there is no CCB minimum, while for 32A2M2/9 < 1,2 < 4A2M2

the CCB minimum exists but has Vn'j',' > 0 > Vmmin, which is presumably safe.

For 4A2M2 < r2 (including the more rare case M2 < 0, that must fall in this

category) there is a negative-value CCB minimum, which may however be

either local (presumably safe), i.e., V,,'j'n' > Vmsmin, or global (probably unac-
in

ceptable), i.e., Vm'i'nB< Vmsmin. Here, a sufficient (but not necessary) condition
in

for an acceptable model is

r2 < 4A2M2. (12.10)

In principle, the above discussion holds for any number of fields (i.e., any

number of angles), only the explicit expressions for M2, r, and A2 are more

complicated. If constraint (12.10) holds for every choice of a, 3, and -Y

(cos a = k 0) then there is no negative-valued color and/or charge breaking
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Fig. 12.1. Maximal value of A/Fn for absolute stability and metastability of tree-

level scalar potential as a function of the square root of the quartic coupling, A.
Absolute stability refers to the absence of global charge-breaking minima, while

metastability refers to a lifetime of the charge preserving vacuum greater than the

age of the Universe, corresponding to a bounce action S > 400. Taken from Ref. [61).

minimum, global (GCCB) or local. In the special case M2 < 0 the constraint

cannot be satisfied and there will be a negative-energy local CCB minimum.

Eq. (12.10) is illustrated (for M2 = 3Fn2 and I' = 2A, as is appropriate for
0

H2' = iL = TR and HO = 0, see below) by the lower curve in Fig. 12.1 (taken
from Ref. [61]). The Higgs mass term mj2 receives a contribution from the

- 2
> M?/-t-term. Hence, Fn is possible in principle with a large Dirac mass,tL,iR,

P2 > M? However, minimal tuning of electroweak symmetry breakingtL,!R *

(see Chap. 8) usually implies IM21 _ M2 ;  M? In what follows Fni z tL,iR.

MiL, 1R is implicitly assumed.

If eq. (12.10) does not hold, further investigation is needed to determine

whether the minimum is global or local. As long as M2 is the only possible2

negative mass-squared parameter then eq. (12.10) is satisfied for sino = 0,
i.e., there is no negative-valued CCB minimum for H2' = 0. We will therefore

restrict our attention to the case H2' =7 0, in which case it is convenient to
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reparameterize 0 = H2' and rescale all fields by an additional factor of 1/H20,
which simplifies the discussion.

One can derive analytic constraints from (12.10), which are typically rel-

evant only for specific regions of the parameter space. The negative contribu-

tion of the trilinear terms to the total potential is maximized in a direction

along which all scalar fields that appear in the trilinear term have equal

expectation values (and all other fields vanish), so that the D-terms 0C 1/yt2
may vanish2. For example, if we fix H10 = 0, iL = TR = 1 (all in H20 units),
then (12.10) gives the well-known result [96]

A2 < 3(m? + m? + M2 + t,2). (12.11)t - tL tR H2

The equal-field direction is not a relevant requirement, however, for yt   I

(i.e., there may exist a deeper minimum with non-vanishing D-terms). It is

also obvious that eq. (12.11) is trivial in the limit Ittl -+ oo. A more useful

constraint in this case [166] is [taking H10   1, TL iR _= t < I and using

(12.10)]
(jAtj + SIMI)2 < 2(m? + m? (12.12)

tL tR

Note that if the order t2 corrections to (12.12) are not negligible then V is

less negative, which motivated our choice t < 1, i.e., the more dangerous
direction. Other constraints are derived in different parts of the parameter

space, particularly when the whole superpotential is considered.

Lastly, there are two caveats in our discussion above. The first is that we

used in this section the (one-loop improved) tree-level potential. Calculations

should therefore be performed at the F-scale to eliminate large loop correc-

tions. Secondly, a GCCB minimum may be "safe" if separated from the local

standard-model minimum by a tunneling time greater than the age of the

universe.

Cosmological selection of the color and charge preserving vacuum at the

origin is natural, since this is a point of enhanced symmetry and always a

local minimum of the free energy at high enough temperature. It is suffi-

cient therefore to ensure a lifetime greater than the present age of the uni-

verse. This corresponds to a bounce action out of the metastable vacuum of

S  _> 400 [167]. The bounce action for the potential under discussion may be

calculated numerically [167, 168] and it interpolates between the thin-wall

limit, \2i-n2/A2 - 1/3-, in which the two vacua are nearly degenerate

97r2 (jn2) (1-3 2)-3Sthin - - ,2
4 n

2 A2 A2

and the thick-wall limit, 1/\2Fn2/A21 < 1, in which the quartic term is not

important

2
Note that unlike the case of A-terms discussed here, the hypercharge D-term does

not vanish along an equal-field direction H10 = iL = iR (H20 = 0) corresponding
to the operator CH10 *&R. Therefore, models with C-terms are generically more

stable.
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Sthick - 1225
ffi 2)( A2

(Here, we again assume for Simplicity M2 = 3ffi', r = 2A, and the equal
field direction of eq. (12.11).) The maximum value of AlFn for which S > 400

is shown in fig. 12.1 as a function of the square root of the quartic cou-

pling, A (upper curve). (The figure is taken from Ref. [61] and the empirical
fit to the numerically calculated bounce action given in Ref. [168] was em-

ployed.) The maximum allowed A/Fn continues as a smooth monotonically
decreasing function for '\2 < 0(as might be the case if A2 arises along certain

direction in field space only at one loop), even though the renormalizable

potential is unbounded from below in this case. For I'X21 < 1 the weak re-

quirement of metastability on a cosmological time scale is met for A/Fn ;! 1. 75

(Irlvlm-21 ;! 2).
Recommended readings on the subject ofvacuum stability include Refs. [165,

167, 169].
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While supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model can be fully de-

scribed in terms of explicitly broken global supersymmetry, this description
is only effective. Once related to spontaneous breaking in a more fundamental

theory, the effective parameters translate to functions of two distinct scales,
the scale of spontaneous supersymmetry breaking and the scale of its medi-

ation to the standard-model fields. Here, the scale dependence will be again
written explicitly, and the full spectrum of supersymmetry breaking operators
which emerges will be explored, expanding on the discussion in Chap. 10.

Scale-dependent operators can play an important role in determining
the phenomenology. For example, theories with low-energy supersymmetry

breaking, such as gauge mediation, may correspond to a scalar potential
which is quite different than in theories with high-energy supersymmetry

breaking, such as gravity mediation. As a concrete example, the Higgs mass

prediction (Chap. 8) will be discussed in some detail and its upper bound

will be shown to be sensitive to the supersymmetry breaking scale.

Spontaneous supersymmetry breaking is most conveniently parameter-
ized in terms of a spurion field X = O'Fx with a non vanishing F-vev,

which, as discussed previously, is an order parameter of (global) supersym-

metry breaking. All SSB parameters can be written as non-renormalizable

operators which couple the spurion X to the SM superfields. The operators
are suppressed by the scale of the mediation of supersymmetry breaking from

the (hidden) sector, parameterized by the spurion, to the SM (observable)
sector. The coefficients of the various operators are dictated by the nature

of the interaction between the sectors (the agent) and by the loop-order at

which it occurs. In the following, we will explicitly write all operators which

couple the two sectors. This will allow us to consider a general form of the

supersymmetry breaking potential, which still resolves the hierarchy prob-
lem. While we will again identify the operators which correspond to the SSB

parameters, our focus will be on those operators which are not included in

the minimal form of the potential (5.13).
Even though the SSB parameters appearing in (5.13) are functions of the

relevant ultraviolet scales, their magnitude is uniquely determined by the

assumption that supersymmetry stabilizes the weak scale against divergent

quantum corrections, MSSB - O(Mweak) - 0(100) GeV etc. This places

ute
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a constraint on the ratio of the supersymmetry breaking scale V`_F and the

scale of its mediation M such that FIM - MWeak, and it implies that no

information can be extracted regarding either scale from the SSB parameters.

(Specific ultraviolet relations between the various SSB parameters could still

be studied using the renormalization group formalism.) The generalization
of (5.13) introduces dimensionless hard supersymmetry breaking (HSB) pa-

rameters in the potential. Their magnitude depends on the various scales in

a way which both provides useful information (unlike the SS13 parameters)
and does not destabilize the solution to the hierarchy problem.

13.1 Classification of Operators

It is convenient to contain, without loss of generality, all observable-hidden

interactions in the non-holomorphic Kdhler potential K, L = f d20d2#K
(which is not protected by non-renormalization theorems). We therefore turn

to a general classification of K-operators, originally presented in Ref. [170].
(See also Refs. [171, 172].) We do not impose any global symmetries, which

can obviously eliminate some of the operators, and we keep all operators
which survive the superspace integration.

The derivation here differs from the one in Chap. 10 in that that (a)
all operators are contained, for convenience, in the Kiffiler potential K (and
superpotential W operators are rewritten as K operators OW -4 XtOW, with

the appropriate adjustment of power and size of M); and (b) the spurion is

assumed to have only a F-vev, X = 02Fx. In Chap. 10 a non-singlet field Z =

02FZ was considered as well. For simplicity, here we consider only a singlet
X = 01FX. In general, operators - (XXt)' imply also (ZZt)'-operators,
with the possible exception of Z charged under non-linear symmetries. Also,
in order to not confuse gauginos A with quartic couplings, the latter are

denoted in this chapter by' n.

The effective low-energy Kdhler potential of a rigid N = I supersymmetry

theory is given by

K = Ko (X, Xt) + Ko (0, Ot)

+ 1K, (X, Xt,,.P, 0t)jW

+
1
K2(X Xt 1!P)!Pt)

M2

+
I
K3 (X, Xt,  P,  Pt, D,, W,,,)

M3

+
I

K4(X, Xt, 0, Ot, D,,,, W,,) + - - - (13.1)
M4

The symbol n is usually reserved for non-renormalizable couplings. Indeed, the

quartic couplings here, though renormalizable themselves, arise from integrating
out non-renormalizable hidden-observable interactions.
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where, as before, X is the spurion and 0 are the thiral superfields of the

low-energy theory. D, is the covariant derivative with respect to the super-

space chiral coordinate 0,,, and W, is the gauge supermultiplet in its chiral

representation (Ex. 4.7). Once a separation between supersymmetry breaking
fields X and low-energy 0 fields is imposed (i.e., the assumption that super-

symmetry is broken in a hidden sector), there is no tree-level renormalizable

interaction between the two sets of fields, and their mixing can arise only at

the non-renormalizable level K1>1.
The superspace integration LD f d2Od2#K reduces K, and K2 to the

usual SSB terms, as well as the superpotential p-parameter W _ p P2, which
were discussed in Chap. 10. It also contains Yukawa operators W - yo'
which can appear in the effective low-energy superpotential. These are sum-

marized in Tables 13.1 and 13.2. (We did not include linear terms that may

appear (see Sect. 10.4 for an example) in the case of a low-energy singlet
superfield Osinglet.) Finally, the last term in Table 13.1 contains correlated

quartic and Yukawa couplings. They are soft as they involve at most loga-
rithmic divergences.

Integration over K3 produces non-standard soft terms, for example, the C

(or A') terms. These terms are soft unless the theory contains a pure singlet
field, in which case they can induce a quadratically divergent linear term.

They are summarized in Table 13.3. The integration over K3 also generates
contributions to the ("standard") A and gaugino-mass terms. These terms

could arise at lower orders in V1F_1M from integration over holomorphic func-

tions (and in the case of A, also from KI), e.g., eqs. (10.4) and (10.5). Note

that in the presence of superpotential Yukawa couplings, a supersymmetry

breaking Higgsino mass term AkF12 can be rotated to a combination of

and C-terms, and vice versa (Ex. 5.10).
Lastly, superspace integration over K4 leads to dimensionless hard oper-

ators. These are summarized in Table 13.4, and will occupy the remaining of

this chapter. Table 13.4 also contains supersymmetry breaking gauge-Yukawa
interactions - A00*. This is equivalent to the HSB kinetic term for the gaug-

inos which were discussed recently in Ref. [136]. (Note that HSB gaugino,

couplings [145, 173] as well as quartic [174] and other HSB couplings are also

generated radiatively in the presence of SSB.)
Higher orders in (11M) can be safely neglected as supersymmetry and

the superspace integration allow only a finite expansion in V1_F_x1M, that is

,C = f[Fj1M1] with n < 2 and 1 is the index K, in expansion eq. (13.1).
Hence, terms with 1 > 4 are suppressed by at least (XIM)1-4. We assume

the limit x < M for the supersymmetry preserving vev x so that all such

operators can indeed be neglected and the expansion is rendered finite.

It is interesting to identify two phenomenologically interesting groups of

terms in K, (i) those terms which can break the chiral symmetries and can

generate Yukawa, terms in the low-energy effective theory, and (ii) new sources

for quartic interactions.
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The relevant chiral symmetry breaking terms in tables 13.1 and 13.3 can

be identified with A and C terms which couple the matter sfermions to the

Higgs fields of electroweak symmetry breaking. The chiral symmetry breaking
originates in this case in the scalar potential and propagates to the fermions

at one loop [61]. More interestingly, a generic Kdhler potential is also found to

contain tree-level chiral Yukawa couplings. These include O(FxIM2) super-

symmetry conserving and SSB couplings and O(FX2 IMI) HSB chiral symme-

try breaking couplings, leading to new avenues for fermion mass generation

[170].
Quartic couplings arise at O(Fx/M2), from supersymmetry conserving

operators in Table 13.1 (depending on Rp), and at O(FX2/M4) from HS13

couplings in Table 13.4. They can potentially alter the supersymmetry con-

serving nature of the quartic potential, in general (e.g., in (8.1),(12.5),(12.6)).
The relative importance of the HSB operators relates to a more funda-

mental question: What are the scales V'FX and M? This will be addressed

in an example below. However, before doing so we need to address a differ-

ent question regarding the potentially destabilizing properties of the different

HSB operators, which relates to the nature of the cut-off scale AUV. Indeed,
one has to confirm that a given theory is not destabilized when the hard

operators are included, an issue which is interestingly model independent.
In order to do so, consider the implications of the hardness of the operators
contained in K4. Yukawa and quartic couplings can destabilize the scalar

potential by corrections Am2
to the mass terms of the order of

-
'- 2 1 F2

2V, 1 2,TAUV - -167-LMt2JAU --- -

2_
16'7r 167r7c_ M

2

A2
F4

A2 1
m

2 rn2--I 'IAf1617 UV _16-77 M UV 167r c-

where we identified AUV  -_ M and c, is a dimensionless coefficient omitted

in Table 13. 1, m2/2 = cmF2 /M2. The hard operators were substituted byX

the appropriate powers of FX/M2. Once M is identified as the cut-off scale

above which the full supersymmetry is restored, then these terms are harmless

as the contributions are bound from above by the tree-level scalar mass-

squared parameters. In particular, the softness condition imposed on the

supersymmetry breaking terms in Chap. 5 was sufficient but not necessary.

(This observation extends to the case of non-standard soft operators such as

C - Fx2IMI in the presence of a singlet).
In fact, such hard divergent corrections are well known in supergravity

with A-Uv = M = Mp, where they perturb any given set of tree-level bound-

ary conditions for the SSB parameters (see Sect. 10.2 and references therein).
Given the supersymmetry breaking scale in this case, F  -_ MWeakMP, the

Yukawa (and quartic) operators listed below are proportional in these theo-

ries to (MWeak/MP)n, n = 1, 2, and are often omitted. Nevertheless, they can

shift any boundary conditions for the SSB by 0(1 - 100%) due to quadrati-

cally divergent one-loop corrections.
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We conclude that, in general, quartic couplings and chiral Yukawa cou-

plings appear once supersymmetry is broken, and if supersymmetry is broken

at low energy then these couplings could be sizable yet harmless. We will ex-

plore possible implications of the HSB quartic couplings in the next section.

In the next chapter we will touch iipon some implications of HS13 chiral

Yukawa couplings.

Table 13.1. The soft supersymmetry breaking terms as operators contained in

K, and K2 -
 P  0 + OV) + 02F is a low-energy superfield while X, (Fx) 7 0,

parameterizes supersymmetry breaking. Ft = aWl&[). The infrared operators are

obtained by superspace integration over the ultraviolet operators.

Ultraviolet K operator Infrared LD operator

X Nit + h.c.
V AOFt + h.c.

x2L44t + h.c.
 2 00t + h.c

Wy 2

xxt
04i + h. c. Boo+ h. c.

M2

Xt (p2(pt + h.c. notOF + h. c.
M'T

yOt bO + h. c.

Table 13.2. The effective renormalizable N = 1 superpotential W operators con-

tained in K, and K2, L = f d20W. Symbols are defined in Table 13.1. The infrared

operators are obtained by superspace integration over the ultraviolet operators.

Ultraviolet K operator Infrared W operator

Xt  p2 + h.c. t,(P
M

Xf  p3 Yo3MY + h.c.

13.2 The Higgs Mass vs. the Scale

of Supersymmetry Breaking

As shown above, in general, HS13 quartic couplings Khard arise in the scalar

potential (from non-renormalizable operators in the Kdhler potential, for ex-
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Table 13.3. The non-standard or semi-hard supersymmetry breaking terms as

operators contained in K3. W,, is the N = 1 chiral representation of the gauge

supermultiplet and A is the respective gaugino. D,, is the covariant derivative with

respect to the superspace coordinate 0, All other symbols are as in Table 13.1.

The infrared operators are obtained by superspace integration over the ultraviolet

operators.

Ultraviolet K operator Infrared LD operator

X: L p3 + h.c.
Ma A03 + h.c.

2LXt  p2,pt + h.c.
W_ C020t + h.c.

xxt
M3

D"OD,O + h.c. AOO + h. c.

Xxt
D' PW,,, + h.c. M,\,oA + h. c.Mg-

XLILW"W,,, + h.c. MA AA + h.c.
Ma 2

Table 13.4. The dimensionless hard supersymmetry breaking terms as operators
contained in K4. Symbols are defined as in Table 13.1 and Table 13.3. The infrared

operators are obtained by superspace integration over the ultraviolet operators.

Ultraviolet K operator Infrared LD operator

xxt
 PD"OD,,0 + h.c.

M I_ yOV)o + h. c.

Xxt  PtD' PD,,4i + h.c.a- yOtoo + h.c.
M

xxt
M4

4iD  T)W, + h. c. 900A + h. c.

xxt PtD'OW, + h.c.
T_ q0t0A + h.c.

M

xx I
4iW'W,, + h. c.MT_ 90AA + h. c.

xxt
M4

 PtWa'W,, + h.c. POW + h.c

XXt p2,pt 2

MT_ + h.c. '(00t)2 + h.c.

xxt-MT43 Pt + h.c. 03,Ot + h.c.
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Table 13.5. Frameworks for estimating Khard- (Saturation of the lower bound on

M is assumed.)

Framework k M Khard

TLM (n = 0)  . ';T- 1 1 (;n-/M)2

NPGM (n = 1/2) 1 41ri-n (47rFn/M)2 _

MGM (n = 1) > -7rin1 7r2Fn -/M)2 _-  _> 16 (4
-

16;7 161r2

ample). Assuming that the SS13 parameters are characterized by a parameter

Fn - 1 TeV then

2 j 

) 2,F
.2)2n

n

Khard = r1jT4 A(16
M

(13.3)

where M is a dynamically determined scale parameterizing the communi-

cation of supersymmetry breaking to the SM sector, which is distinct from

Vm; :;_M. The exponent 2n isthe supersymmetry breaking scale v/'F- - (47r)n
-

the loop order at which the mediation of supersymmetry breaking to the

(quadratic) scalar potential occurs. (Non-perturbative dynamics may lead to

different relations that can be described instead by an effective value of n.)
The coupling k is an unknown dimensionless coupling (for example, in the

Kdhler potential). As long as such quartic couplings are not arbitrary but are

related to the source of the SSB parameters and are therefore described by

(13.3), then they do not destabilize the scalar potential and do not introduce

quadratic dependence on the ultraviolet cut-off scale, which is identified with

M. This was demonstrated in the previous section. Stability of the scalar po-

tential only constrains k ;r :, min ((1/167r2)2n-1' 1) (though calculability and

predictability are diminished).
The F- and D-term-induced quartic potential (e.g. in eq. (8.1)) gives for

4the (pure D-induced) tree-level Higgs coupling, V = rh

g/2 + g2
COS2 2,3, (13.4)

4

where we work in the decoupling limit in which one physical Higgs doublet

H is sufficiently heavy and decouples from electroweak symmetry breaking
while a second SM-like Higgs doublet is roughly given by h  -_ Hi cos,3 +

H2 sin,3. (This was explained in Chap. 8.) The HS13 coupling corrects this

relation. Given the strict tree-level upper bound that follows from (13.4),
M

2
0, < MZ2 Cos2 20, it is suggestive that HS13 may not be only encoded in, but

h -

also measured via, the Higgs mass. We will explore this possibility, originally

pointed out and studied in Ref. [78], in this section.

In the case that supergravity interactions mediate supersymmetry break-

ing from some hidden sector (where supersymmetry is broken spontaneously)
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to the SM sector, one has M = Mp. The corrections are therefore negligible
whether the mediation occurs at tree level (n = 0) or loop level (n > 1) and

can be ignored for most purposes. (For exceptions, see discussion and refer-

ences of quantum effects in supergravity in Chap. 10 as well as Ref. [172].)
In general, however, the scale of supersymmetry breaking is an arbitrary pa-

rameter and depends on the dynamics that mediate the SS13 parameters.
For example, in the case of N = 2 supersymmetry (see the next chapter)
one expects M - 1 TeV [170]. Also, in models with extra large dimensions

the fundamental MPIanck scale can be as low as a few TeV, leading again
to M - I TeV. (For example, see Ref. [28].) A "TeV-type" mediation scale

implies a similar supersymmetry breaking scale and provides an unconven-

tional possibility. (For a discussion, see Ref. [170].) If indeed M - I TeV then

Khard given in (13.3) is 0(l) (assuming tree-level mediation (TLM) and 0(l)
couplings 9 in the Kdhler potential). The effects on the Higgs mass must be

considered in this case.

Though one may argue that TLM models represent a theoretical extreme,
this is definitely a viable possibility. A more familiar and surprising example is

given by the (low-energy) gauge mediation (GM) framework. (See Sect. 10.3).
In GM, SM gauge loops communicate between the SM fields and some mes-

senger sector(s), mediating the SS13 potential. The Higgs sector and the re-

lated operators, however, are poorly understood in this framework [140] and

therefore all allowed operators should be considered. In its minimal incarna-

tion (MGM) 2n = 2, and M - 161r'in- - 100TeV parameterizes both the

mediation and supersymmetry breaking scales. The constraint (13.2) corre-

sponds to Khard - h ;r, 1/167r2 and the respective contribution to the Higgs
mass could be comparable to the contribution of the supersymmetric coupling

(13.4). A particularly interesting case is that of non-perturbative messenger

dynamics (NPGM) in which case n,ff = 1/2, M - 47rin- - 10 TeV [138], and

the constraint on 9 is relaxed to 1. Now Khard ;! I terms could dominate the

Higgs mass. The various frameworks are summarized in Table 13.5.

In order to address the,8-dependence of the HS13 contributions (which is

different from that of all other terms) we recall the general two-Higgs-doublet
model (2HDM). The Higgs quartic potential was already given in a general
form in eq. 3.3. It can be written down as (e.g. see Ref. [1741)

4 rj(MH1)2 +
I

H2)
2V

-P I K2 (Ht
2 2

2

+ K3 (HtH,) (HtH2) + K4(HIH2) (T-Tt T-Tt)
1 2 "V-1)

+ K5(H1H2)2 + [rv6 (Hjt Hj)
2

+ r,7(HtH2)]HjH2 + h.c. (13.5)2 1 -

In the decoupling limit it simply reduces to the SM with one "light" physical
rn2o = rHiggs boson ho, V2, K = C4K1+S4 K2+282 2 (K3+K4+K5)+4 3

S)3 n6 +h 13 P oc C 
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4c,as3 where so _= sin,3 and co _= cos,3, and v = (ho) = 174 GeV is the,OK77
SM Higgs vev (normalized consistently with Chap. 8).

Allowing additional HSB quartic terms besides the usual gauge (D-)terms
and loop contributions, Kl...7 can be written out explicitly as

1

K1,2 = _ (gl + g2) + Ksoft 1,2 + Khard 1, 22
(13.6)

1
K3 = _ _ (gl _ g2) + Ksoft 3 + Khard 3

4
(13.7)

K4 = - 192 + Ksoft 4 + Khard 4
2

(13.8)

r,5,6,7= r-soft 5,6,7 + Khard 5,6,7 (13.9)

where g1 and g are again the SM hypercharge and SU(2) gauge couplings,
and Ksofti sums the loop effects due to soft supersymmetry breaking effects

- lnFn, eqs. (8.10), (8.11). The effect of the HS13 contributions rhardi is

estimated next.

While Ref. [78] explores the individual contribution of each of the rhard

couplings, here we will assume, for simplicity, that nhardi = Khard are all
2equal and positive. The squared Higgs mass MhO reads in this case

M20 MZ2 COS2 2,3 + &M2
0
+ (CO + SO)4V2 r1hard 7 (13.10)h 10 P

2 2where 6mloop ;! M '. (Note that no new particles or gauge interactions were

introduced.)
Given the relation (13.10), one can evaluate the HS13 contributions to

the Higgs mass for an arbitrary M (and n). We define an effective scale

7r) 2n,. FrM, -= (MI(4 v)(TeV/Fn). The HSB contributions decouple for K, >

in-, and the results reduce to the MSSM limit with only SS13 (e.g. supergravity

mediation). However, for smaller values of M,, the Higgs mass is dramatically
enhanced. For M::--l TeV and TLM or M=41r TeV and NPGM, both of which

correspond to M,,  -_ 1 TeV, the Higgs mass could be as heavy as 475 GeV

for tan 0 = 1. 6 and 290 GeV for tan 0 = 30. This is to be compared with 104

GeV and 132 GeV [175], respectively, if HSB are either ignored or negligible.

(A SM-like Higgs boson ho may be as heavy as 180 GeV in certain U(1)'
models [112] with only, SS13.)

2In the MGM case h ;! 1/16?r so that M,, - 47r TeV (unlike the NPGM

where M,, - 1 TeV). HSB effects are now more moderate but can increase

the Higgs mass by 40 (10) GeV for tan,3 = 1.6 (30) (in comparison to the

case with only SS13.) Although the increase in the Higgs mass in this case

is not as large as in the TLM and NPGM cases, it is of the same order of

magnitude as, or larger than, the two-loop corrections due to SSB [175] (which
are typically of the order of a few GeV), setting the uncertainty range on any

such calculation. Also, it is more difficult now to set a model-independent
lower bound on tan 0 based on the Higgs mass.
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Fig. 13.1. The light Higgs boson mass (note the logarithmic scale) is shown as

a function of tan,3 for M. = 1, 5, 10 TeV (assuming equal HSB couplings). The

upper bound when considering only SSB (M. -+ oo) is indicated for comparison

(dashed lines) for tanO = 1.6 (left) and 30 (right). Taken from Ref. [78].

In Fig. 13.1, Mho dependence on tan,3 for fixed values of M,, is shown.

The tan,3 dependence is from the tree-level mass and from the HS13 correc-

tions, while the loop corrections to M2
o are fixed, for simplicity, at 9200 GeV2

h

[175]. The upper curve effectively corresponds to Khard  -_ 1. The HS13 contri-

bution dominates the Higgs mass and Mho decreases with increasing tano.

As indicated above, MhO could be in the range of 300-500 GeV, dramatically

departing from calculations which ignore HSB terms. The lower two curves

illustrate the range
2 of the corrections in the MGM, where the tree-level

and the HS13 contributions compete. The cos 20 dependence of the tree-level

term dominates the 3-dependence of these two curves. Clearly, the Higgs

mass could discriminate between the MGM and NPGM and help to better

understand the origin of the supersymmetry breaking.

Following the Higgs boson discovery, it should be possible to extract in-

formation on the mediation scale M. In fact, some limits can already be

extracted. Consider the upper bound on the Higgs mass derived from a fit

to electroweak precision data: mO < 215 GeV at 95% confidence level [7].h

(Such fits are valid in the decoupling limit discussed here.) A lower bound on

the scale M in MGM could be obtained by rewriting eq. (13.10) as

2
Given the many uncertainties, e.g. the messenger quantum numbers and multi-

plicity and,\/-F/M [137], we identify the MGM with a M.-range which corre-

sponds to a factor of two uncertainty in the hard coupling.
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2 2 j 20 4 2 4,7rmo
2

eV)2,mz cos 20 + M10 P
+ (Co + so) V ( M ) < (215 G (13.11)

assuming equal Khard's. For tan# = 1.6, it gives M > 31 TeV while for

tan,3 = 30 the lower bound is M > 19 TeV. Once MhO is measured, more

stringent bounds on M could be set.

Our discussion illustrates that the scale of the mediation of supersymme-

try breaking explicitly appears in the prediction of the Higgs mass (and with

a distinct 3-dependence). In turn, it could lead in certain cases to a much

heavier Higgs boson than usually anticipated in supersymmetric theories. It

could also distinguish models, e.g. supergravity mediation from other low-

energy mediation and weakly from strongly interacting messenger sectors.

Given our ignorance of the (Kiihler potential and) HS13 terms, such effects

can serve for setting the uncertainty on any Higgs mass calculations and can

be used to qualitatively constrain the scale of mediation of supersymmetry

breaking from the hidden to the SM sector.



14. N = 2 Supersymmetry

We conclude these notes by considering an extended supersymmetry frame-

work, specifically, N = 2 supersymmetry, and by further entertaining the

possibility of embedding the SM in such a framework.

The N=2 supersymmetry algebra has two spinorial generators i

1, 2, satisfying
2u'.P V (14.1)

0 C"a 11 7

where a/' are, as usual, the Pauli matrices and P,, is the momentum. The

N = 2 theory can be described in the N = 1 formulation, as we will do here,

as long as one imposes a non-Abelian R-symmetry, the exchange SU(2)R

symmetry, on the N = I description. The supercharges Q',,, form a doublet

of the (exchange) SU(2)R R-symmetry, and the N = I description can be

viewed as a rotation acting on it (while the Lagrangian preserves the full

symmetry).
The lowest N = 2 spin representations, which are the relevant ones for em-

bedding the SM, are the hypermultiplet and vector multiplet. Written in the

familiar N = 1 language, the hypermultiplet is composed of two N = 1 chiral

multiplets X = (0, 0--) and Y = (0,y, Oy), with Y occupying representation

R of the gauge groups which are conjugate to that of X, R(X) = R(Yt).
Schematically, the hypermultiplet is described by a "diamond" plot

+
1

2

0. Ot 0
Y

2

where the first, second and third rows correspond to helicity -1/2, 0, and

+1/2 states, respectively. The vector multiplet contains a N = 1 vector

multiplet V = (VA,X), where \ is a gaugino, and a N = 1 chiral multiplet

Ov = (Ov, Ov) in the adjoint representation of the gauge group (or a singlet

in the Abelian case). Schematically, it is described by

ute
N. Polonsky: LNPm 68, pp. 147 - 151, 2001© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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VA

V)V
2

/0'

OV 0

where the first, second and third rows correspond to helicity 0, 1/2, and I

states, respectively. The N = I superfields are given by the two 45' sides of

each diamond (indicated by arrows), with the gauge field arranging itself in

its chiral representation W,,,. The particle content is doubled in comparison to

the N = I supersymmetry case and it is four times that of the SM: For each

of the usual chiral fermions 7P,, and its complex-scalar partner 0, there are

a conjugate mirror fermion Oy and complex scalar Oy (so that the theory is

vectorial). For each gauge boson and gaugino, there is a mirror gauge boson

OV and a mirror gaugino OV -

The N = 0 boson and fermion components of the hyper and vector-

multiplet form SU(2)R representations. States with equal helicity form a

SU(2)R doublet Ot) and an anti-doublet (Ov, A), while all other states
Y

are SU(2)R singlets. In fact, the full R-symmetry is U(2)R of which the

exchange SU(2)R is a subgroup. There are additional U(I)N=2, U(I)N=2R J

subgroups such that the R-symmetry is either SU(2)R X U(1)N=2, or in
R

some cases only a reduced U(I)N=2 X U(I)N=2 .
The different superfieldsJ R

X + 0,0.,, etc. transform under the U(1) symmetries with charges R and

J given by

R(X) -R(Y), R(Ov) = -2, (14.2)

J(X) = -1 = i(Y), i(OV) = 0, (14.3)

and R(W,) J(W,) = -1. The (manifest) supercoordinate 0 has, as usual,

charge R(O) J(O) = -1.

The SU(2)R X U(I)N=2 invariant N = 2 Lagrangian can be written in
R

the N = I language as

)C d20  12 W'W, + v'2_igYiPvX + h.c. 2g

+ d2Od20 e2gV Pve-2gV + X e2gVX + Yte-2gVTY) 1, (14.4)V

where here we wrote the gauge coupling g explicitly, the first (second) integral
is the F- (D-) term, and we allow for non-Abelian gauge fields (not included

in Chap. 4):  Pv = 0' T' and V = V'T', T' being the respective generators.V

The second F-term is the superpotential. The only free coupling is the gauge

coupling g: The coupling constant of the Yukawa term in the superpotential is

fixed by the gauge coupling due to a global SU(2)R- In particular, the SU(2)R
symmetry forbids any chiral Yukawa terms so that fermion mass generation is

linked to supersymmetry breaking (we return to this point below). Note that
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the U(I)N=2 forbids any mass terms W - M'XY (and the full R-symmetryR

umN=2forbids the usual N = I p-term W - ILHIH2.) Unlike the SU(2)R, R

can survive supersymmetry breaking.
The N = 2 Lagrangian (14.4) also exhibits several discrete symmetries,

which may or may not be broken in the broken supersymmetry regime. There

is a trivial extension of the usual N = 1 R-parity Z2 symmetry which does

not distinguish the ordinary fields from their mirror partners:

0 -+ -0, XM -+ -XM, YM -+ -YM' (14.5)

where all other supermultiplets are Rp-even and where the hypermultiplets
have been divided into the odd matter multiplets (Xm, Ym) and the even

Higgs multiplets (XH, YH). (Note that V is even but W, is odd.) As in the

N = I case, all the ordinary and mirror quarks, leptons and Higgs bosons

are Rp-even, while the ordinary and mirror gauginos are Rp-odd. Rp is

conveniently used to define the superpartners (or sparticles) as the Rp-odd

particles. The LSP is stable if Rp remains unbroken. This was all discussed

in Sect. 5.6.

A second parity, called mirror parity (Mp), distinguishes the mirror par-

ticles from their partners:

0 --- 01 YM -+ -YM7 YH -+ -yHi OV -+ -OVi (14.6)

and all other superfields (including W,,,) are Mp-even. It is convenient to use

mirror parity to define the mirror particles as the Mp-odd particles. (This
definition should not be confused with other definitions of mirror particles
used in the literature and which are based on a left-right group SU(2)L X

SU(2)R or a mirror world which interacts only gravitationally with the SM

world.) The lightest mirror parity odd particle (LMP) is also stable in a theory
with unbroken mirror parity. However, if supersymmetry breaking does not

preserve mirror parity, mixing between the ordinary matter and the mirror

fields is allowed.

There is also a reflection (exchange) symmetry (which must be broken at

low energies), the mirror exchange symmetry:

X y pV ++,pT, V ++ _VT.
I V (14.7)

Like in the case of this continuous SU(2)R, if the reflection symmetry remains

exact after supersymmetry breaking then for each left-handed fermion there

would be a degenerate right handed mirror fermion in the conjugate gauge

representation, which is phenomenologically not acceptable.
For easy reference, we list in Table 14.1 the minimal particle content of

the MN2SSM: The minimal N = 2 supersymmetric' extension of the SM. A

Note that here we discuss the case of global N = 2 supersymmetry. In the local

case there are also two gravitini and the relation between their mass and the

SSB parameters is not obvious.
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mirror partner Y (OV) exists for every ordinary superfield X (V) of the N = 1

MSSM. One could eliminate one Higgs hypermultiplet and treat H, and H2
as mirror partners. However, this could lead to the spontaneous breaking of

mirror parity when the Higgs bosons acquire vev's, and as a result, to more

complicated mixing and radiative structures than in a theory with two Higgs

hypermultiplets.

Table 14.1. Hypermultiplets and vector multiplets in the MN2SSM. Our notation

follows that of Table 1.1.

X/V Y /4 v

Q (Q, Q) (3,2), Q, = (Q'I QI) (91 2)-ja
W 6

Matter U (FJ, U) 1) 2 U/ (Ul, U) (3, 1) 2

(hyper-) D (B, D) 1), D' D') (3, 1)
U 3

multiplets L = (Z, L) = (1, 2)_ '1 L' = (fl, L') = (1, 2) ,

E = (E, E) = (1, 1), E' E) = (1, 1)

Hl' (H', kl') = (1, 2).1Higgs (hyper -) H, = (Hi, iij) = (1, 2) 1
2

multiplets H2 = (H2, T12) = (1, 2) H2' (H2, F12) (1, 2)

Vector g (g, _g) = (8, 1)o -T)g (0g, Og) (8, 1) o

multiplets W (W,  W) = (1, 3)o  Pw (Ow, V)w) = (1, 3)o

B = (Bj ) = (1, 1)o 4 B = (OB i OB) = (1, 1)0

For the above particle content, and imposing the full U(2)R on the su-

perpotential, the theory is scale invariant and is given by the superpotential

(after phase redefinitions)

1 2 1 1
W/v _2 = g'(-QIOBQ - -UIOBU + -D'OBD - -L'OBL + E'OBE

6 3 3 2
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1
Hi"PBH1 + IH21 PBH2)

2 2

* 92(Qfd WQ + L' PwL + Hj'0wHj + H2(PwH2)

* 93 (Q14PgQ + U'(PgU + D'!PgD). (14.8)

After substitution in the Lagrangian (14.4), the superpotential (14.8) gives
rise in the usual manner to gauge-quartic and gauge-Yukawa interactions. All

interactions are gauge interactions! Table 14.1 and the superpotential (14.8)
define the MN2SSM (in the supersymmetric limit). As expected, one missing

ingredient in the vector-like superpotential (14.8) is chiral Yukawa terms.

This is the fermion mass problem of extended supersymmetry frameworks.

The fermion mass problem in these models has many facets.. First and

foremost, the generation of any chiral spectrum must be a result of super-

symmetry breaking. Secondly, the two sectors have to be distinguished with

sufficiently heavy mirror fermions and (relatively) light ordinary fermions,
with any mixing between the two sectors suppressed, at least in the case of

the first two families. In addition there are the issues of the heavy third family
and of thevery light neutrinos in the ordinary sector, and subsequently, of fla-

vor symmetries and their relation to supersymmetry breaking. One possible
avenue to address these issues is to utilize the HSB Yukawa couplings of the

previous section (in the framework of low-energy supersymmetry breaking)
[170]. We note that unlike in the (N = 1) case with high-energy supersymme-
try breaking, it is possible in this case that only one Higgs doublet acquires
a vev. this is because HSB Yukawa terms are not necessarily constrained by

holomorphicity.
These and other technical challenges in embedding the SM in a N = 2

framework are intriguing, but will not be pursued here. The N = 2 framework

outlined here was originally proposed in Ref. [176], and more recently in

Ref. [170]. Experimental status of models with three additional families was

addressed in Ref. [151.
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